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Preface 

Conference World and AR Research Publication is fast growing group of academicians in 

Engineering, Sciences and Management. AR Research Publication is also known for fast reply and 

zero error work. Conference world has organized a various conferences at renowned places namely 

Delhi University; New Delhi, Jawaharlal Nehru University; New Delhi, PHD Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry New Delhi, YMCA New Delhi, India International Centre New Delhi Sri 

Venkateswara college of Engineering and Technology, Andhra Pradesh,  Dhananjay Mahadik Group 

of Institutions (BIMAT), Shivaji University, Maharashtra, Vedant Engineering Kota and many more 

places across the country.  

We are very pleased to introduce the proceedings of the International Conference on Latest Trends in 

Engineering, Science, Humanities and Management (ICLTESHM-17). As for previous conferences, 

the theme was the link between the information provided by conference world and the use made of 

this information in assessing structural integrity. These were the issues addressed by the papers 

presented at the conference. The level of interest in the subject matter of the conference was 

maintained from previous events and over 25 suitable papers were submitted for presentation at the 

conference.  

Papers were well represented in the conference to arouse a high level of international interest. Three 

countries were represented in the final program from Europe, North America and Asia. In the event, 

the conference was highly successful. The presented papers maintained the high promise suggested by 

the written abstracts and the program was chaired in a professional and efficient way by the session 

chairmen who were selected for their international standing in the subject. The number of delegates 

was also highly gratifying, showing the high level of international interest in the subject. This is also 

indicated by the large number of countries, 01 represented by the delegates. This Proceeding provides 

the permanent record of what was presented. They indicate the state of development at the time of 

writing of all aspects of this important topic and will be invaluable to all workers in the field for that 

reason. Finally, it is appropriate that we record our thanks to our fellow members of the Technical 

Organizing Committee for encouraging participation from those areas. We are also indebted to those 

who served as chairmen, without their support, the conference could not have been the success that it 

was. We also acknowledge the authors themselves, without whose expert input there would have been 

no conference. Their efforts made a great contribution to its success.  

Proceeding of the conference has been published with ISBN: 978-93-86171-24-5 

International Conference on Latest Trends in Engineering, Science, Humanities and Management 

(ICLTESHM-17) was organized at (IFUNA) Indian Federation of United Nations Associations, 

Qutab Institutional Area, New Delhi (India) on 4th February2017 

 

Total 108 papers were received for the conference and 25 papers were shortlisted by the committee.  
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PROXIMATE COMPOSITION AND PHYSIOCHEMICAL 

CHARACTERISTICS OF Acacia nilotica AND  

Albizia lebbeck 

1
Mukhan Wati , 

2
Anjani  

1,2 
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, 

CCS Haryana Agricultural University, Hisar, (India) 

 

ABSTRACT 

The present study analysed the proximate composition of seed powder in which protein content was highest in 

Albizialebbeck (28.5±0.6%)and yield of oil was highest in Acacia nilotica (13.6±0.3%) seed oil of both plants 

having following composition: Peroxide value and Iodine value were highest(1.4±0.1 meq/kg), (140.5±0.1 g/100g) 

in Acacianilotica. Saponification value and Unsaponifiable matter were also highest in (219.4±0.7 

mgKOH/g),(6.1±0.2%) Acacianilotica. Free fatty acid was highest in Albizialebbeck (1.7±0.0%). The fatty acids 

prominent in both plant was Linoleic acid (C18:2) which was highest (62.7±0.8%) inAlbizialebbeckas compared to 

Acacianilotica. The prominent mineral in Acacianilotica was calcium (198.0±1.8%) which is lower than that of 

Albizialebbeck and in Albizialebbeckpotassium (510.0±2.3%) was the prominent mineral. 

Keywords: Acacia Nilotica, Albizialebbeck, Fatty Acid Composition, Oil Composition, Proximate 

Composition. 

I INTRODUCTION 

Acacia nilotica(L.) Del. belongs to the family Mimosaceae and is widely distributed in tropical and sub-tropical 

countries. Ayurvedic medicine practices have declared that green pods and seeds of A. niloticacan provide the 

nutrients and therapeutic ingredients to prevent, mitigate and treat various diseases (Singh et al., 2009a). It is used 

by traditional healers in Chattisgarh District of India for the treatment of various types of cancer. Different parts of 

A. niloticaare known to possess astringent, antibacterial, insect repellent, antioxidant, antidiabetic and antiviral 

properties (Bachayaet al., 2009). Traditionally the bark, leaves, pods and flowers are used against cancer, cold, 

congestion, cough, diarrhea, dysentery, fever, gall bladder, hemorrhoid, ophthalmia, sclerosis, small pox, 

tuberculosis, leprosy, bleeding piles, leucoderma and menstrual problems (Ambasta, 1994; Bhargavabet al., 1998). 
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In West Africa, the bark and gum of this plant are used against cancer, tumors and indurations of liver and spleen, 

the root for tuberculosis, the wood for smallpox and the leaves for ulcer (Kalaivani andMathew, 2010). 

AlbizialebbeckL. Benth (AL), locally known as shirish,a large deciduous tree, belongs to the family Fabaceae. It is a 

medium to large tree, of multistemmed widely spreading habit (Everist, 1986).  

The nutritive values of the leaf, flower and pod of A. lebbeckin rabbit and sheep have been reported (Gupta, 1981; 

Pradhan and Dayal, 1981; Lowry, 1987). Its leaves are reported to be good for ophthalmic diseases, night blindness, 

syphilis and ulcer, cold, cough, and respiratory disorders. The leaves are also used as cattle fodder, mulch, and 

manure due to high nitrogen contents.  The bark of the plant is used as an astringent in the treatment of diarrhea. The 

bark has acrid taste and recommended for bronchitis, leprosy, scabies and helminthes infections. The plant is also 

reported to have antiseptic, anti-inflammatory, anti-dysenteric, anti-tumour and anti- tubercular properties.  

 

II MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Dry pods of A. nilotica and A. lebbeckwere collected from forest area of District Palwal, India. The seeds were 

removed from their pods and ground to powder form using electric grinding machine. The powder seed  and oil 

composition were determined by stsndard method of AOAC 1990. 

2.1 Fatty Acid Spectrum 

Preparation of methyl esters: 

Method: 

A suitable amount of oil sample was taken in a test tube and 0.5 ml of 0.5 N sodium methoxide was added and 

covered with aluminium foil and then immersed in a water bath at 65ºC to a depth of half inch and was shaken 

vigorously for 2 - 3 min. The mixture became homogenous indicating the complete esterification of the oil sample. 

The test tube was removed from the water bath and cooled to room temperature. One ml of carbon disulphide was 

added and shaken for 1 - 2 min. Approximately 100 mg of activated charcoal was added mixed uniformly and 

filtered through Whatman No. 1 filter paper. The filtrate constituted all the methyl esters of fatty acids. 

 

2.2 Fractination of methyl esters by GLC 

Methyl esters of fatty acids were separated using Chemito 8610 HT Gas chromatograph equipped with FID and a 

BPX70, 0.25ml fused silica column (SGE Pvt. Ltd., Ringwood, Victoria, Australia) was used. The carrier gas was 

hydrogen and injection was operated in the split mode, the split ratio being approximately 50 : 1. Injector and 

detector temperature were 270ºC and 280ºC respectively. The oven temperature was held at 70ºC for 1 min. and 

then programmed at 30ºC/min. to 170ºC followed by further programming at 30ºC/ min. to 200ºC and held at this 

temperature for 6 min. Data was captured and analysed with, Chemito 5000 integrator (Tashniwal Instruments, India 

Ltd.). 
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2.3 Mineral Contents 

Reagents: 

Diacid mixture: Nitric acid and perchloric acid was mixed in ratio 5:1 just before use. 

Hydrochloric mixture (1%): 1ml of conc. HCl was added in 50 ml distilled water and final volume was 

made upto 100 ml with distilled water. 

Method:  

0.2 gm powdered sample of the seeds was digested with 15 ml of diacid mixture (5HNO3:HClO4) in a conical flask 

by heating on hot plate in open space till clear white precipitates settle down at bottom of conical flask. The 

precipitates were dissolved in 1% HCl prepared in double distilled water, filtered and final volume of filterate was 

made up to 50 ml with double distilled water and analyzed by using atomic absorption spectrometer. 

 

III RESULTS  

The physiochemical characteristics of oil of Acacianilotica and Albizialebbeck were determined according to the 

standard methods of AOAC (1990), which were given in table 3.1. The free fatty acid were 0.9±0.1% & 1.7±0.0%, 

peroxide value of fresh oil were 1.4±0.1 meq/kg & 0.9±0.1meq/kg, saponification values were 219.4±0.7 mgKOH/g 

& 204.7±1.0mgKOH/g, unsaponifiable matter were 6.1±0.2% & 3.7±0.2%, iodine values were 140.5±0.1 g/100g & 

101.0±0.7 g/100g. 

Fatty acid Composition of seed oil of Acacianilotica and Albizialebbeck having the following composition: 

Palmitic acid (C16:0) 13.7±0.4% & 13.5±0.3%, stearic acid(C18:0) 4.4±0.1% & 1.1±0.0%, oleic acid (C18:1)  

30.6±0.3% & 12.6±0.4%, linoleic acid (C18:2) 40.5±0.4% & 62.7±0.8%, linolenic acid (C18:3) 2.6±0.3% & 2.0±0.1%,  

arachidic acid (C20:0) 0.1±0.1% & 0.9±0.1% and Behanic acid (C22:0) 1.6±0.2% & 2.3±0.1% which is shown in table  

3.2. 

The AcacianiloticaandAlbizialebbeck seeds contained significant amount of important minerals shown below in 

Table 3.3.  Calcium 198.0±1.8 mg/100g & 280.0±1.7 mg/100g, potassium 110.0±1.1 mg/100g & 510.0±2.3 

mg/100g, sodium 25.0±0.3 mg/100g  & 62.5±1.2 mg/100g, magnesium 2.5±0.1 mg/100g  & 7.1±0.4 mg/100g, iron 

18.0±0.3 mg/100g & 2.3±0.2 mg/100g, zinc 2.4±0.0 mg/100g & 2.0±0.1 mg/100g, cobalt 1.9±0.1 mg/100g & traces, 

manganese  3.0±0.2 & 0.2±0.1, copper 0.3±0.0 mg/100g  & 0.6±0.3 mg/100g and  phosphorus 51.4±1.5 mg/100g & 

390.0±2.7 mg/100g. 

Yield of oil in Acacia nilotica 13.6±0.3% which is highest than  inAlbizialebbeck  10.9±0.4% and protein content  

were 23.4±0.5% & 28.5±0.6% in both plants. 
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Table3.1: Physiochemical characteristics of seed oil of Acacia niloticaand Albizialebbeck 

Parameters  Composition  

Acacia nilotica Albizialebbeck 

Peroxide value (meq/kg) 1.4±0.1 0.9±0.1 

Iodine value (g/100g) 140.5±0.1 101.0±0.7 

Saponification value (mgKOH/g) 219.4±0.7 204.7±1.0 

Unsaponifiable matter (%) 6.1±0.2 3.7±0.2 

Free fatty acid (%) 0.9±0.1 1.7±0.0 

 

Values are mean of three replicates ± standard error 

 

 

 

Table 3.2:  Fatty acid Composition of seed oil of Acacianiloticaand Albizialebbeck 

Parameters                 Composition (%) 

Acacia nilotica Albizialebbeck 

Palmitic acid (C16:0) 13.7±0.4 13.5±0.3 

Stearic acid (C18:0) 4.4±0.1 1.1±0.0 

Oleic acid (C18:1) 30.6±0.3 12.6±0.4 

Linoleic acid (C18:2) 40.5±0.4 62.7±0.8 

Linolenic acid (C18:3) 2.6±0.3 2.0±0.1 

Arachidic acid (C20:0) 0.1±0.1 0.9±0.1 

Behanic acid (C22:0) 1.6±0.2 2.3±0.1 

 

Values are mean of three replicates ± standard error 
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Table 3.3:  Mineral Composition of seeds of Acacianilotica andAlbizialebbeck 

Parameters                                   Composition  

Acacia nilotica Albizialebbeck 

Ca (mg/100g) 198.0±1.8 280.0±1.7 

K (mg/100g) 110.0±1.1 510.0±2.3 

Na (mg/100g) 25.0±0.3 62.5±1.2 

Mg (mg/100g) 2.5±0.1 7.1±0.4 

Fe (mg/100g) 18.0±0.3 2.3±0.2 

Zn (mg/100g) 2.4±0.0 2.0±0.1 

Co (mg/100g) 1.9±0.1 Traces  

Mn (mg/100g) 3.0±0.2 0.2±0.1 

Cu (mg/100g) 0.3±0.0 0.6±0.3 

P (mg/100g) 51.4±1.5 390.0±2.7 

Values are mean of three replicates ± standard error 

 

IV DISCUSSION 

 

Table 3.1 presents the result of thephysicochemical analysis of the oils of A. niloticaand A. lebbeck. The free fatty 

acid content was0.9±0.1 % in Acacianiloticaand Albizialebbeckhad it as 1.7±0.0 % respectively. The iodine value 

isa measure of the unsaturation in oils. Thisvalue was found as 140.5±0.1 g/100gin Acacianiloticawhich placed it as 

the moreunsaturated among both oils evaluated. Acacianiloticaalso hadthe highest saponification value 

(219.4±0.7mgKOH/g) and unsaponifiable matter (6.1±0.2mgKOH/g) among thestudied oils. The peroxide value 

was 1.4±0.1meq/kg in Acacianilotica, 0.9±0.1meq/kg in Albizialebbeck. 

The fatty acid composition of the seed oils of theseplants is presented in Table 3.2. C18:2 was thedominant fatty 

acid in the seed oils of Acacianilotica(40.5 ± 0.4%)and Albizialebbeck(62.7± 0.8 %). C18:1 and C18:3were highest 

in Acacianilotica(30.6 ± 0.3 % & 2.6 ± 0.3%), while C22:0 had the highest value in Albizialebbeck(2.3± 0.1%). 

C16:0 were(13.7± 0.4 %) in Acacia niloticawhile (13.5± 0.3 %) in Albizialebbeck. 
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A total of ten minerals were determined in the seeds. The results of which shown in table 3.3. These minerals are 

known to play vital roles in both plants and animals (Schwartz; 1975) and they were accumulated in different 

amounts in the seeds. K was detected as the most accumulated metal in the seeds. This was foundin the seed of 

Albizialebbeckas 510.0 ± 2.3mg/100g while the seeds of Acacianiloticahadit as 110.0±1.1 respectively. Na, Ca, Mg 

and P were also detected high in the seeds of Albizialebbeck. Na was (62.5 ± 1.2mg/100g), Ca(280.0 ± 1.7mg/100g) 

while Mg and P were(7.1 ± 0.4mg/100g) and (390.0±2.7mg/100g). 

study support the fact that some medicinal plants commonly consumed in India are promising sources of potential 

antioxidants. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of the paper is to bring out the Outcome of redefining relationship pertaining to ShashiDeshpande’s novel 

Small Remedies. In general, women writers writing in English present with insight and understanding the dilemma, 

which modern women are facing in traditional society where dual morality is the accepted norm, self-willed and 

individualistic women have to face suffering created by broken relationship.  

Among Indians women English novelists Shashi Deshpande occupies an outstanding position. Though her works 

show strong feminine sensibility, she has stressed that she is not a feminist rather she likes to be seen as one 

fascinated in human relationships. It is clear that the relationship she is concerned in is that between husband and 

wife. Her female protagonists are tolerant and submissive but do not seem to be ready to compromise their identity 

and individuality. As they feel the need for self-expression and individual fulfillment, they begin to question the 

conventions and traditions that question their importance and individuality. This awakening has led to the 

redefining of husband-wife relationships. In the man-woman relationships she depicts, Deshpande stresses the 

predicament that is always seen in the heroine's life. They seek their selfhood with in the orbit of family 

relationships. Thus redefining relationships helps them to gain confidence and to assert themselves. 

 

Keywords: Shashi Deshpande, Relationship, Redefining Relationship 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

ShashiDeshpande as a writer brings out the process of self-identity through various techniques. Redefining 

relationships is one of such technique, which she follows to bring out the true identity of her protagonists. The 

objective of the paper is to bring out the outcomes of redefining relationship pertaining toShashiDeshpande’s novel 

Small Remedies. In this novel ShashiDeshpande explores the lives of two women, SavitribaiIndorekar, one obsessed 

with music and Leela, a passionate supporter of communism. Both Savitribai and Leela break away from their 

families to seek fulfillment in their chosen life. 
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The protagonist of the novel, MadhuSaptharisi is a motherless child, brought up by her father and Babu, a male 

servant. Her father was a self-sufficient man who marked his identity as doctor.He cared her daughter Madhuso 

much that her mother remains a blank space throughout her life. The smell of the cigarettes and the aroma of drink 

when she remains in the company of her father mean security to Madhu. She states that, “Ours was a relationship 

built, not on information, but on trust” (175). But, her father’s sudden demise made her a stranger to her own life. 

My father dead, Babu gone, I knew not where, the home that had been mine ever since I could remember, no longer 

there-these things made me suddenly a stranger to my own life (41). She is left under the care of her aunt Leela and 

Joe, whose relationship proves to be a wonderful companionship for her. With Leela in my life, I’ve never felt the 

lack of a mother (151). In her stay at her aunt’s house she meets with Paula’s hatred in the form of unkind 

behaviour. Unable to withhold Paula’s cruelty, Madhu decides to stay in hostel for her studies. When Joe and Leela 

aspire for Madhu’s higher education, she ignores it showing her curiosity to be independent. She states her condition 

thus:But I have one good reason not to go on. My father’s money is over (82). So, she determines to work and be 

independent. As god sent gift,Hamidbhai offers her a job in City Views. She even takes her colleague Dalvi’ssexual 

harassment as fleabite and feels pride in her work. At certain point of time her friendship with Som turns to be true 

love. Her initial stage of hardships subsides when she marries Som.I’m not only happy, I’m little complacent too 

(182). 

 

Two years after her marriage Adit is born. Motherhood absorbs all of me, I’ve nothing left for anyone, for anything 

(146). She is totally obsessed with Adit.Her life centers on the needs for her son. She even expresses her fulfillment 

as, What can you give me, my Lord, I, who have everything? (89). Her happiness gets totally collapsed when Adit 

dies in a bomb blast. She first does not accept it and starts a vague search for her son. Som, in agony says, Cry of 

him, mourn him, but don’t wait for him (303). His death engulfs them in grief and emptiness. 

 

The relationship begins to split after her disclose of the past truth. Som becomes estranged when he comes to know 

about Madhu’s sexual encounter at an age of fifteen with her father’s friend. Suddenly, Madhu again becomes 

stranger to her affectionate husband Som. This makes Som so cautious that he even ceases to touch her and not to 

make physical contact with her. This fearful struggle locks them in silence. He wants hard facts. I could not speak 

the words he wanted to hear (256). In such circumstance, their son’s death lays between them. Adit’s death changed 

everything. To remember is to make living impossible. And therefore it is that Som and I prefer to be apart. To see 

Som is to remember. In the face, in his eyes, I see my own grief, my guilt, my anger (107).Som’s behavior was 

inconsiderate towards Madhu who becomes inarticulate when he starts speaking ill of her relationship with her 

brother Tony. To recover from the extreme hardships faced after her son’s death she decides to write the biography 

ofSavitribaiIndorekar, Doyen of Hindustani music. 

 

Savithribai, proves to be a person who rejects the conventions of her times, a feminist who lives her life on her 

terms, great artist who struggles and sacrifices everything for the cause of her love for music. She who is self-
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centered and uncaring has managed to turn her back on her past and her child when she began her journey to success 

and fame.We were a very wealthy family. Lakshmi has made her home in this family-that’s what they used to say 

about us (27). She is born in a wealthy family where her mother showed her the beauty of music but herfather-in-law 

started her on music.“I was so desperate I was willing to disguise myself as a man and go for a public performance” 

(128). 

 

 Though Savithribai belongs to a conservative Brahmin family she takes a bold step in expressing her love for music 

to her father-in-law who in turn helps her by arranging music class for her. But she indulges in an unimaginable 

height of criminality when she develops a relationship with Ghulam Ahmed, a tabla player who was a muslim and 

finally comes out of her dwelling to meet herGuruji.A woman who’d been, both as a child and as a married girl, part 

of a large family, living in a strange town among total strangers.With the added burden of being a Hindu woman, 

living with a Muslim partner, and, of course, the greater alienation that not knowing a language bridge (38).Finally, 

she never feels to abandonGhulam Ahmed, when the need for him gets over.  

 

Savitribaiconfers that it was not easy for her being a Brahmin woman in a respected family to take music as her 

career. Madhu comments on Bai’s attitude towards life as, The feminist who lived her life on her terms. The great 

artist who struggled and sacrified everything in the cause of her act.The woman who gave up everything in the cause 

of her art.The woman who gave up everything - a comfortable home a husband and a family – for love (116).Munni, 

her daughter rejects her relationship with her parents. She rarely speaks about her mother. Though Munni resembles 

her mother more and disclaims her father her light grey eyes indirectly authenticates the relationship she hates. She 

affirms her friendMadhu that Ghulam Ahmed is not her father and her true father lives in Pune, a lawyer who earns 

lot of money. She in her dislike for her identity as MeenakshiIndorekarultimately becomes Shailaja Joshi.Fighting 

with her back to the wall for the identity she wanted to have, the one she claimed finally, successfully denying her 

old one. Shailaja Joshi-a long way from Munni, daughter of Savitribai and Ghulam Saab(77). Madhu considers that 

the rejection by her daughter Munni, is the price Savitribai pays for her fallacious relationship with her daughter.  

 

Madhu also finds the relationship between Joe and Leela as incomparable, even without much of communication as 

best communicators are always wordless. Leela, strong-willed, gives her life to aid the factory workers of 

Bombay.Even after her husband, Vasanth’s death she does not go to her parent’s home as she determines to support 

herself and tolend a handto her brother-in-laws.“As long as my limbs are fit-I can move, I’ll do my own work” 

(200).She even marries a Christian, widower with two children which is considered as an act of rebel in a wholly 

conventional and traditional-bound family.  
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II CONCLUSION 

Madhu finally decides to redefine her relationship with her husband Som, after his letter stating, “We need to be 

together, we need to mourn him together, we need to face the fact of his death and our continuing life together” 

(323). The outcome is her self-realization and her determination to move on even after facing much intense 

hardships.  Thus, the desperate exploration for meaning, the effort to find a sense of one’s identity and one’s 

relationship to the world outside, culminates in the understanding that loss is never total, and it is essential to realize 

it because, in any event, life has to be made possible. 
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ABSTRACT  

The cool water purification paper provides a small, economical, water purification system that may be applied on a 

larger scale. The design has minimal moving parts, thereby reducing the risk of mechanical failure. The final device 

is driven from a windmill interface. The design easily separates waste and optimizes clean water output. The cool 

water purification paper work is intended to fulfill the requirements of the ASME design competition and then be 

adapted to use a renewable energy source. When adapted to a renewable energy source, this small scale water 

purification device will attempt to satisfy market needs for individual families who desire purified drinking water. 

The purpose of this paper is to design and manufacture a small scale water purification system which requires 

minimal maintenance and is cost efficient. Originally, a human powered bike will be used to power the purification 

system for the competition and a wind turbine will be used to adapt the system to renewable energy. The power 

produced will be converted into heat by using a resistive heating element which will be placed in a boiling chamber. 

Once the water is boiled, it is condensed in the heat exchanger and the system will collect the potable water. The 

final product of the cool water purification system will provide potable water to people around the world. The 

system will efficiently transmit heat to the water and all components of the device will be cost efficient and require 

minimal maintenance. 

Keywords: Construction , Classification and Working of Water Cooler.  

I INTRODUCTION OF WATER COOLER 

A water cooler or water dispenser is a device that cools and dispenses water. They are generally broken up in two 

categories: bottle less and bottled water coolers. Bottle less water coolers are hooked up to a water supply, while 

bottled water coolers require delivery (or self-pick-up) of water in large bottles from vendors. 
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Water cooler may also refer to a primitive device for keeping water cool Early drinking fountains provided room 

temperature drinking water, but demand led to the development of fountains that could provide cooler water thereby 

killing the micro-organisms responsible for pollution and disease. But early water coolers did not have a discrete 

water treatment method for purifying the dispensed H2O. As the years went by, water coolers further evolved into 

smaller, lighter, and more efficient units. They also varied in shape and size, depending on the needs of the 

consuming public. With health and safety being the main drivers in recent years, modern water coolers were created 

with inbuilt purifying systems with some having a reverse osmosis system that removes chlorine and destroys 

microbial. Today there are two main types of water cooler: bottled and bottle less. The bottle less cooler connects 

directly to the water supply and has a filtering process for purifying the water. One of the big advantages here is that 

you don't have to maintain the cumbersome and heavy bottles; plus, bottle less water is cheaper and more 

environmentally friendly. 

 

Fig: - Water Cooling System 

 

II INTRODUCTION OF RO WATER PURIFIER  

Osmosis is a natural process by which water flows into plant and animal cells, through cellular membranes, also 

known as semi-permeable membranes or osmotic membranes. These membranes have a unique property that pure 

water can freely flow in either direction, but passage of salt and other dissolved impurities are inhibited. Living cells 

contain salty solutions, which allow them to absorb water from their natural surroundings, through the osmotic 

process. Osmotic pressure is a unique, natural property of all solutions. The osmotic pressure of a solution depends 

on the concentration of the salt and other dissolved materials. Suspended impurities like silt and bacteria do not 

contribute to osmotic pressure. As the cell absorbs water, it starts building pressure inside the cell. At the same time, 
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the concentration of salt inside the cell decreases, so does its osmotic pressure value. The flow of water into the cell 

continues, until the pressure inside the cell equals the osmotic pressure value of the remaining salty solution inside 

the cell. The above diagram explains the concept of osmotic pressure. 

Reverse Osmosis works on the same principle as osmosis, but in the reverse direction. If external pressure is applied 

to the above cell containing salty solution, then pure water is forced out of the cell and the salt is retained. As the 

water is extracted from the salty solution, its concentration rises, so does its osmotic pressure. The process continues 

until the osmotic pressure value of the remaining salt solution inside the cell equals the applied external pressure. 

Reverse osmosis membranes also hold back suspended impurities; such as, silt, colloidal particles and 

microorganisms by virtue of their ultra-fine pore size. Because reverse osmosis membranes hold back all kinds of 

impurities, reverse osmosis offers an ideal method of water purification. 

 

Fig:  Block Diagram of RO Water Purifier 

III BACKGROUNG 

The motivation of the ASME design competition is from natural disasters like the recent hurricane in New Orleans 

and the lack of clean water in developing countries. More information about the motivation for the design 

competition can be found in Appendix B. 

According to an article published by the Red Cross in March 2005, over 1.1 billion people lack access to safe 

drinking water. As a result, over 2.2 million people die from unsafe drinking water every year. Almost 90 percent of 
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these deaths are children under the age of five. In fact, British Broadcasting News reports that 4,500-6,000 children 

die every day from water related diseases. 

Existing water treatment processes include desalination plants, reverse osmosis water treatment plants, and 

household water purifiers. The large facilities are quite costly and require detailed know-how about the latest 

developments in the sanitation industry. All three methods require a membrane or filter, which translates to constant 

maintenance and a substantial amount of upkeep cost. The smaller household filters can usually only filter out 

certain strong smells and tastes, trivial problems for any family. 

Many nations have realized the urgency of having potable water and are putting forth funds for supporting 

purification programs. For example, in response to a proposal by the United Nations, the Red Cross is going to 

spend 129 million dollars over the next ten years to provide clean water for more people. In a similar effort, the 

United States’ Government has pledged to provide 970 million dollars over the next three years to improving access 

to clean water and increasing water productivity. 

A group of four students have sought to design a device that can clean water efficiently and effectively. The initial 

design will be completed according to the specifications of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Student 

Development Conference in 2007. The final design will use the competition as a guide for sensible improvements 

and adaptations to a renewable energy source, such as wind. The design will be completed by a mechanical 

engineering team representing the University of San Diego. 

 

IV CLASSIFICATION OF WATER COOLER  

Types of Water Cooler 

When it comes to choosing a water cooler for your home of office, there are lots of options. Where do you start? 

Well, the first thing you need to do is decide what kind of water cooler you want. Remember, your objective is cold 

(and/or hot), filtered drinking water. In this post we present you with seven types of water coolers. A water cooler 

being anything that provides cold and/or hot drinking water. There are following type of water cooler: - 

1. Tap Water 

2. Wall Mounted Water Bubbler 

3. Instant Hot Water Dispenser 

4. Buying Bottled Water 

5. Upright Water Dispenser 

6. Ezy Fill Water Cooler 

7. Direct Connection Water Cooler 
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Tap Water 

The benefits of tap water are obvious (convenient, inexpensive and always available) however it’s not always the 

coldest water and you’re risking sediment in your water. Plus, tap water is not hot enough for your tea or coffee. The 

benefits of tap water are obvious (convenient, inexpensive and always available) however it’s not always the coldest 

water and you’re risking sediment in your water. Plus, tap water is not hot enough for your tea or coffee. 

 

Fig: - Tap Water 

Wall Mounted Water Bubbler 

A wall mounted water bubbler solves the cold water problem however it can be uber inconvenient for drinking and 

filling up your water bottle. It’s also expensive to install and remove. And like tap water, there’s no hot water option 

for tea and coffee. 

 

Fig: -Wall Mounted Water Bubbler 

Instant Hot Water Dispenser 

Ok so this solves the hot water problem. Great for instant tea and coffee but where’s the cold water option! Too bad 

when you want a cold refreshing drink. 
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Fig : Instant Hot Water Dispenser 

Buying Bottled Water 

The benefits of this water cooler is you’ll get cold and hot filtered water. The downside is that you’re buying water 

bottles which can be expensive, tough on the environment (due to trucks delivering your water) and you can easily 

run out of water bottles.  In addition, a lot of water cooler companies use polycarbonate bottles. According to a study 

by the Harvard School of Public Health, BPA levels can rise by two thirds when drinking from polycarbonate 

bottles. Read why you need BPA free water bottles. You also need to lift and replace the bottle when it’s empty so 

watch your back! 

 

Fig: Buying Bottled Water 

Upright Water Dispenser 

This type of water cooler allows for easier replacement of your water bottles. However, this option shares similar 

downsides to option 4 above. There are also environmental factors with water bottles. 

 

Fig: Upright Water Dispenser 
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Ezy Fill Water Cooler 

With this type of water cooler, you refill it yourself. That means you save on buying water, never need to replace the 

bottle (it’s regularly cleaned by your service provider), and the bottle is BPA free. You also can choose from hot and 

cold options so it’s great for instant tea and coffee or that cold drink in summer. 

 

Fig:  -Ezy Fill Water Cooler 

 

Direct Connection Water Cooler: 

A direct connection water cooler connects with your plumbing to deliver instant fresh cold water or hot water. While 

this option can costlier (one off installation) the benefits are obvious. No running out of water, no refilling water 

bottles and your water cooler company will regularly service, sanitize and change the filter. 

 

Fig: -Direct Connection Water Cooler 

 

CONSTRUCTION OF RO WATER PURIFIER  

The basic components of reverse osmosis system are follows: - 

1. Cold water line valve 

2. Pre-filter 

3. Reverse Osmosis Membrane 

4. Post filter 
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5. Automatic Shut Off Valve 

6. Check Valve 

7. Flow Restrictor 

8. Storage Tank 

9. Faucet 

10. Drain line 

 

 

Fig: - Diagram of a Reverse Osmosis System with Basic Components 

 

Cold water line valve: - 

Valve that fits onto the cold water supply line. The valve has a tube that attaches to the inlet side of the RO pre filter. 

This is the water source for the RO system. 

Pre-filter: - 

Water from the cold water supply line enters the Reverse Osmosis Pre Filter first. There may be more than one pre-

filter used in a Reverse Osmosis system. The most commonly used pre-filters are sediment filters. These are used to 

remove sand silt, dirt and other sediment. Additionally, carbon filters may be used to remove chlorine, which can 
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have a negative effect on TFC (thin film composite) & TFM (thin film material) membranes. Carbon pre filters are 

not used if the RO system contains a CTA (cellulose tri-acetate) membrane. 

Reverse Osmosis Membrane: - 

The Reverse Osmosis Membrane is the heart of the system. The most commonly used is a spiral wound of which 

there are two options: the CTA (cellulose tri-acetate), which is chlorine tolerant, and the TFC/TFM (thin film 

composite/material), which is not chlorine tolerant. 

Post filter: - 

After the water leaves the RO storage tank, but before going to the RO faucet, the product water goes through the 

post filter (s). The post filter (s) is generally carbon (either in granular or carbon blocks form). Any remaining tastes 

and odors are removed from the product water by post filtration. 

Automatic Shut Off Valve: - 

To conserve water, the RO system has an automatic shutoff valve. When the storage tank is full (this may vary 

based upon the incoming water pressure) this valve stops any further water from entering the membrane, thereby 

stopping water production. By shutting off the flow this valve also stops water from flowing to the drain. Once water 

is drawn from the RO drinking water faucet, the pressure in the tank drops and the shut off valves opens, allowing 

water to flow to the membrane and waste-water (water containing contaminants) to flow down the drain. 

Check Valve: - 

A check valve is located in the outlet end of the RO membrane housing. The check valve prevents the backward 

flow or product water from the RO storage tank. A backward flow could rupture the RO membrane. 

Flow Restrictor: - 

Water flow through the RO membrane is regulated by a flow control. There are many different styles of flow 

controls. This device maintains the flow rate required to obtain the highest quality drinking water (based on the 

gallon capacity of the membrane). It also helps maintain pressure on the inlet side of the membrane. Without the 

flow control very little drinking water would be produced because all the incoming tap water would take the path of 

least resistance and simply flow down the drain line. The flow control is located in the RO drain line tubing. 

Storage Tank: - 

The standard RO storage tank holds up to 2.5 gallons of water. A bladder inside the tank keeps water pressurized in 

the tank when it is full. 
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 Faucet: - 

The RO unit uses its own faucet, which is usually installed on the kitchen sink. In areas where required by plumbing 

codes an air-gap faucet is generally used. 

Drain line: - 

This line runs from the outlet end of the Reverse Osmosis membrane housing to the drain. This line is used to 

dispose of the impurities and contaminants found in the incoming water source (tap water). The flow control is also 

installed in this line. 

Water cooler cabinets have sheet metal housing attached to a steel framework. The condenser and hermetic 

compressor are located in the housing base, and the evaporator is located in the cabinet depending on its type of 

evaporator, but normally under the drain basin. Most water coolers use heat exchanger or pre cooler, which pre cools 

the freshwater   line   to   the   evaporator, reducing cooling requirements for the evaporator.  A thermostat, which is 

manually set and adjusted, is located in the cooler housing close to the evaporator. Automatic ice machines, similar 

to the units are often used in galleys, barracks, gymnasiums, and other public areas. Ice machines are self-contained, 

automatic machines, ranging from a small unit producing 50 pounds of ice per day to a commercial unit producing 

2,400 pounds of ice per day.  

 

Fig: - Storage type of water cooler. 
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The primary difference in the design of these machines is the evaporator.  They automatically control water feed to 

the evaporator, freeze the water in an ice cube mold, heat the mold and empty the ice into a storage bin, and shut 

down when the storage bin is full. Floats and solenoids control water flow, and switches operate the storing action 

when ice is made. Electrical heating elements, hot water, hot gas defrosting, or mechanical devices remove the ice 

from the freezing surfaces depending on the unit the freezing and defrost cycle of a typical ice cube machine.  

V CONCLUSION 

Water may be the world’s most abundant resource, but the need for sanitary and clean water is exponentially 

increasing. Currently available water purification systems require large scale expensive facilities or disposable filters 

which require costly maintenance and replacement. Deaths in developing countries and rural areas have increased in 

the past ten years due to lack of clean water, and countries such as the United States have pledged to give over a 

billion dollars towards water related fields. Around the world there is a growing need and interest in clean water.  

Attached is a proposal for a simple inexpensive water purification system. This device will be reusable, require little 

maintenance and contain minimal degradable parts. This is accomplished by using a windmill to translate 

mechanical input to electrical power. Heat created by a heating element boils water and removes 99.9% of all 

bacterial impurities. The cool Water Purification paper uses two sources of energy to create potable water. For 

normal uses, wind will be used as a renewable energy source and for emergency situations a human powered 

mechanism provides an alternative energy source. This system will boil contaminated water, purifying it, and then 

condense the water as a potable source. The system will be simple, cost efficient, and require minimal maintenance. 
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ABSTRACT   

 Brain tumor is one of the serious diseases so it is necessary to have accurate detection. Generally by using CT-

scan and MRI techniques visual examination is done by doctors for detection of part of brain having tumor. In 

this paper three algorithms are used to perform brain tumor segmentation of MRI image. In first stage image 

pre-processing is performed to remove file artifacts, skull removal and median filter is applied for noise 

reduction. In second stage segmentation is performed on preprocessed image by k-means and FCM and 

watershed segmentation methods which partition the image into different regions. In third stage, thresholding 

and morphological operators are used to separate the part of brain having tumor from MRI image. At the end of 

the process the tumour is extracted from the MR image and its exact position and the shape also determined. 

Keywords : Tracking Algorithm, Median Filter, K-Means, Fuzzy C Means, Watershed 

Segmentation, Thresholding, Morphological Operator’s 

 

 I INTRODUCTION 

Tumour is an abnormal growth of cells in body which forms a mass of tissues.  It can be cancerous i.e malignant 

or non-cancerous i.e. Benign. Malignant tumour involves abnormal cell growth which spread to other parts of 

the body. Benign tumors do not spread to other parts of the body. Normally brain tumour affects CSF (Cerebral 

Spinal Fluid). It causes strokes. The physician gives the treatment for the strokes rather than the treatment for 

tumour. So detection of tumour is important for the treatment. MRI, computed tomography (CT), digital 

mammography, and other imaging processes give an efficient means for detecting different types of diseases. 

From the MRI images the information such as tumors location provides radiologists, an easy way to diagnose 

the tumour and plan the surgical approach for its removal. MRIs use radiofrequency and magnetic field without 

ionized radiations. This MRI Magnetic resonance imaging is used to visualize the internal structures of  the 

body which gives different opinions between doctors .Therefore, the brain tumor diagnosis in an appropriate 

time is very necessary.  To overcome this problem image segmentation is applied to MRI images.  Image 

segmentation technique partitions a given image into a finite number of non-overlapping regions to accurately 

identify tissue structure and perform correct diagnosis. 
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S Zhu et al paper presents an  image segmentation method using thresholding technique This is based on the 

assumption that adjacent pixels whose value lies within a certain range belong to the same class[1]. Manoj K 

Kowar and Sourabh Yadav describe Brain Tumor Detction and Segmentation Using Histogram Thresholding. If 

the histograms of the images corresponding to the two halves of the brain are plotted, symmetry between the 

two histograms should be observed along its central axis and if any asymmetry is observed, tumor is detected. 

This makes image histogram the choice for object delineation and finding an appropriate threshold between 

object and background fulfils the task of object identification [2]. Victor Chen et al proposed that Graph based 

detection of tumor is one of the segmentation technique where tumor is detected based on graph. Graph cut 

leads to over partitioning of the image[3]. From the above discussion, it can be said that, there is no such 

technique which is perfect. To get best results we have to minimize the limitation of the individual methods for 

this segmentation processes are used in this paper. Here proposed algorithms are based on k-means, fuzzy c 

means and combination of watershed segmentation and morphological operator‟s. 

II PROPOSED METHOD 

 The proposed method mainly divided into two stages as preprocessing and combination of image segmentation 

and classification. The preprocessing is done by tracking algorithm and median filter. Segmentation is carried 

out by K-means, Fuzzy c means followed by thresholding performed for classification. and watershed 

segmentation methods followed by morphological operators which separate the tumor part from brain MRI. The 

block diagram of proposed method is given below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Block diagram of proposed method 

 Fig.1 is a block diagram for proposed method. It is having a combination of three segmentation methods from 

that image segmented by k means and fuzzy c means is classified by thresholding. Morphological operators are 

used to classify watershed segmented image. The entire proposed system consist of mainly three modules under 

that different algorithms are used. Each module and its function is explained below: 
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2.1 Pre-processing 

MRI image is taken as input image. For getting accurate results preprocessing is performed on MRI image. Fisrt 

MRI image is converted into gray scale image which gives all the intensity values from 0 to 255. Then 

preprocessing is done using tracking algorithm, erosion and dilation and also median filter. The algorithms and 

results for each method are explained below:  

2.1.1 Tracking algorithm 

Film artifacts such as patients name, labels are removed using tracking algorithm.Here, starting from the first 

row and first column, the intensity value of the pixels are analyzed and the threshold value of the film artifacts 

are found. The threshold value, greater than that of the threshold value is removed from MRI. The high intensity 

value of film artifacts are removed from MRI brain image [4]. 

1. Read the input image and store it in a two dimensional matrix. 

2. Select the peak threshold value for removing white labels 

3. Set flag value to 40. 

4. If the intensity value is less than or equal to 40 then, then that pixel is set to zero and thus the labels are       

removed from the image. 

5. Otherwise skip to the next pixel. 

 

2.1.2 Skull removal algorithm 

Removal of skull part using erosion and dilation morphological techniques which is an effective and fully 

automated but inefficient way of stripping skull. Erosion and Dilation are two basic operators in the area of 

mathematical morphology. These typically applied to binary images, but there are versions that work on 

grayscale images. As erosion is a technique which uses background and the foreground for the processing. In 

Brain MRI there is a particular intensity of the back-ground that appears before brain image. Unfortunately in 

brain MRI, the same intensity is appeared as a part of the brain. And this appearance is a false background. So in 

this scenario that algorithm would be unable to distinguish between the original back ground and the false 

background. Eventually the area around the false background will also be eroded, which causes distortion in the 

brain tissues along with the skull. 

1. Convert the film artifacts removed image into binary image. 

2. Set the disk value to 7. 

3. Apply the erosion followed by dilation. 

4. Map the result obtained with input image. 

 

2.1.3 Median filter algorithm 

For removal of unwanted part median filter is applied to remove noise from an image. It is used for removing 

high frequency components such as salt and pepper noise. Median Filter can remove the noise without 

disturbing the edges. This technique calculates the median of the surrounding pixels to determine the new value 

of the pixel. A median is calculated by sorting all pixel values by their size, then selecting the median value as 
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the new value for the pixel. For each pixel, an 3*3, 5*5, 7*7, 9*9, 11*11 window of neighborhood pixels are 

extracted and the median value is calculated for that window. The intensity value of the center pixel is replaced 

with the median value. This procedure is done for all the pixels in the image to smoothen the edges. Then using 

this preprocessed image segmentation is performed to detect tumor part [5]. 

1. Read the image and store it in a 2 dimensional matrix. 

2.  Extract matrix of size 3*3 from the given image and apply median filtering. 

3. Intensity values of 3*3 matrix are compared with the given range of values.  

4. Calculate median value for the above 3*3 matrix. 

5. Replace the center intensity value of the 3*3 matrix by the median value that was calculated. 

 

 

Fig.2Screenshot for Output of pre-processing stage 

 Fig.2 shows the output of preprocessing stage from that first image is input MRI image. Then film artifacts and 

skull part is removed using tracking algorithm and erosion dilation techniques respectively. Hence the 

reconstructed image is obtained at output. Then to remove noise median filtering is applied. 

 

2.2 Image segmentation 

Image segmentation is a method of partitioning the image into different region and each region contains the 

pixels of similar intensities. The goal of Magnetic Resonance (MR) image segmentation is to accurately identify 

the principal tissue structures in these image volumes. However in MRI images, the amount of data is far too 

much for manual interpretation and analysis and this has been one of the biggest problems in the effective use of 

MRI. In the specific case of brain MRI, the problem of segmentation is particularly critical for diagnosis and 
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treatment purposes. In this paper three image segmentation algorithms are applied to perform segmentation of 

MRI image which are explained in detail below: 

 

2.2.1 K-means method 

K-means is a pixel-based methods.  A natural objective function can be obtained by assuming that we know 

there are k clusters, where k is known. Each cluster is assumed to have a center; we write the center of the ith 

clusteras ci. The jth element to be clustered is described by a feature vector xj .If we were segmenting an 

intensity image x might be the intensity at a pixel. Notice that if the allocation of points to clusters is known, it 

is easy to compute the best center for each cluster. However, there are far too many possible allocations of 

points to clusters to search this space for a minimum. Instead, we define an algorithm which iterates through 

two activities first is to assume the cluster centers are known, and allocate each point to the closest cluster center 

and second is to assume the allocation is known, and choose a new set of cluster centers. Each center is the 

mean of the points allocated to that cluster. We then choose a start point by randomly choosing cluster centers, 

and then iterate these stages alternately. This process will eventually converge to a local minimum of the 

objective function. 

The process uses K-means algorithm for solving clustering problem this algorithm aims at minimizing an 

objective function, in this case a squared error function. Mathematically, this objective function can be 

represented as: 

                                                                        (1) 

where J is a chosen distance measure between a data point x(i) and the cluster centre cj, is an indicator of the 

distance of the n data points from their respective cluster centers. Image is read from database. The image 

contains the skull tissues. These tissues are non brain elements. Therefore, they should be removed in the 

preprocessing step. The presence os these tissues might lead to misclassification [6]. 

 

2.2.1.1 Algorithm of K-means method 

1. The initial partitions are chosen by getting the gray values of the pixels. 

2. Every pixel in the input image is compared against the initial partitions using the Euclidian distance and the 

nearest partition is chosen and recorded. 

3. Then, the mean in terms of gray scale of all pixels within a given partition is determined. This mean is then 

used as the new value for the given partition. 

4. Once the new partition values have been determined, the algorithm returns to assigning each pixel to the 

nearest partition. 

5. The algorithm continues until pixels are no longer changing which partition they are associated with or until 

none of the partition values changes by more than a set small amount. 
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Fig.3 Output of K-means algorithm 

Fig.3 shows the output of K-means method. This method can separate the exact tumor part from MRI image by 

dividing the preprocessed image into number of clusters having same or nearby intensity values. The results are 

shown after performing the thresholding. 

2.2.2 Fuzzy c means method 

The aim of FCM is to find cluster centers (centroids) that minimize dissimilarity functions. In order to 

accommodate the fuzzy partitioning technique, the membership matrix (U) is randomly initialized. In the first 

step, the algorithm selects the initial cluster centers. Then, in later steps after several iterations of the algorithm, 

the final result converges to actual cluster center. Therefore a good set of initial cluster is achieved and it is very 

important for an FCM algorithm. If a good set of initial cluster centers is chosen, the algorithm make less 

iterations to find the actual cluster centers.  

The Fuzzy C-Means algorithm is an iterative algorithm that finds clusters in data and which uses the concept of 

fuzzy membership. Instead of assigning a pixel to a single cluster, each pixel will have different membership 

values on each cluster. The Fuzzy C Means attempts to find clusters in the data by minimizing an objective 

function shown in the equation below: 

                                                                 (2) 

J is the objective function. After one iteration of the algorithm the value of J is smaller than before. It means the 

algorithm is converging or getting closer to a good separation of pixels into clusters. N is the number of pixels in 

the image, C is the number of clusters used in the algorithm, and must be decided before execution, is the 

membership table – a table of NxC entries which contains the membership values of each data point and each 

cluster, m is a fuzziness factor (a value larger than 1), xi is the ith pixel in N, cj is jth cluster in C and difference 

between (xi - cj) is the Euclidean distance between xi and cj [7-8]. 
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2.2.2.1 Algorithm of fuzzy c means method 

The input to the algorithm is the N pixels on the image and m, the fuzziness value. The fuzziness value of 2 is 

used in this system. 

1. Initialize with random values between zero and one; but with the sum of all fuzzy  membership table elements 

for a particular pixel being equal to 1 – in other words, the sum of the memberships of a pixel for all clusters 

must be one. 

2. Calculate an initial value for J using, 

 

 

3. Calculate the centroids of the clusters cj using, 

 

 

4. Calculate the fuzzy membership table using, 

 

5. Recalculate J. 

6. Go to step 3 until a stopping condition was reached. 

 

Fig.4 Output of fuzzy c means algorithm 
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Fig.4 shows the output of fuzzy c means method. At the end of the execution of the algorithm we have, for each 

pixel, the membership values for that pixel in each cluster. Traditionally the algorithm can then defuzzing its 

results by choosing a “winning” cluster. Hence we get exact part of tumor from MRI image. 

2.2.3 Watershed segmentation 

A grey-level image may be seen as a topographic relief, where the grey level of a pixel is interpreted as its 

altitude in the relief. A drop of water falling on a topographic relief flows along a path to finally reach a local 

minimum. Intuitively, the watershed of a relief corresponds to the limits of the adjacent catchment basins of the 

drops of water. In image processing, different watershed lines may be computed. In graphs, some may be 

defined on the nodes, on the edges, or hybrid lines on both nodes and edges. Watersheds may also be defined in 

the continuous domain . There are also many different algorithms to compute watersheds. 

If we consider a plain surface with places having few drenches and then if we spill water in it then we can easily 

understand that it will fill the deeper gradient first then the lighter gradient. This is how the watershed 

transformation came into existence. For a gray scale image black is considered to be the deepest gradient and 

lighter gradients are considered as we move through gray sheds toward white. Since it is highly sensitive to local 

minima and a watershed is created, if we have an image with noise, this will influence the segmentation. To get 

accurate results erosion and dilation is performed on segmented image. results by choosing a “winning” cluster. 

2.2.3.1 Morphological operator’s 

The term morphology means deforming or reconstructing the structure or shape of an object. Morphological 

operations are applied on binary images. They are used in pre or post processing steps such as filtering, 

watershed segmentation for getting a representation or description of the shape of objects or regions. The major 

morphological operations are erosion, dilation, opening and closing [9-11]. 

 

2.2.3.1.1 Erosion 

The erosion process is similar to dilation, but we turn pixels to 'white', not 'black'. As before, slide the 

structuring element across the image and then follow these steps:  

1. If the origin of the structuring element coincides with a 'white' pixel in the image, there is no change; move to 

the next pixel.  

2. If the origin of the structuring element coincides with a 'black' pixel in the image, and at least one of the 

'black' pixels in the structuring element falls over a white pixel in the image, then change the 'black' pixel in the 

image (corresponding to the position on which the center of the structuring element falls) from „black‟ to a 

'white'. 

 2.2.3.1.2 Dilation 

The dilation process is performed by laying the structuring element B on the image A and sliding it across the 

image and then follow these steps:  

1. If the origin of the structuring element coincides with a 'white' pixel in the image, there is no change; move to 

the next pixel.  
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2. If the origin of the structuring element coincides with a 'black' in the image, make black all pixels from the 

image covered by the structuring element.  

2.2.3.2 Algorithm of watershed segmentation method 

 1 .Read input image. 

 2. Calculate gradient of an image. 

 3. Perform watershed segmentation. 

 4. Perform erosion followed by dilation on segmented part of an image. 

 

Fig.4 Output of watershed segmentation algorithm 

Fig.4 shows the output of watershed segmentation method. It is like edge detection method which finds the 

boundary between tumor part and other part of brain MRI. It divides the image into two catchment basins and 

examines the intensities from lower value for accurate segmentation.  The boundary is called as watershed line. 

The erosion followed by dilation is performed to reconstruct the tumor part region.  

 

III CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have performed image segmentation techniques viz., K-Means, Fuzzy c means and watershed 

segmentation for detection of brain tumor from sample MRI images of brain and detect the area of the tumor. 

The output image clearly shows the tumour cells. The parameters used in thresholding is very difficult to 

determine because the factor used for one image may not work for other image. This parameter may be different 

for different images. The watershed method has the disadvantage that it is highly sensitive to local minima, 

since at each minima, a watershed is created. If we have an image with noise, this will affact the segmentation. 

so we have not used it directly on our input images. The use of median filter in preprocessing stages removes 

noise from the MRI image which was then passed for further processing. Morphological operations are applied 
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on the segmented image for smoothening the brain tumor part. and fuzzy c-means also gives accurate result for 

identifying the brain tumor. 
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ABSTRACT 

The developed nations in the contemporary world are engaged in different space activities. Countries like Japan, USA, and 

Russia have extended their capability in this field already. India is also enhancing its ability slowly. In various situations, the 

experiment is not confined to their state and territories and applied to some other countries.  It can be dangerous for that 

nation and the population. The paper attempts to identify the out space activities of different states in the contemporary 

world. It can be claimed that every country has the authority to achieve their success in this field, but they need to keep in 

mind the ambit international laws and security of the other nations.  

 

Keywords: Liability Convention, Outer Space Treaty, State Liability 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

Developed countries like America, Russia, Japan, are very much advanced in their space activities, they attempt to pull down 

the secrets of universe, sometimes conducting such kind of attempts, it may harm any other country or individual, it is not 

intentional but the country conducting such attempt must take the liability for such a harm. Accidents may happen but it does 

not prevent human willingness to prevail the unknown truths of the universe. Most of the developed countries have their 

space stations, where from they can conduct their experiments. The main concern of every state in outer space is the likely to 

be undertakings and liabilities. It has been recognized in many international conventions that every state must agree to take 

the responsibility for any damage caused by them to any other country in conducting any space activity. It also has been 

recognized that space activities are very risky and dangerous, it may cause damage to any other country, for that reason the 

third party states must be protected.  

 

II RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

The main object of this study is to provide a specific report in relation to the dimensions of the outer space activity of various 

states. The applicability and implementation of the rules prescribed by various international treaties and conventions in 

relation to the outer space activities. To draw a clear picture in respect to the role of the states and their obligations as to the 

outer space acts.  
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III BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

In recent decades, the privatization and commercialization has affected the outer space activity in a huge way, it increased the 

concern of the state as to their liabilities regarding space activities. Outer space treaty contains the main guiding provisions 

regarding the outer space conduct by the states. When outer state treaty is adopted by the United Nations General Assembly 

in the year 1968, USSR and United States made outer space activity exclusively as their main domain
1
. For comprehensive 

accessof the liability regime to the private space activities, the international treaties as well as the relevant domestic 

legislations must be followed and properly applied
2
.At a point of time, there were no such joint efforts at international level, 

even there was no noticeable participation from the private sectors in space activities, but after three decades,there were not 

only joint efforts in international perspective but privatization and commercialization has become the leading concerns of 

space activities. Any outer space activity requires a good amount of investment, which was quite difficult at that period, but 

nowadays investors are showing keen interest in investing in space activities
3
. Each state, party to the outer space treaty have 

to follow the regulations mentioned in such treaty and have to provide compensation to the country who has suffered from 

the space activity of the concerned state
4
.  

 

IV INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 

The guidelines of space activities are reflected from two main international documentaries, first one is Outer space treatyand 

the second one is Liability convention. These are the results of international conflicts and concerns regarding the space 

activity as well as the liability of the states in relation to any damage caused by them to any third country. Developed 

countries like Soviet union, United States are anticipating their conduct regarding space activities, by that purpose sometime 

any other country, may be a developing or underdeveloped country, suffers from damage and injury which may be very 

difficult to recover by that country. The countries conducting such activities must bear all the damage caused to the other 

country, proper implementation of the rules prescribed by the treaty and convention is very much necessary to avoid conflicts 

at international level
5
.  

Many international summits and conventions were held regarding outer space activities during last decades, but the liability 

convention is considered as the most comprehensive one. Few developing countries like India, China are also doing well in 

this aspect and they are also concerned about the international demands and conditions regarding the experiments within the 

scope of outer space activities. These countries are also very much aware of the present circumstances in international 

phenomenaand the liabilities which are imposed upon the countries conducting the outer space activities
6
.  
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The liability convention provides some major liabilities upon the countries conducting space activities, few of those 

responsibilities are; if any state is going to launch a spacecraft, have to accept all responsibilities for possible damage. The 

state should be entitled for making certain reservation in accordance with the Warsaw Convention. An International 

Guarantee Fund is to be established for payment of compensation in relation to the damage caused by satellites.  

In the year 1959, the United States dispersed a suggestion among the United Nations, which suggests that the liability at 

international level regarding the space activities should be summarized in such a manner which will include all the possible 

issues of accidents and it also indicated some priority issues.  

Many issues like use of outer space circle, exploitations made by the states, legal principals, proposed legislations for states, 

international declarations, and many other important issues
7
. After circulating this proposal, it was noticed by many experts 

that Soviet Union was not giving much attention in relation to the norms specified in that circulated proposal; the United 

States has preferred not to circulate any proposal in future under its name but to rely on Hungary. These steps made Soviet 

Union to think further regarding the promulgating issues of the treaty
8
. International society is very much aware in respect of 

each and every conduct by any nation towards outer space, as far as the space activities are concerned, there should be a 

collaborating and understanding atmosphere in the international phenomena, every country must have the obligation to 

provide adequate compensation for any damage caused to any other country due to the conduct of their personal interest
9
.  

United Nation has adopted a concept, which says that there is no place for sovereignty and nationality in international law or 

in any other law in respect of the outer space activities, as it is to be done with the interest of the entire world and the human 

society in a global manner, peaceful co-operation from each and every country is very much required to get success in the 

field of outer space activities. In this field there must a common interest for all the countries, it must be global in nature, 

developed countries should have more responsibilities regarding further improvement and achievements in the field of outer 

space activities
10

. In Article 6 and 7 of the international outer space activities, it is mentioned that any non-governmental 

organizations are also entitled to carryon their conducts regarding the outer space activity but they have to follow the liability 

rules which are specified by various international instruments
11

.  

Success in any activity in relation to spaceactivity is the success for the complete human society as well as the world, not for 

any particular country, all the countries irrespective of their economic stability and internal affairs, must co-operate in the 

activity of outer space initiation and in international events regarding space activities
12

. Outer space denotes any area outside 

the sphere of earth, it means the entire universe, by virtue of that it can be considered earth as a unit and for the interest of 

that unit all the parts should be together
13

.  
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V DOMESTIC PERSPECTIVE 

In recent times, India has achieved a lot of success in the field of outer space works. India sent the first spacecraft to Mars at a 

very low cost. Though India is a developing country and got independence just a few decades ago but still India is doing a 

very noticeable task in the international phenomena in relation to outer space activities. India has adapted many policies 

regarding the fast development in the field of outer space activities. Indian government from the very beginning of the post-

independenceera, take their foot in the field of space research
14

. India is a party to the International space law regime; it 

includes recue agreement, outer space treaty, liability convention, Registration of space object convention. All the 

international laws are binding on India and India has to follow those international laws. Though India was not a party to the 

moon agreement. India has been conducting space programs for over fifty years but there are some lack of adequate 

legislations which are to be enacted for better results. In all the field of international co-operation India did its job and 

performed all the duties which are imposed upon it. Without proper international legislation,dealing with this kind of issues 

may cause disaster in the international society.  

Like other countries, in India also space works are not only conducted by governmental institutions but with the efforts of the 

private organizations. Privatization and commercialization has now become very relevant within the scope of outer space 

works
15

. In the year 2012, a conference was held which is known as International Conference on Contemporary Issues. It was 

focused on Asian countries regarding space law issues. India hosted that conference in Hyderabad. The conference was the 

part of development of space laws and space jurisprudence
16

.  

Fundamental object of all the space laws should be the proper and adequate implementation for greater achievements by 

considering world as a unit
17

. The substance of the international treaties imposes liabilities upon the states, every country has 

to follow this rule and make legislations in accordance with that rule
18

.  

 

VI CONCLUSION 

VI CONCLUSION 

In a global perspective it can be said that each and every country has a role to play in the international level as to the 

achievements regarding outer space work. Any success in the field of outer space is the success for the entire earth and the 
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human society
19

. It is mentioned in the Origin of authorities, that states have some responsibilities regarding their every 

conduct in the international level, and it should be considered in a much broader sense. Every state shall play their role 

according to their capabilities and resources for better results in the field of outer space activities
20

. Sub-continental countries 

are also doing some appreciable works in the international field as to the outer space works
21

. It is necessary to comply with 

all the obligations from the part of each country as a global unit for better results and new achievements in the international 

phenomena
22

.  
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ABSTRACT 

Electricity is credibly the most multipurpose form of energy and is important in economical growth of any 

developing country. Since decades increase in global dependence on fossil fuels has led to the release of CO2 into 

the atmosphere. For around 70% of total emissions counting carbon dioxide, methane and some traces of nitrous 

oxide are mainly from fossil fuel combustion for heat supply, electricity generation and transport. To reduce the 

affect of GHG, alternative fuels are the best option to use for transportation and power generation applications. 

Today, the use of biomass-derived biogas is more promising fuel for rural electrical power generation and is 

addressing technique for controlling emissions levels. In this context, this paper mainly presents the status and 

perspectives of production and utilization of biogas as fuel in internal combustion engine for power generation 

applications. The purification & storage methods and combustion characteristics of biogas in diesel engines are 

also investigated in this paper 

 

Keywords: Biogas, IC Engine, Power Generation, Renewable Eenergy. 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

Renewable energy will play a vital role in world’s future. The percentage of world’s total energy demand supplied 

by the renewable energy sources (RES) is 14% of total demand [1]. The renewable energy sources include biomass, 

hydropower, geothermal, solar, wind and marine energies. All these mentioned sources of energy are domestic and 

clean or inexhaustible energy resources. Among all these, biogas is particularly important because of its use in 

internal combustion engines, that are the main source of power for transport vehicles and also commonly used for 

generators of electrical energy. This biogas use is reasonably proven by biogas properties, which make it to be 

usefull for IC engines. ICEs are, in fact, the leading prime-mover technology applied in DG applications under 1000 
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kW generation capacity [2] Producing the renewable energy in decentralized mode is one of the ways to fulfil the 

rural and small scale energy needs in a reliable, affordable and environmentally sustainable way [ 3].  Increasing 

demand and reduced supply, unused potential, air pollution and environmental issues are the key drivers for 

renewable energy. One attribute of renewable and alternative sources of energy is that they are best suited for 

developing decentralized power plants to fulfil the energy needs of rural and remote areas. Biodiesels obtained from 

vegetable oils present an alternative to diesel oil since biodiesels have many advantages when compared to fossil 

fuels. Biofuels as a source of fuel are capable of reducing the consumption of fossil fuels and pollution caused by 

them; therefore to reduce the affect of GHG emissions and to fulfill the energy demands these can be the best 

alternative fuels [4]. Use of biofuels such as liquid fuels (vegetable oils and bioethanol) and gaseous fuel (biogas) in 

an internal combustion (IC) engine for various applications proves more promising. The fig 1 diagram shows carbon 

cycle of anaerobic co-digestion of animal and organic waste [5]. 

 

Fig 1 Schematic diagram of carbon cycle of anaerobic co-digestion of animal and organic waste
5
. 

II BIO-GAS AS ALTERNATE FUEL FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION 

The access to electricity in rural and particularly remote areas  of developing countries, like India is difficult due to 

low population densities, low energy consumption levels per capita high fuel cost and poor road connectivity which 

constrains transportation. India is the largest cattle breeding country and produces raw material in bulk required for 

production of biogas.Bio-wastes and biomass can be used effectively by applying technologies like biomass 

gasifiers [6], biogas [7], liquid biofuels (ethanol etc.) [8], pellet fuel [9] and bio- power generation [10] to improve 

energy yields. In rural areas where energy generating resources are available in bulk in the form of biomass can be 

used for distributed energy generation. With the use of distributed energy generation the need of extending 

transmission lines to remotely populated centers can be avoided, dependence on conventional fuel sources can also 

be reduced. Biogas typically refers to a gas produced by anaerobic digestion of various organic matter in the absence 

of oxygen. Organic waste such as dead plant and animal material, animal dung, and kitchen waste can be converted 
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into a gaseous fuel called biogas. Biogas comprises primarily methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2) and may 

have minute amounts of hydrogen sulphide (H2S) and moisture. The use of methane separated from biogas as a fuel 

will reduce harmful engine emission and will keep the environment clean. It is economical and slurry can be used as 

organic manure. The gases methane, hydrogen and carbon monoxide (CO) are used in combustion process and 

release of this energy allows biogas to be used as a fuel.  

Methane: - 55to75%  

Carbon dioxide: -24to44%  

Nitrogen gas: - 5 to 6.5%  

Hydrogen sulphide: -0.2to0.4% 

 

III BIOGAS AS ALTERNATE FUEL FOR IC ENGINES 

 Use of renewable and alternative fuels for internal combustion (IC) engines is necessary due to uncertainties 

associated with the future availability of fossil fuel. The biogas collected is flammable and this provides several 

options for utilization like heating, cooking and for power generation. Internal combustion engines are attached to 

electrical generators which produce electricity for on farm use or sale to an electric company Biogas can be used as 

a fuel in any country for domestic cooking and heating, can now be used in a gas engine to convert the energy in the 

gas into electricity as shown in fig 2[11]. Power generation from biogas is quite possible in both duel fuel mode and 

100 percent biogas run engine.  

 

. 

Fig 2 Dual fuel IC engine fuelled with different bio-fuels and their uses
11
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IC engines cannot run directly on biogas because of high self-ignition temperature of biogas. So minor modifications 

in IC engines will allow the use of gaseous biogas fuels efficiently and is technically more competent compared to 

fossil diesel. [12].In dual fuel engine gaseous fuel called the fuel is inducted with air into the engine cylinder. Due to 

high octane number gaseous fuel and air mixture are not auto ignite. So for supporting combustion a small amount 

of diesel, usually called pilot fuel is injected into the engine. The primary fuel in dual fuelling system is 

homogeneously mixed with air that is responsible for low level of smoke [13]. Dual fuel engine can use a wide 

variety of primary and pilot fuels usually of high cetane number. Biogas can also be used in dual fuel mode with 

vegetable oils or biodiesel as pilot fuels in diesel engines. Use of biogas normally leads to deterioration in 

performance and emission characteristics of duel fuel engine and can be increased with the addition of hydrogen and 

LPG and removal of CO2 and H2S from raw biogas [14]. 

 

IV BIODIESEL AS A FUEL IN IC ENGINES 

 

The best way to use vegetable oil as fuel in IC engine is to convert it in to biodiesel. Biodiesel can be produced from 

straight vegetable oil, animal oil/fats, tallow and waste cooking oil. The process used to convert these oils 

to biodisel is called transesterification. Transesterification is the reaction of a fat or oil with an alcohol to form esters 

and glycerol. To improve the reaction rate and yield a catalyst is usually used. The alcohols that are used in the 

transesterification process are methanol, ethanol, propanol, butanol and amyl alcohol [15]. The most commonly used 

transesterification is Alkali-catalysed transesterification than acid-catalysed transesterification as t is much faster 

than the latter.The resulting biodiesel characteristics are quite similar to conventional diesel. It contains no 

petroleum products, but it is compatible with conventional diesel and can be blended in any proportion with mineral 

diesel to create a stable biodiesel blend. The level of blending with petroleum diesel is referred as Bxx, where xx 

indicates the amount of biodiesel in the blend (i.e. B10 blend is 10% biodiesel and 90% diesel. It can be used in CI 

engine with no major modification in the engine hardware [15].  

 

V CONCLUSIONS 

Electric energy is one of the driving forces in the nation’s growth India should produce it adequately. To fulfill the 

power demands of growing population there is a need of sustainable energy sources in India .Biogas, a traditional 

energy generating technology seems promising satisfying the energy needs of both urban and rural population. 

Conditions available in India such as climate, biomass availability and hands on operation etc are encouraging for 

biogas generation and utilization . A number of commercial CHP plants have been well designed and developed 

around the world as alternatives to the use of fossil fuel for electrical power production. Thus there is  an urgent 

need to utilize biogas technology and/or other renewable energy sources in combinations for Indian as well as global 

bright electric energy future.  
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ABSTRACT 

This project is designed to inspect high voltage transmission lines or overhead transmission wires. This project 

consists of an inspection robot which is equipped with various sensors for parameter sensing, after sensing the 

parameters and conditions of the parallel transmission lines, robot moves forward from starting point till the 

ending point of the parallel line.  

This proposed system is an inspection robot and it eliminates the need or intervention of human operator. Thus, 

any human error is ruled out. In this project microcontroller family (atemega328) has been used as CPU. 

Whenever the robot starts inspecting on the transmission line it senses three main parameters as current, 

voltage and temperature and it displays them on a LCD display which is mounted on the inspection robot itself. 

After sensing the parameters of the transmission line it moves further on to the line and hence inspect the total 

length of the parallel line for any defects and deviations in them. The line inspector then sends all of these 

parameters to a station which is nothing but a personal computer situated at stations side using transceivers. 

The station side operator is operating the robot and also receiving parameters as well as video and images of 

the transmission line. The station side operator would be using a small visual basic based interface in which two 

operating button with commands like forward and reverse are present and this interface would also be 

containing space where the parameter readings shall be displayed. The robot is also equipped with a wireless 

camera device, which captures the whole transmission line inspection process.  

Further the project can be enhanced by making this system more advanced by adding more parameter sensor 

and replacing the wheels of the robot with more grip. Also the robot can be modified by adding propeller to 

the inspection robot hence increasing flexibility of its travelling process.  

 

Keywords : RF –Radio Frequency, HV – High Voltage, RPM – Rotation Per Minute 
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II SYSTEM APPROACH 

Ideally, a literature survey should be done in a systematic manner. A well-defined search method would yield 

a number of articles as result. The abstracts from these articles would be read, and the resulting articles (after 

discarding irrelevant material) would form the core of the survey. Such an approach would be reminiscent of 

the systematic review process. The systematic review was developed for the life sciences, but has recently 

been adapted to other branches of science such as computer science . An ad hoc initial search on IEEE Xplore 

yielded five articlesconsidered highly relevant. Table 3 Index terms for relevant articles. Browsing the table 

with the index terms, it is obvious that only two index terms are of use to us; mobile robot and power 

transmission line, and they are only relevant together. All other index terms are either too wide (e.g. ground 

wire) or too narrow (e.g. power system robotic 24 monitoring) to be of use. Performing a literature search 

using only one search term is assumed to not yield good results. It is concluded that a systematic approach 

based on index terms of articles would not suffice, and that therefore another method has to be used. The 

initial ad hoc search for articles that yielded the five articles forming the basis for the study of index terms had 

obviously produced valid results. That search was performed by entering random words thought to be in titles 

of relevant articles. 

 

III MOBILE ROBOTIC SYSTEM 

Generally speaking, the mobile monitoring of power systems involves the following issues: SENSOR 

FUSION: The aging of power cables begins long before the cable actually fails. There are several 

external phenomena indicating ongoing aging problems including partial discharges, hot spots, 

mechanical cracks and changes of insulation dielectric properties. These phenomena can be used to 

locate the position of the deteriorating cables and estimate the remaining lifetime of these cables. If 

incipient failures can be detected, or the aging process can be predicted accurately, possible outages and 

following economical losses can be avoided In the robotic platform, non-destructive miniature sensors 

capable of determining the status of power cable systems are developed and integrated into a monitoring 

system including a video sensor for visual inspection, an infrared thermal sensor for detection of hot 

spots, an acoustic sensor for identifying partial discharge activities and a fringing electric field sensor for 

determining aging status of electrical insulation. Among failure phenomena, the most important one is 

the partial discharge activity. 

3.1  The Technology 

This robot is going to move through out transmission line to inspect it. The Robot is having manual 

control over substation. So while moving forward it will inspect the line voltage current & temperature. 

All this collected data is send to substation though wireless RF link. At same time while inspecting 

substation will also get video by the wireless camera which is fitted on the robot. So here we have used 

RF link to communicate wirelessly between substation and robot.  
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3.2 Basic Block Diagram of System 

 

Figure:- Basic Block Diagram of System 

 

3.3 DESCRIPTION OF EACH OF BLOCK 

3.3.1  Battery 

An electrical battery is a combination of one or more electrochemical cells, used to convert stored chemical 

energy into electrical energy. The battery has become a common power source for many household and 

industrial applications.  

Batteries may be used once and discarded, or recharged for years as in standby power applications. Miniature 

cells are used to power devices such as hearing aids and wristwatches; larger batteries provide standby power 

for telephone exchanges or computer data centers. 

 

3.3.2  Bridge Rectifier 

The bridge rectifier is used for the A diode bridge is an arrangement of four (or more) Diodes in a bridge 

circuit configuration that provides the same polarity of output for either polarity of input. When used in its 

most common application, for conversion of an alternating current (AC)input into a direct current (DC) output, 

it is known as a bridge rectifier. A bridge rectifier provides full-wave rectification from a two-wire AC input, 
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resulting in lower cost and weight as compared to a rectifier with a 3-wire input from a transformer with a 

centre tapped secondary winding. The essential feature of a diode bridge is that the polarity. 

 

3.3.3  Voltage Regulator  IC7805  

The input coil is called the primary and the output coil is called the secondary. There is no 

electrical connection between the two coils; instead they are linked by an alternating magnetic 

field created in the soft-iron core of the transformer. The two lines in the middle of the circuit 

symbol represent the core. Transformers waste very little power so the power out is (almost) equal 

to the power in. Note that as voltage is stepped down and current is stepped up. Voltage regulator 

is a circuit that supplies a constant voltage regardless of changes in load current The regulator 

used in our project is IC7805, which is a three terminal voltage regulator .A heat sink is used, so 

that the heat produced by the regulator dissipating power has a  larger area from which to radiate 

the heat into the air by holding the case temperature to a much lower value than would result 

without the heat sink. IC 7805 has an internal thermal overload protection and the internal short 

circuit current limiting device. 

 

3.3.4  Microcontroller ATMEGA328  

Features 

The Atmel 8-bit AVR RISC-based microcontroller combines 32 KB ISP flash memory with read-while-write 

capabilities,  1 KB EEPROM, 2 KB SRAM, 23 general purpose I/O lines, 32 general purpose working registers, 

three flexible timer/counters with compare modes, internal and external interrupts, serial programmable 

USART,  a byte-oriented 2-wire serial interface,  SPI serial port, 6-channel 10-bit A/D converter (8-channels in 

TQFP and QFN/MLF packages), programmable watchdog timer with internal oscillator, and five software 

selectable power saving modes. The device operates between 1.8-5.5 volts. The device achieves throughputs 

approaching 1 MIPS per Mhz. 

 

3.3.5 DC Motor 

The direct current (DC) motor is one of the fi rst machines devised to convert electrical power into 

mechanical power.  Permanent magnet (PM) direct current converts electrical energy into 

mechanical energy through the interaction of two magnetic fields.  One field is produced by a 

permanent magnet assembly, the other field is produced by an electrical current flowing in the 

motor windings.  These two fields result in a torque which tends to rotate the rotor. As the rotor 

turns, the current in the windings is commutated to produce a continuous torque ou tput. That 

output is given to ADC which will farther generate the signal The stationary electromagnetic field 

of the motor can also be wire-wound like the armature (called a wound-field motor) or can be 

made up of permanent magnets (called a permanent magnet motor). In either style (wound-field or 

permanent magnet) the commutator acts as half of a mechanical switch and rotates with the 
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armature as it turns. The commutator is composed of conductive segments (called bars), usually 

made of copper, which represent the termination of individual coils of wire distributed around the 

armature. The second half of the mechanical switch is completed by the brushes. These brushes 

typically remain stationary with the motor's housing but ride (or brush) on the rotating 

commutator. As electrical energy is passed through the brushes and consequently through the 

armature a tensional force is generated as a reaction between the motor's field and the armature 

causing the motor's armature to turn. As the armature turns, the brus hes switch to adjacent bars on 

the commutator. This switching action transfers the electrical energy to an adjacent winding on the 

armature which in turn perpetuates the tensional motion of the armature.  

 

3.3.6 Crystal Oscillator 

An electronic circuit that is used to generate an electrical signal of precise frequency by utilizing the vibrating 

crystal‘s mechanical resonance made of piezoelectric material. There are different types of piezoelectric 

resonators, but typically, quartz crystal is used in these types of oscillators. Hence, the oscillator electronic 

circuits are named as crystal oscillators. 

 

3.3.7  LCD Display 

The electronics industry has used liquid crystal display (LCD) technology for years, in many 

products ranging from calculators to laptop screens. Now, LCD monitors or flat-panel 

displays, are quickly replacing traditional cathode ray tube (CRT) computer monitors. LCDs 

use less space than traditional monitors.  

 

What is LCD? 

LCD creates images on a flat surface by shining light through a combination of liquid crystals 

and polarized glass. The technology differs from CRT because a CRT uses a beam of 

electrons projected through a large glass tube to create images.  

 

3.3.8  Arduino Platform 

Arduino is a tool for making computers that can sense and control more of the physical world 

than your desktop computer. 

It's an open-source physical computing platform based on a simple microcontroller board, and a 

development environment for writing software for the board. 

 

3.3.9  IOT 

The Internet of things (stylised Internet of Things or IoT) is the internetworking of physical devices, 

vehicles (also referred to as "connected devices" and "smart devices"), buildings, and other items—

embedded with electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and network connectivity that enable these 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internetworking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_device
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Embedded_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_access
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objects to collect and exchange data. In 2013 the Global Standards Initiative on Internet of Things (IoT-

GSI) defined the IoT as "the infrastructure of the information society."The IoT allows objects to be 

sensed and/or controlled remotely across existing network infrastructure,creating opportunities for more 

direct integration of the physical world into computer-based systems, and resulting in improved 

efficiency, accuracy and economic benefit in addition to reduced human intervention.When IoT is 

augmented with sensors and actuators, the technology becomes an instance of the more general class 

of cyber-physical systems, which also encompasses technologies such as smart grids, smart 

homes, intelligent transportation and smart cities. Each thing is uniquely identifiable through its 

embedded computing system but is able to interoperate within the existing Internet infrastructure. 

Experts estimate that the IoT will consist of almost 50 billion objects by 2020 

 

3.3.10  Temperature Sensor 

Temperature sensors are devices used to measure the temperature of a medium. LM35 is a three terminal 

device. Linear output voltage w.r.t temperature. Optimized for range of 20‘C -110‘C. 

 

IV ADVANTAGES 

• Risk of HV lines inspection will get reduce 

• Cost of inspection will get reduce 

• Less time required for inspection 

 

V APPLICATIONS 

• It is used to detect faults in high voltage transmission wires 

• It can be used for reducing the human work  

• It is used for sensing current, temperature and voltage of the HV transmission lines.  

 

VI CONCLUSION 

This project aims at reducing the complexity underlying in inspection of the overhead high voltage 

transmission lines by inspecting the main parameters of the parallel transmission lines by balancing the 

forward and reverse moving robot.   

The main aim of the is project is to make an account of the various parameters timely and then report it to 

the server or system which is a computer, it sends the parameters and its values through RF links through 

transceivers, as there would be two transceivers, one on the robot and another on the personal computer 

which is affixed to a USB connector which can be inserted into the computer therefore sending the 

parameters successfully.    

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyber-physical_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_grid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_home
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_home
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_home
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligent_transportation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_city
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
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VII RESULT 

This transmission line inspection robot would be eliminating the requirement of human power and thus 

providing efficiency and accuracy. This project will give current , temperature and voltage readings. It 

will help to manage the robot to move forward after sensing the parameters   and also record and capture 

images and videos of the transmission lines. 

This project will also assure the safety of human operators by balancing its own machine body totally on 

the parallel wires and it would not result in any harm to the environment and surroundings.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper presents the developments in Fiber Reinforced Concrete during thepast ten years and the consequent 

necessity of adopting a new approach in theanalysis of columns made of this new material.Fiber Concrete is an ideal 

solution to the problem of steel congestion in concrete members such as columns, for which the ductility may be highly 

required.Recent investigations mainly draw attention to mechanical properties, constitutive models and structural 

behavior of the concrete reinforced by steel fibers, mineral or naturally occurring fibers.Based on previous 

experimental and analytical studies available, a rectangular stress block is proposed for analysis of Steel Fiber 

Reinforced Concrete Column. 

 

Keywords: Fiber Reinforced Concrete 

I INTRODUCTION 

 

Today concrete is the number one structural material in the world. However mainly due to its inherent tensile 

weakness, much of this concrete is cracked. Research efforts aiming to improve the mechanical properties of such 

attractive material led to the founding of prestressed concrete, high and ultrahigh-strength concrete.Concrete with high 

strength exhibits brittleness. Therefore, Fiber Reinforced Concrete has been suggested as alternative solution to the 

problem of cracking by making concrete tougher and more ductile. Reinforcing brittle matrices with steel bars to 

improve their mechanical properties is an old age Concept.However, the modern development of Fiber Reinforced-

concrete dates back only to the1960s.Fiber reinforcement can be steel but also stainless steel, polymeric and mineral 

materials, andnaturally occurring fibers.Fibers bring the required durability of the composite by preventing microcracks 

from becoming working cracks, and thus protect the porous concrete from further aggressive environmental attack.In 

recent years, researchers have conducted studies on the ductility improvement for concretestructures designed to work 

in the seismic areas.Sufficient ductility provision required very often a big amount of transverse reinforcement, leading 

to steel congestion problem. Fiber concrete with random small fibers has been found very effective due to its large 

postpeak behavior on the stress-strain curve.Although fiber reinforced concrete was primarily used for pavement and 

industrial floors, researches conducted confirm its possible use in structural members such as beams, columns, 

connections, plates and prestressed concrete structures.Columns as important compression structural members must be 

designed to behave in ductile manner especially in seismic regions.Experimental studies demonstrated the advantages 

of combining conventional steel bars and fibers.During an earthquake, conventional reinforced concrete first looses the 
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concrete cover over the rebar. Pieces of concrete wedged in between the rebar crumble and fall out, causing a loss of 

stiffness and structural integrity.With fiber reinforced- concrete, there is a very little spalling, and more energy is 

needed to loose the concrete wedged in between the rebar. The fibers add a toughness that maintains the structural 

stiffness. This additional ductility of fiber reinforced- concrete makes safer buildings in earthquake zones.Studies have 

also conducted for the use of fiber reinforced- concrete in column's retrofitting.At the same time, researches showed a 

necessity of change of concrete column's design concepts when fibers are used as reinforcement.This paper presents the 

new developments in fiber reinforced- concrete. 

 

II    RELATED WORK  

 

Fiber reinforced concrete is a composite material made of cement-based matrix mixed with metallic or non-metallic 

fibers, sometimes, admixtures, additives and polymers are added. Cement-based matrix is primarily composed of 

cement, water, fine and coarse aggregates. The metallic fibers are made of steel or stainless steel. The non-metallic 

fibers can be polymer, mineral and naturally occurring fibers. Additives such as fly ash or condensed silica fume can be 

added to improve the quality of the concrete composite.During the last ten years, many experimental studies related to 

fiber reinforced concrete structures have been conducted.In 1990,G.Chanviliard.N.Banthia and P.-C.Aitcin proposed in 

their work normalized load-deflection curve for fiber reinforced- concrete under flexure as a simple and practical 

technique of treating the load versus deflection plots. The effect of fibers is quantified by the toughness index.The load-

deflection curve is redrawn with the assigned values of both the load and displacement at first crack. The curve is 

convenient to assess the residual strength of a member and to conceptualize the efficiency of a given fiber in the 

context of its structural performance.That method has been found useful to practicing engineers. Natural fibers such as 

jute, coin, banana, sisal, cotton, pineapple, palm-treefrond and coconut tree based fibers incorporated in low modulus 

matrix like polyester yield materials with better properties, suitable for various applications. However, although their 

poor strength due to low density they can lead to high specific strength properties if incorporated in a polymeric matrix. 

Moreover, they have also high resistance to crack propagation.For the 93 years, we can mention the work of Seung 

Bum Park studying mechanical properties together with the creep behavior of the carbon fiber reinforced polymer-

impregnated cement composites. Treating the steel fiber concrete as an orthotropic material having different properties 

in the principal directions, the authors derived a constitutive relation based on a total stress-strain formulation.The 

biaxial compressive strength for steel fiber concrete can be obtained by considering an analogous plain concrete under 

triaxial stress state. The influence of steel fibers is modeled by applying a confining pressure equal to the post-cracking 

tensile strength of the steel fiber concrete in the direction perpendicular to the plane of two principal stresses. The 

biaxial compressive strength is given by the failure envelope, which is defined in terms of stress invariants.Composites 

reinforced with carbon fibers are found with high tensile strength and elastic modulus, chemical inertness and strong 

bond with the cement matrix. The reported algorithm is capable of predicting both immediate and long-term behavior 

of tested beams. Many researchers have demonstrated potential applications of natural and mineral fibers in past years, 

steel fiber reinforced concrete has also attracted the investigators such as. Richard E.Smith andRobert E. Wilde and 

O.Challal, S.Thibodeau, J.Lescelieur and P.Malenfant . A description of the use of steel fiber reinforced -concrete in 

thin overlay applications and concrete shear walls respectively ispresented as structurally more advantageous than the 

use of conventional steel reinforcement.Fatigue characteristics of high -performance fiber-reinforced concrete were 
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investigated by A.E.Naaman&H.Hammoud. With high range of fiber content (1 and2vol. % of concrete), in addition to 

the minimum specified target compressive strength, the main purpose of the investigationwas to achieve post-cracking 

strength in bending (a modulus of rupture) higher than the cracking strength so as to minimize crack widths and insure 

a sufficient resistance to repeated loads aftercracking.This is typically a characteristic of high performance fiber 

reinforced cement composites.It led to a load-deflection response with a post-cracking resistance above the cracking 

load level, atdeflections up to five times the deflection at cracking .It implied a ductile behavior in bending otherwise 

not present in the control specimens without fibers or with very small fiber contents.Experimental studies showed that 

fiber reinforced concrete containing two vol. of hooked steel fibers could sustain cyclic fatigue stresses (in absolute 

values) more than twice those of plain concretewithout fibers could.Conventional concrete reinforced with discrete 

steel fiber exhibits some unusual behavior, which is not displayed by plain concrete when it is subjected to flexural 

loading.Addition of high-strength fibers with good anchorage or surface features to conventional concrete leads to 

increased flexural strain capacity,higher tensile and shears strengths, and improved impact resistance and energy 

absorption.In predicting the behavior of steel fiber reinforced concrete, an understanding of characteristic featuresof the 

fibrous material subjected to flexural force is essential. Because, for many engineering structures are designed to resist 

loads that cause bending; the attendant tensile stresses developing at critical sections of structural member must be 

limited and SFR concrete could provide the solution to many practical problems.In the reported work, the investigators 

also derived moment-curvature relationships.Effectiveness of crack control at early age on the corrosion of steel bars in 

low modulus sisal andcoconut fiber-reinforced concrete is reported.The experimental study revealed that the addition of 

silica fume enhanced the impact resistance of polypropylene fiber reinforced concrete but has no effect on the 

unreinforced concrete.The effect of fibers on the deflection, cracking behavior and ductility of steel fiber reinforced 

concrete beams were studied Itwas confirmed that steel fiber could increase flexural rigidity of high-strength-concrete 

beams beforeyielding stage.The main objective of the investigation was to obtain experimental data on the 

deformationcharacteristics and strength of reinforced concrete T-beams with different percentages of steel fibers.The 

study showed that the presence of steel fibers effectively reduced the deflection; width of cracksand improved the 

ductility, and flexural rigidity of the concrete beams.Research on natural fibers have been conducted. Recent studies 

show that Eucalyptus grandis waste have an acceptable performance as reinforcement in cement-based composite 

materials for low-costhousing applications. This fact confirms again the potential applications of concrete reinforced 

with natural fibers, which are very abundant in developing countries. 

As previously mentioned, columns are important structural members of buildings, bridges andother engineering 

structures. They are very often subjected to axial or eccentric compression loading.Because of their importance and for 

avoiding or minimizing the losses in case of their failure, sufficientlongitudinal and lateral reinforcement is needed 

especially when columns have to undergo earthquakemotion where special measures must be taken to attain ductile 

column's behavior.Sufficient ductility requires much conventional steel reinforcing bars, which unfortunately leads to 

steelcongestion.When fiber concrete is used, required confinement column is provided by the fibers.The primary 

purpose of adding fibers to concrete is to improve the column's ductility. This aspect isvery important in earthquake-

resistant design.Design concepts used for normal reinforced -concrete can be used for fibrous reinforced concretewith 

appropriate modifications.Many researchers showed that the fibers in reinforced concrete columns do not appreciably 

increasethe compressive strength but alter the deformation characteristics especially in the post-peak region.Therefore 

the strength design methods based on ultimate capacity for concrete columns withconventional reinforcement will 
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depend not only on strength but also on the deformation characteristicsin case of using fibers as 

reinforcement.Researchers have established constitutive compressive and tensile stress-strain relationships for 

fiberreinforced concrete.As previously, mentioned steel fibers contribute to increase the ductility of the reinforced 

concretecolumn which is especially required in seismic regions. Traditionally, structural engineers often used todesign 

spiral concrete columns as the more ductile than rectangular or square-shaped columns.With steel fiber reinforcement, 

square or rectangular-shaped concrete columns can provide therequired ductility to sustain earthquake motions.Studies 

have demonstrated that a combination of fibers and reinforcing bars in structural elements produces a synergistic effect 

between the two forms of reinforcement, and the fibers permit a more efficient use of the continuous reinforcement. 

The combination not only improves the performance and durability, but also enhances the constructability and reduces 

costs.Previous research showed that square or rectangular concrete columns, reinforced with steel fibers and steel bars 

can be analyzed using rectangular stress-block.Indeed, the strength-based method of analysis can be used but with some 

modifications accounting the fibers contribution.Let us remember that for conventional steel reinforced concrete 

structures under eccentric compression, the concrete tensile strength is neglected in the analysis; in case of fiber 

reinforcement the tensile strength must be considered, because of the great contribution of fibers in tension, working 

with concrete as one material. 

 

III       CONCLUSION 

Traditionally, fiber reinforced -concrete has been effectively used in industrial floors to resist impactand dynamic 

loads.Analysis of recent developments in fiber reinforced- concrete shows a progressive implementation of that 

structural material in concrete structures especially where high ductility is needed.Many experimental studies 

concerning the use of fiber reinforced- concrete with different types of fibershave been reported.Problem of steel 

congestion can be avoided with steel fiber incorporation in the concrete matrix.Therefore, analysis and design concepts 

must be modified when analyzed structure is made of fiberreinforced -concrete. Design and analysis methods will have 

to be based not only on strength but alsoon deformation characteristics. Researchers have previously proposed different 

stress-strain relationships for fiber concrete.It is well known that columns are very important structural members for 

which high level of ductilityis required, especially if they have to sustain earthquake loading.Association of steel fibers 

and steel bars has been found very effective in increasing column's ductility.Unfortunately, previous developments 

demonstrate that only a few studies on analysis of such columnsare available.Through an illustrative example, this 

paper shows how the rectangular stress block method shouldbe used to analyze a concrete column reinforced with steel 

fibers and bars.However, more studies are necessary to make the approach more efficient and practical. 
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ABSTRACT 

The main objective of the present paper is to develop a smart wireless sensor network (WSN) for anagricultural 

environment. Monitoring agricultural environment for various factors such as soil moisture,temperature and 

humidity along with other factors can be of significance. A traditional approach to measurethese factors in an 

agricultural environment meant individuals manually taking measurements andchecking them at various times. This 

paper investigates a remote monitoring system using Zigbee. These nodessend data wirelessly to a central server, 

which collects the data, stores it and will allow it to be analyzed thendisplayed as needed and can also be sent to the 

client mobile. 

 

Keywords:  Wireless Sensor Network , Zigbee, Avr, Soil Quality,  

 

I INTRODUCTION 

Agriculture is the foundation of Indian economy. Due to the expanding population growth, land deterioration and 

raising demand for food, a viable and sustainable agricultural system has become a critical issue to achieve. So, in 

order to overcome this critical problem, the Nations crop production must be increased effectively and efficiently. 

Soil quality plays a major role in increasing the crop production. Plants obtain support for their growth from the soil, 

which manages functions of portioning water and solute flow, maintaining biodiversity and productivity, buffering 

and purifying and nutrient cycling which reflects the soil nature. Large impact on soil nature is maintenance of soil. 

Three essential factors that plants require for their growth and reproduction are light, water and nutrients. However, 

plants make use of sunlight which is naturally available for their growth and reproduction functions. But the major 

focus is on water and nutrients which are available by soil to the plants. Sometimes nutrients loss occurs by the soil 

due to runoff water, erosion and leaching, gaseous losses to the atmosphere and becomes unavailable for plant 

uptake. The water and nutrients level vary depending upon the type of soil and plants. So, an efficient soil quality 

management system is needed to be developed. 
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Wireless technology using various sensors for precision agriculture has become a popular research with the 

greenhouse effect. People are utilizing the merits of embedded system into monitoring and control system for 

agriculture parameter. Monitoring parameters of temperature and humidity is an important means for obtaining high-

quality environment. Remote monitoring is an effective method in order to avoid interference environment and 

improve efficiency. Today, Ethernet network, RF module and ZigBee wireless network are used to transmit data in 

remote Monitoring System.  

 

Why Do We Monitor Soils? 

 
Regional Councils are charged with the responsibility for promoting the management of the natural and physical 

resource of their region. Monitoring of these resources establishes the state of the environment and whether the 

communities’ expectations are being met. The results of the monitoring provide information that can be used to 

change or prioritise, the manner in which we manage the environment. The trends determined by the monitoring of 

soils can be used to develop policies and rules that will protect the sustainability of our soils resources. 

Analysis of soil quality 

The soil quality monitoring programme undertaken since 1999 has involved the following: 

1. Location of the high quality soils in the region; 

2. identification of sites covering a range of landuses for each of the soiltypes; 

3. undertaking site investigations to confirm the soil type; and 

4. sampling of the identified sites. 

 

II BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Fig 1.Block diagram of soil quantity testing by using wireless 
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III DESCRIPTION OF BLOCK DIAGRAM 

The proposed hardware of this system includes 8 bit AVR, PIR sensor, water level sensor, relay driver, motor pump, 

soil moisture sensors, LCD and buzzer. The system is low cost & low power consuming so that anybody can afford 

it. The data monitored is collected at the server. It can be used in precision farming. The system should be designed 

in such a way that even illiterate villagers can operate it. They themselves can check different parameters of the soil 

like salinity, acidity, moisture etc. from time to time. During irrigation period they have to monitor their distant 

pump house throughout the night as the electricity supply is not consistent. The system can be installed at the pump 

house located remotely from the village, it is interfaced with the pump starter & sensors are plugged at different 

location in the field for data acquisition. Using this system they can switch on their pump from their home whenever 

they want. In this fig all sensors are connected to AT mega 328P. RF modem is used for wireless communication. 

All parameters value will be display on 16*2 LCD. When motion will detect the buzzer will be on as per program. 

When water level goes below the limit motor will be on by relay driver circuit and when water level goes at low 

level motor will be off. 

 

IV SYSTEM DEVELOPEMENT  

The proposed hardware of this system includes 8 bit AVR, Blue tooth module, Temperature, humidity and soil 

moisture sensors, LCD. The system is low cost & low power consuming so that anybody can afford it. The data 

monitored is collected at the server. It can be used in precision farming. The system should bedesigned in such a 

way that even illiterate villagers can operate it. They themselves can check different parameters of the soil like 

salinity, acidity, moisture etc. from time to time. During irrigation period they have to monitor their distant pump 

house throughout the night as the electricity supply is not consistent. The system can be installed at the pump house 

located remotely from the village, it is interfaced with acquisition. Using this system they can switch on their pump 

from their home whenever they want. 

 

A. Temperature Sensor 

The LM35 series are precision integrated-circuittemperature sensors, whose output voltage is linearlyproportional to 

the Celsius (Centigrade) temperature. 

B. Humidity sensor 

Humidity measurement instruments usually rely on measurements of some other quantity such as  temperature  , 

pressure, mass or a mechanical or electrical change in a substance as moisture is absorbed. By calibration and 

calculation, the semeasured quantities can lead to a Measurement of humidity. 

C. Soil moisture sensor 

The soil moisture sensor used is capacitive type. Thesensor gives analog output of zero volt when there is100% 

moisture and 5V for 0% moisture. 
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Figure.2  Temperature Sensor    Figure.3 Soil Moisture Sensor 

 

Table I: Comparison between Wi -Fi, Bluetooth and  ZigBee 

FEATURE Wi- Fi BLUETOOTH ZIGBEE 

Radio DSSS FHSS DSSS 

Data Rate  11mbps 1 Mbps 250 Kbps 

Nodes Per 

Master 

32 07 64000 

Slave 

Enumeration 

Latency  

Upto 3s Upto 10s 30ms 

Data Type  Video, Audio, Graphics, Pictures, 

Files 

Audio, Graphics, 

Pictures, Fles, 

Small Data Packates 

Range (M) 100 10 70 

Extencibilty Roaming Possible No Yes 

Better Life  Hours 1 Week >1 Year 

Complexity Complex Very Complex Simple 

 

 

V FUTURE SCOPE  

To minimize the efforts of Farmers, and to do effective croping by using different types of sensors which detect 

humidity water level 
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V CONCLUSION 

RF modem based agriculture monitoring system serves as a reliable and efficient system for monitoring agricultural 

parameters. The corrective action can be taken. Wireless monitoring of field not only allows user to reduce the 

human power, but it also allows user to see accurate changes in it. It is cheaper in cost and consumes less power. 

Wireless monitoring of field not only allows user to reduce the human power, but it also allowsuser to see accurate 

changes in it. It is cheaper in costand consumes less power. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Distribution transformers are one of the most important equipment in power network. Because of, the 

large number of transformers distributed over a wide area in power electric systems, the data acquisition 

and condition monitoring is a important issue. The main aim of this system is distribution transformer 

monitoring and controlling through GSM modem. Here transformers are damaged due to the oil damage. 

Oil damage is depends on different parameters and environmental conditions. Now in this system we are 

concentrating on temperature of transformer and viscosity of oil .In this system temperature and viscosity 

monitoring and control action is performed based on the AVR microcontroller. After interfacing the 

required components user has to develop one application program in embedded-c. Here controller is 

continuously reading the temperature, voltage and current and display on the LCD.   

 

I INTRODUCTION 

Distribution transformers have a long service life if they are operated under good and rated conditions. However, 

their life is significantly reduced if they are overloaded, resulting in unexpected failures and loss of supply to a large 

number of customers thus effecting system reliability. Overloading and ineffective cooling of transformers are the 

major causes of failure in distribution transformers. Most power companies use Supervisory Control and Data 

Acquisition (SCADA) system for online monitoring of power transformers but extending the SCADA system for 

online monitoring of distribution transformers is an expensive proposition. Distribution transformers are currently 

monitored manually where a person periodically visits a transformer site for maintenance and records parameter of 

importance. This type of monitoring cannot provide information about occasional overloads and overheating of 

transformer oil and windings. All these factors can significantly reduce transformer life. Our system is designed 

based upon online monitoring of key Operational parameters of distribution transformers can provide useful 
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Information about the health of transformers which will help the utilities to Optimally use their transformers and 

keep the asset in operation for a longer Period. This system will help us to identify problems before any catastrophic 

Failure, thus resulting in a long life service for transformers. This system is based on embedded system as we are 

using microcontroller as discussed before. Embedded systems are self-contained programs that are embedded within 

a piece of hardware. embedded systems are usually set to a specific task Another way to think of an embedded 

system is as a computer system that is created with optimal efficiency, thereby allowing it to complete specific 

functions as quickly as possible. It is also has the advantages of significant cost savings, power consumption and 

greater reliability. 

 

II. BASIC BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SYSTEM 

 

Figure: Block Diagram of Transformer monitoring system 
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III. DESCRIPTION  

Our system is designed based upon online monitoring of key Operational parameters of distribution transformers can 

provide useful Information about the health of transformers which will help the utilities to Optimally use their 

transformers and keep the asset in operation for a longer Period. This system will help us to identify problems before 

any catastrophic Failure, thus resulting in a long life service for transformers. In transformer monitoring system we 

used four sensors for monitoring that is voltage sensor, current sensor, temperature sensor and oil level sensor. We 

used power supply to operate microcontroller AT mega 328P and GSM module. Fig shows the connection between 

microcontroller and all other modules. Sensors sense the data and display it on LCD display at the same time GSM 

module send the message(data) to user on given number as per program. If we get any unsecure data about 

transformer we can avoid failure. 

 

VOLTAGE SENSOR 

A voltage sensor is a device which detects the celectric voltage in a wire, and generates aq signal 

proportional to it. The generated signal could be analog voltage or current or even digital output. It can be then 

utilized to display the measured voltage in a voltmeter or can be stored for further analysis in a data acquisition 

system or can be utilized for control purpose. 

 

CURRENT SENSOR 

A current sensor is a device that detects electric current (AC or DC) in a wire, and generates a signal proportional 

to it. The generated signal could be analog voltage or current or even digital output. It can be then utilized to display 

the measured current in an ammeter or can be stored for further analysis in a data acquisition system or can be 

utilized for control purpose. 

The sensed current and the output signal can be: 

 Alternating current input, 

analog output, which duplicates the wave shape of the sensed current. 

bipolar output, which duplicates the wave shape of the sensed current. 

unipolar output, which is proportional to the average or RMS value of the sensed current. 

 Direct current input, 

unipolar, with a unipolar output, which duplicates the wave shape of the sensed current 

digital output, which switches when the sensed current exceeds a certain threshold 
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OIL LEVEL SENSOR 

Oil level sensor is a device which is used to check the oil level in the transformer. Due to over heating the oil start 

to evaporate and the oil level decreases and thus this decrease in the oil level may be dangerous to the transformer. 

Thus this sensor indicates the level and we get aware about the level. Thus we can look over the oil viscosity also. 

 

TEMPERATURE SENSOR 

Temperature sensor vary from simple ON/OFF thermostatic devices which control a domestic hot water heating 

system to highly sensitive semiconductor types that can control complex process control furnace plants. 

We remember from our school science classes that the movement of molecules and atoms produces heat (kinetic 

energy) and the greater the movement, the more heat that is generated. Temperature Sensors measure the amount 

of heat energy or even coldness that is generated by an object or system, allowing us to “sense” or detect any 

physical change to that temperature producing either an analogue or digital output. 

There are many different types of Temperature Sensor available and all have different characteristics depending 

upon their actual application 

 

 

ATMEGA 328P 

The Atmel 8-bit AVR RISC-based microcontroller combines 32 kB ISP flash memory with read-while-write 

capabilities, 1 kB EEPROM, 2 kB SRAM, 23 general purpose I/O lines, 32 general purpose 

working registers, three flexible timer/counters with compare modes, internal and external interrupts, serial 

programmable USART, a byte-oriented 2-wire serial interface, SPIserial port, 6-channel 10-bit A/D 

converter (8-channels in TQFP and QFN/MLF packages), programmable watchdog timer with 

internal oscillator, and five software selectable power saving modes. The device operates between 1.8-5.5 

volts. The device achieves throughput approaching 1 MIPS per MHz. 

 

LCD Module 

In recent years the LCD is finding widespread use replacing LEDs (Seven Segment LEDs or other multistage 

LEDs). The ability to display numbers, characters and graphics. This is in contrast to LEDs, which are limited 

to numbers and a few characters. 
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IV.ADVANTAGES 

 We Can Sit At Any Place And Access It Using Internet 

 We Can Control The System Or The Equipment Using GPRS 

 It Is Economical Compared To The SCADA System Used. 

 

V. APPLICATIONS 

 

 Used to control equipments 

 Can also control the system 

 

VI CONCLUSION 

The IOT based monitoring of distribution transformer is quite useful as compared to manual monitoring and also it 

is reliable as it is not possible to monitor always the oil level, ambient temperature rise ,load current manually. After 

receiving of message of any abnormality we can take action immediately to prevent any catastrophic failures of 

distribution transformers. In a distribution network there are many distribution transformers and associating each 

transformer with such system, we can easily figure out that which 42 transformer is undergoing fault from the 

message sent to mobile. We need not have to check all transformers and corresponding phase currents and voltages 

and thus we can recover the system in less time. The time for receiving messages may vary due to the public GSM 

network traffic but still then it is effective than manual monitoring. 

VII RESULT 

This system would be eliminating the requirement of human power and thus providing efficiency and accuracy. This 

paper will give accurate details of energy theft. It will help to manage sensing the parameters  and also record details 

for electricity theft. 

This paper will also assure the safety and help in decrease in theft level &would not result in any harm to the 

environment and surroundings.  
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ABSTRACT 

Wired nodes form a multi-hop network. In this paper there are two scenarios of multi-hop wired network setup with 

multiple subnet and cloud internet connections would be simulated using OPNET Modeler. In the first, there are ten 

nodes, four servers named File server, HTTP server, Email server and Database server. In the second scenario 

there are 15 nodes with same servers. Using these two scenarios, performance of the network will be analyzed.   

Key Words: Cloud Computing; OPNET Modeler; Performance Metrics; Performance Parameters. 

I INTRODUCTION 

The network diagram that represents the internet as a cloud as shown in Fig. 1 describes the cloud computing 

concept. According to the NIST definition, cloud computing  is considered as a model that enables easy ,on-demand 

network access to share various computer resources , application, services, networks, storage[19]. In this paper there 

is IP32_ cloud which connects the subnets in these multi-hop networks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 - The term cloud computing seems to originate from computer network diagram that 

represents the internet as a cloud etc. that can be provided to the user with minimum management 

effort. 
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Performance is the major concern of every network. There are various performance metrics such as [8]:- 

i. Thread Task Level Metrics 

 Average Power Expended 

 Task Completion Time 

ii. Scenario Metrics 

 Nodal Movement/Topology Rate of Change- Average speed of nodes 

 Number of Network Nodes 

 Area Size of Network 

 Density of Nodes per Unit Area 

 Offered load and traffic patters 

 Number of Unidirectional Links 

iii. Diagnostic Packet Level Metrics 

 End –to- End Throughput 

 End –to-End Delay 

 Link Utilization 

 Packet Loss 

However According to the study done in paper [21] based on various other papers [1] - [18], and recommendation 

by RFC 2501[20], it had been concluded that: 

The most effective performance metrics are 

o Throughput 

o End to End Delay 

o Packet delivery ratio 

o Routing message overhead 

The important parameters that highly influence the performance of these three network are 

o Traffic type 

o Traffic received/ sent (packets/s, bytes/s) 

o Response time 

o Application 

o Number of nodes 

o Mobility type 
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The performance metric and parameter considered in this paper are mentioned in Table 1.  

Table 1: Performance Metric and Parameters of Multi-hop network 
Global Statics 

DB Query 

 Response Time (Sec)  

Time elapsed between sending a request and receiving the response packet. Measured from the time when the 

Database Query Application sends a request to the server to the time it receives a response packet. Every response 

packet sent from a server to a Database Query application is included in this statistic.  

 Traffic Received (Bytes/Sec)  

Average bytes per second forwarded to all Database Query Applications by the transport layers in the network.  

 Traffic Received (Packets/Sec)  

Average number of packets per second forwarded to all Database Query Applications by the transport layers in 

the network.  

 Traffic Sent (Bytes / Sec)  

Average bytes per second submitted to the transport layers by all Database Query Applications in the network.  

 Traffic Sent (Packets / Sec)  

Average number of packets per second submitted to the transport layers by all Database Query Applications in the 

network. 

Email 

 Download Response Time (Sec)  

 Traffic Received (Bytes/Sec)  

 Traffic Received (Packets/Sec)  

 Traffic Sent (Bytes / Sec)  

 Traffic Sent (Packets / Sec)  

 Upload Response Time (Sec) 

FTP 

 Download Response time 

 Traffic Received (Bytes/Sec)  

 Traffic Received (Packets/Sec)  

 Traffic Sent (Bytes / Sec)  

 Traffic Sent (Packets / Sec)  

 Upload Response Time (Sec) 
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II SIMULATION MODEL 

The OPNET models used in these simulations are fixed subnet, profile configuration, application configuration, 

Ip32_cloud, Ethernet switch, router, firewall, Ethernet server, Ethernet Workstation and 100 BaseT Link 

respectively as shown below in Figure 2. In this work, the multi-hop network consist of three subnets which are 

located at different locations. Subnets are named as subnet_branch_china, subnet_branch_maleshiya, and 

subnet_HQ_cameroon. Out of which subnet_HQ_cameroon contains four dedicated servers. Dedicated applications 

are run on each server namely File Server, HTTP Server, Database Server and Email server. All these servers run on 

cloud. The other two subnets namely subnet_branch_china and subnet_branch_maleshiya consists of ten nodes. 

There will be two scenarios, one with 10 nodes and the other with 15 nodes. This multi-hop network is implemented 

using a network simulator named OPNET Modeler 14.5. Based on this simulation the performance metrics and 

parameters are observed, analyzed and compared  through graphs. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - OPNET Model Used  

As shown in Figure 3, the multi-hop network consists of three subnets located at different locations and are 

connected to IP32_cloud with 100 BaseT link. Each subnet consists of 10 wired nodes as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 - Parent subnet multi-hop network having three subnets  
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Figure 4 - Wired fixed 10 and 15 node in subnet respectively (Scenario1 and Scenario2) 

As shown in Figure 5 the headquarter subnet consists of four servers connected with wired LAN, namely File server, 

Email Server, HTTP Server and Database Server. Since the profile has been created, each server performs their 

respective tasks efficiently. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 - Servers in Head quarter subnet (Scenario1 and Scenario2) 

Simulation configurations taken in this simulation scenario (as shown in Figure 6) are: - Duration is 0.5 hours; Seed 

is 128; Values per Statics are 100; Update interval is 100000 events; Simulation Kernel is Based on „kernel_type‟ 

preference; Simulation set name is scenario.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6 - Simulation Configuration Window (Scenario1 and Scenario2) 
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Also Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the simulation speed and simulation message respectively for Scenario1 and Scenario2 

respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7- Simulation Speed (Scenario1 and Scenario2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8- Simulation Message (Scenario1 and Scenario2) 

III SIMULATION GRAPH AND RESULTS 

According to the simulation performed based on the simulation Scenario1 and Scenario2, the graphs are generated, 

analyzed and compared.  Also the tables show their average, maximum and minimum values. 

3.1 Traffic Received and Traffic Sent 

Traffic received is average bytes or packets per second forwarded to all Database Query Applications by the 

transport layers in the network. Traffic sent is average bytes or packets per second submitted to the transport layers 
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by all Database Query Applications in the network.  

3.1.1 Traffic Received (bytes /sec) and Traffic Sent (bytes/sec) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 – Db Query Traffic Received (bytes /sec), Email Traffic Received (bytes /sec), FTP Traffic 

Received (bytes /sec) 

In Fig. 9, maximum traffic received (bytes/sec) under DB Query, Email and FTP by both scenarios, Scenario1 and 

Scenario2 is compared. Red line shows scenario2 and Blue line is for scenario1.  According to graph shown in Fig 9, 

it is observed that traffic received(bytes/sec) is more in Scenario2 as compared to Scenario1 in all(Db query, Email 

and FTP)  

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 10 - Db Query Traffic Sent (bytes /sec), Email Traffic Sent (bytes /sec), FTP Traffic Sent 

(bytes /sec) 

Similarly according to graph shown in Fig. 10, maximum traffic sent (bytes/sec) under DB Query, Email and FTP is 

more in Scenario2 as compared to Scenario1.  

3.1.2 Traffic Received (packets /sec) and Traffic Sent (packets/sec) 
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Figure 11- Db Query Traffic Received (packet/sec), Email Traffic Received (packet/sec), FTP 

Traffic Received (packet/sec) 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 12- Db Query Traffic Sent (packet/sec), Email Traffic Sent (packet/sec), FTP Traffic Sent 

(packet/sec) 

Now according to graph shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, maximum traffic sent (bytes/sec) and maximum traffic sent 

(packets/sec) both  under DB Query, Email and FTP is more in Scenario2 as compared to Scenario1.  

 

3.2 Response Time 

Time elapsed between sending a request and receiving the response packet. Measured from the time when the 

Database Query Application sends a request to the server to the time it receives a response packet. Every response 

packet sent from a server to a Database Query application is included in this statistic.  
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Figure 13- Db Query Response time (sec) of Scenario1 and Scenario2  

3.2.1 Average Upload Response time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14- Average upload Response time (sec) under FTP and Email of Scenario1 & Scenario2  

3.2.1 Average Download Response time 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15- Average Download Response time (sec) under FTP and Email of Scenario1 & Scenario2 
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According to Fig. 13, Fig.14 and Fig. 15, the Db Query response time (sec) is of Scenario2 is more than Scenario1. 

Same is the case with Average FTP upload and Download Response time(sec) and Average Email Upload and 

Download Response time(sec).  

Based on the above simulation and graph the following tables,  Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 are derived that 

summarizes the analysis in terms of average, maximum and minimum values of all the global statics of both the 

scenarios, Scenario1 and Scenario2 

Table 2: Db Query statistical average, maximum and minimum value of Scenario1 and Scenario2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: Email statistical average, maximum and minimum value of Scenario1 and Scenario2 

 

 

 

Scenario2 

Scenario1 
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Table 4: FTP statistical average, maximum and minimum value of Scenario1 and Scenario2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IV CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper comparison analysis of two multi-hop network, in two different scenario is analyzed. The network 

consisted of three subnets, each have 10 nodes in scenario 1 and 15 nodes in scenario 2. In the headquarter subnet 

there are four servers. The performance metrics considered were traffic received and traffic sent (bytes/sec and 

Scenario2 

Scenario1 

Scenario1 

Scenario2 
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packets/sec), point-to-point queuing delay, point-to-point throughput bits/sec), point-to-point throughput 

(packets/sec) and point-to-point utilization. According to the graph and tables presented in simulation graph and 

result it is concluded that all the global statistic parameter values increases as the number of nodes is increased in the 

network.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
Monitoring of street lights and controlling is of utmost importance in developing country like India to reducethe 

power consumption. The paper presents a remote streetlight monitoring and controlling system based on LED and 

wireless sensor network. The system can be set to run in automatic mode, which control streetlight. This control can 

make reasonable adjustment according to the seasonal variation. Also this system can run in controlled mode. In 

this mode, we an take the initiative to control streetlights through PC monitor terminal. This street light system also 

includes a time cut-out function, and an automatic control pattern for even more electricity conserving, namely 

when vehicles pass by, the light will turn on automatically, later turn off. This design can save a great amount of 

electricity compared to streetlamps that keep a light during nights. The design implements traffic flow magnitude 

statistics without adding any hardware, facilitating transportation condition information collecting. Furthermore, 

this system has auto-alarm function which will set off if any light is damaged and will show the serial number of the 

damaged light, thus it is easy to be found and repaired the damaged light. The system can be widely applied in all 

places which need timely control such as streets, stations, mining, schools, and electricity sectors and so on. In 

addition, the system integrates a digital temperature and humidity sensor, not only monitoring the streetlight but 

also temperature and humidity. 

Index Terms: Energy Conservation, Infrared Detection, Street Light Control System, Wireless Sensor 

Network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, environmental issues have gained widespread international attention, resulting in the development 

of energy-efficient technologies aimed t reducing energy consumption. One aspect of this evolving situation is an 

increasing demand for a reduction in the amount of electricity used for illumination. In particular, energy 

conservation for large scale illumination tasks such as street lighting is gaining considerable importance. Most 

outdoor illumination sources, such as street lights use HID Lamps as light sources. Global concerns have been 

raised regarding the amount of power consumed by HID lamps and by extension, the amount of atmospheric co2 

released due to such power consumption. Due to this issue, LEDarray illumination has received attention recently as 

an energy reducing light source. LED illumination requires about one third to one half of the electric power needed 

for HID lighting. The lifecycle of an LED can be more than three times as long as an HID light. LED illumination 

could reduce the amount of time needed to exchange defective fixtures, and it is expected that an LED system 

would be comparatively maintenance free. This in turn, means that LED system could be considered suitable for use 

on isolated islands or in high mountainous regions. In such a back ground, and as a result of the significant 

improvements to luminescent efficiency in recent years, LED lighting can be expected to fully replace previously 

used light sources within our lifetimes. The anticipateddevelopment of LED illumination is shown in Figure1. 

 

Figure-1 Past history and projected expansion of the LED 
 

Lighting system particularly in the public sector, still works as per the previous standards of reliability and they 

don't insist the use of latest technological developments. Recently, however, the increasing pressure associated with 

the increase in raw material prices and the increase of CO2 emissions leads to the development of new techniques 

and technologies which permit significant cost savings. Three methodologies are used in latest technology and they 
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are as listed below. (a) Initially, Remote intelligent system has been proposed in order to increase the efficiency of 

the led aswell to save considerable amount of energy. This is done through controlling the street lights through a 

central monitoring unit via IEEE 802.15.4 wireless protocol. (b) Secondly, the led in the street lamps are switched 

ON only if there is any kind of movement such as, human movement or vehicle movement. Adding to that the 

dimming technology is also used to save considerable amount of energy.(c) Thirdly, the street lamps can be 

controlled annually by the EB station through the same wireless medium. 

 

II.RELATED WORKS 
 

Energy savings are of utmost importance today. The goal is therefore, the reduction of operating prices of street 

lighting with the creation of a system characterized by straightforward installation and low power consumption. A 

multi-functional street light control system based on PIC16F877A was presented. This system includes a time cut-

out function and an automatic control pattern for electricity conservation. This design can save a great amount of 

electricity compared to street lamps that kept ON during nights. Furthermore, this system has auto-alarm function 

which will set ON if any light is damaged and will show the serial number of the damaged light, thus it is easy to be 

found and repaired the damaged light. In this paper, a simpler, multipurpose, cost-effective design to control the on-

off mechanism of street lights. The terminal has the feature of running on the network and off the network 

independently, so it ensures the stability of the system. In order to reach a high performance level in a street lighting 

control system, two important aspects must be taken into account: the selection of the adequate communication 

protocol, on the one hand, and the selection of the network topology that supports the architecture, on the other 

hand. Taking into consideration these circumstances, this paper focuses on an assessment of the performance of the 

mesh and tree network topologies which, along with the Mi-Wi communication protocol, can be implemented in a 

street lighting control architecture. As a result of the simulations that have been conducted, the data reveals that the 

tree topology is much more efficient than the mesh topology. An innovative wireless street lighting system with 

optimized management and efficiency has been presented in this paper. Wireless communication based on Mi-Wi 

wireless devices which allow more efficient street lamp system management, advanced interface and control 

architecture are used. The Information is transferred through point-by-point using Mi-Wi transmitters and receivers 

to a control terminal to diagnose different conditions of street lights. 

 

III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE REMOTE STREET LIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM 
 

The system is designed as a modular system, easily extendable. The measuring stations are used to observe street 

conditions depending on the intensity of daylight, based on the conditions they activate or off the lamps. Other 

factors influencing the activation are: climatic conditions, seasons, geographical location, and many possible 

alternative factors. 

For these reasons every lamp is designed independent to decide about the activation of light. The base station Co-
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jointly checks if any lamp is correctly operating and sends the message using the wireless network to the operator 

who will act in case of malfunction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-2 Schematic of E-Street light system 
 

The Fig 2 shows the function of the E-street. The streetlights are switched ON when the vehicles come near the 

lamp. The led in the street lamp are set to DIM condition when the vehicle or human crossed the first lamp and 

reaches the second lamp. This dimming of led is controlled using PWM technique. All these data’s are sent through 

wireless communication to the base station and the controlling part also done in base station. 

 

IV.DESIGN OF HARDWARE 

 
The block diagram of proposed street lights control system is shown in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b). The transmitter 

end consists of a power supply, microcontroller PIC16F877A, photosensitive detection circuit (Day & night sensor), 

infrared vehicle detector, feedback circuit, fault detectioncircuit, LCD display and Mi-Wi transmitter module. The 

receiver part consists of Mi-Wi receiver module, MAX232, RS232 and PC. The block diagram explains the simple 

working of the whole system developed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure-3(a): Transmitter end diagram 
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Figure-3(b): Receiver end diagram 
 

The power supply circuit provides the 5V regulated power supply for revitalizing the microcontroller module. The 

core of the system is a PIC16F877A microcontroller. It is preferred because of the following features: - it is low-

power, high-performance enhanced flash 8-bit microcontroller with 8K Bytes of in-system programmable Flash 

memory, 256 bytes of RAM, 32 I/O lines, three 16-bit timer/counters, a full duplex serial port, on-chip oscillator, 

and supports two software selectable power saving modes: low power Idle and Power-down mode. The 

photosensitive detection circuit consists of Day & night sensor to determine the external light intensity. The 

threshold (reference) illumination level is set initially. The photoelectric sensor with set threshold intensity is used to 

observe street conditions as the intensity of daylight is high or low, depending on the conditions they activate or off 

the lamps. The street lamps still consume a lot of electricity when merely a few vehicles are driving around the road. 

Thus, there is a great necessity to develop a control system based on the traffic flow density. Whenever there is no 

traffic i.e. density of traffic is zero, there is no need of street light to be glow on highways which saves power 

consumption to a greater extent. The lights in a particular area should glow only when a vehicle enters that area on 

highways. For this purpose, the infrared detection circuit has been used. It consists of IR sensor (presence sensor) 

which has the task of identifying the passage of a vehicle or pedestrian causing the switching ON/OFF of street 

lamps. This feature permits to activate lamps solely when necessary, avoiding wastage of energy. The load which is 

street-light lamps is connected to microcontroller. Using power transistors and solid state dual relays, the street-

lamps are switched ON/OFF. The solid state relays accept the triggering voltage from power transistors which in 

turn are triggered by microcontroller on, reception of activation signals from the sensors. Pulse width Modulation or 

PWM is one of the powerful techniques used in control systems today. They are not only employed in wide range of 

control application which includes: speed control, power control, measurement and communication. This PWM 

technique switches the power supply 5v to 3.3v for dimming purpose. These dimming purposes save the great 

amount of power consumption. The fault detection circuit indicates the LED lamp failure as well as wire fault along 

the lamp and wire number when the lamps are firstly turned on, and sensing the night. Through feedback circuit the 

malfunctioning message is transmitted to the controller which displays it on the LCD and also transmitted wirelessly 
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through Mi-Wi module to the control terminal. The LCD display is used to show different conditional messages like 

day, night, light testing, wire fault, LED failure, etc. The sensors transfer the collected information to a controller 

that runs the software to manage the system. The Compact and complete, easy to use PIR Sensor Module for human 

body detection. Incorporating a Fresnel lens and motion detection IC, suitable for a wide range of supply voltages 

and with low current drain. Adjustable delay time with high sensitivity and low noise. Output is a standard TTL 

output signal. The features of PIR sensors are Complete with PIR, Motion Detection IC and Fresnel Lens, Dual 

Element Sensor with Low Noise and High Sensitivity, Supply Voltage: 5 -20Vdc, Delay Time Adjustable: 5 seconds 

to 18 Minutes, Standard TTL Output, Module Dimensions: 28mm Length, 38mm Width, 40mm Height. In addition, 

the system integrates a digital temperature and humidity sensor, not only monitoring the streetlight but also 

temperature and humidity. The MCP9800 is a digital temperature sensor capable of reading temperatures from -

55°C to +125°C. Temperature data is measured from an integrated temperature sensor and converted to digital word 

with a user selectable 9 to 12-bit Sigma Delta Analog to Digital Converter. The MCP9800 notifies the host 

controller when the ambient temperature exceeds a user programmed set point. The ALERT output is programmable 

as either a simple comparator for thermostat operation or as a temperature event interrupt. Communication with the 

sensor is accomplished via a two-wire bus that is compatible with Mi-Wi standard protocols. This permits reading 

the current temperature, programming the set point and hysteresis and configuring the device. Small physical size, 

low installed cost and ease of use make the MCP9800 an ideal choice for implementing sophisticated temperature 

system management schemes in a variety of applications. All the operation is regulated by a timing management that 

permits the system is set for predestined time. The Mi-Wi transmission module (Series S2) connected to 

microcontroller receives data of the state of the lamps and sends it to a Mi-Wi receiver module which is connected 

with control terminal processing unit (base station) . The operating voltage required for Mi-Wi module is 3.3V. It is 

achieved by using low dropout voltage regulator LM2950 which uses 5V as input from regulated power supply 

section and provides 3.3V output to energize the Mi-Wi module. The processing unit consists of a terminal with a 

serial UART (RS232) interface that receives data regarding the state of the lamps provided by a MI-Wi receiver 

module, connected to the UART interface. The terminal is needed for graphical presentation of the system results. 

The graphical interface permits to visualize the state of thesystem with the state of the lights and the power 

consumption of every lamp (Power Consumption Data graph). The MRF24J40MA is a 2.4 GHz IEEE Std. 802.15.4 

compliant, surface mount module with integrated crystal, internal voltage regulator, matching circuitry and PCB 

antenna. The MRF24J40MA module operates in the non-licensed 2.4 GHz frequency band and is FCC, IC and ETSI 

compliant. The integrated module design frees the integrator from extensive RF and antenna design, and regulatory 

compliance testing, allowing quicker time o market. The MRF24J40MA module is compatible with Microchip’s 

ZigBee, MiWi and MiWi P2P software stacks. The MRF24J40MA module has received regulatory. Approvals for 

modular devices in the United States (FCC),  Canada (IC) and Europe (ETSI). Modular approval removes the need 

for expensive RF and antenna design and allows the end user to place theMRF24J40MA module inside a finished 

product and not require regulatory testing for an intentional radiator (RF transmitter). UART stands for the 
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Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter. In asynchronous transmitting, teletype-style UARTs send a "start" 

bit, five to eight data bits, least-significant-bit first, an optional The basic block diagram plays an important role in 

building the project completely and to provide a basic understanding of the working of the system. All blocks in the 

diagram are implemented in the circuit level. The minimal circuit of system is as shown in the Figure 4. 

 
V. STREET LIGHT AUTOMATIC CONTROL METHODOLOGY 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5: Flow Chart of Main control 
 
Fig 5 shows the flow chart of main control, initially in night time all the street lights are activated because of poor 

ambient light condition. The street lights are operated in two modes. First one, if the street lights in automatic mode, 

if any human or vehicle movement detected, the motion sensor triggers the microcontroller to turn the LEDs to their 

full brightness and it gets restored back to the dimming brightness. Another one is control mode, in the control mode 

it counts the road users both human beings and vehicles, and transfers the counted value to control room. Turn on / 

off can be controlled manually from EB station through the same wireless medium. As per the user need only the 

street lights are operated in automatic mode or either the control mode. 

 

VI RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The management center is that the hub of the system, since it permits the visualization and control of the complete 

lighting system. The transmission system consists of Mi-Wi devices that receives data of the state of the lamps and 

sends it to a terminal. The processing unit consists of a terminal with a serial UART interface that receives data 

regarding the state of the lamps provided by a Mi-Wi device, connected to the UART interface. The terminal is 

needed for graphical presentation of results. Additionally, knowledge on lamps operation are received along with the 
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lamp address, consequently all faults can be easily identified. The graphical interface permits to visualize the state of 

the system (Fig. 6) with the state of the light and the power consumption of every lamp. 

state of the lamps and sends it to a terminal. The processing unit consists of a terminal with a serial UART interface 

that receives data regarding the state of the lamps provided by a Mi-Wi device, connected to the UART interface. 

The terminal is needed for graphical presentation of results. Additionally, knowledge on lamps operation are 

received along with the lamp address, consequently all faults can be easily identified. The graphical interface 

permits to visualize the state of the system (Fig. 6) with the state of the light and the power consumption of every 

lamp. 

 

Figure-6: Exemplary GUI of the lighting system. 

 
The results of different failure conditions i.e. of wire fault and lamp malfunction are presented in Figure 7 and 

Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Fault condition due to lamp failure      Figure 8: Wire fault condition 
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VII ESTIMATION OF PRICES AND SAVINGS 

 
This proposed system may be criticized as being expensive however we must consider its advantages slightly higher 

prices of the lamp posts are ompensated by lack of costly wiring and the availability of power network and 

considerably lower prices of maintenance (due to central management and reliability of LEDs). Energy savings are 

of utmost importance today. The goal is, therefore, the reduction of operating prices of street lighting with the 

creation of a system characterized by straightforward installation and low power consumption, powered by a 

renewable supply of energy through solar panels with no harmful atmosphere emissions and minimizing light 

pollution. Making a short comparison with the normal street lighting systems: Supposing the HID lamp is switched 

on for 4,000 hours per year. One streetlight has a median consumption of 200 W yearly. With the system presented 

in this paper, every lamp uses about 20-25 W (95% of energy consumed by the LEDs).Based on the field tests 

another possibility of energy savings becomes evident. Classical system consumes energy independently if it is 

needed or not. It is active for about 10 hours daily and the total number of working hours is about 300 per month, 

versus 87-108 hours proposed system, savings of about 66% to 71% are expected. The savings may be improved by 

using more efficient LEDs, since the consumed energy almost entirely depends on LEDs consumption. 

 
VIII CONCLUCION 

 
Street-lights are a large consumer of energy for cities, using up to 50 percent of a city's energy budget. If every city 

installs the proposed system then a lot of power can be saved. Proposed system is power saving mechanism for 

street lights by using LED lamps as replacement of normal lamps and using special power savings mechanism for 

microcontroller and Mi-Wi modules. It turns out most reliable and time efficient way to switch ON/OFF street-

lights. It provides an effective measure to save energy by preventing unnecessary wastage of electricity, caused due 

to manual switching or lighting of street-lights when it is not required. It adopts a dynamic control methodology for 

traffic flow. The proposed system is especially appropriate for street lighting in remote urban and rural areas where 

the traffic is low at times. The system is versatile, extendable and totally adjustable to user needs. 
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ABSTRACT 

Electricity theft is a very common problem in our country. In India, every year there is very increasing number of 

electricity theft which results in loss of electricity. Also the ways using which theft can be done are innumerable so 

we can never keep track of how a theft has occurred, and this issue is needed to be solved as early as possible. The 

electricity which is generated from the power station is distributed to consumer. The electricity supply which is 

coming to the consumer meter in that where some people do the theft. They stole the electricity without purchasing 

from the MSEB.They use the electricity free of cost &also loss taken in the system. So to stop the theft or hooking we 

have come up with an idea i.e. our paper “GSM BASED ENERGY THEFT MONITORING SYSTEM”.  

This paper it is totally based on the GSM system. Here we get the message when the theft is done, the location of 

theft, the customer meter number and thus we can control and monitor the system. This paper will help the MSEB to 

overcome the theft problems.  

I INTRODUCTION 

The proposed paper work aims on the design and development of energy theft prevention aspect. Thereby, energy 

theft can be reduced to a considerable extent. Hence this paper work is titled as “GSM BASED ENERGY THEFT 

MONITORING SYSTEM”.In the recent survey conducted by the state electricity departments, shows that the 

electric generation and consumption records are not tallying due to lot of energy pilferage. As there is no method to 

detect energy pilferage, the genuine energy consumers are charged with huge charges, thereby it is becoming a 

burden to them. Hence to avoid and to detect the energy theft, it is decided to put effort in this direction and our 

paper is taken up to detect energy theft consumer and pass it on to the centralized energy monitoring station. 
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II. BASIC BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SYSTEM 
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Figure:- Basic Block Diagram of System 

 

III. DESCRIPTION OF EACH BLOCK 

Power Supply 

Most digital IC‟s including microcontroller, metering and memory IC‟s operate on a 5v power supply is required. 

The 5v supply voltages are obtained from 9v transformer. The output of the secondary is applied to the bridge 

rectifier, which converts the sinusoidal input into the full wave rectified output. 

The filter capacitor at the output of the bridge rectifier is changed to the peak value of the rectified output voltage. 

Since the diodes are not forward biased during the entire positive and negative half-cycle of the input waveform, the 

voltage across the filter capacitor is a pulsating dc that is a combination of DC and ripple voltage. From the 

pulsating dc voltage, a regulated dc voltage is extracted by a regulator IC. 
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MicrocontrollerAT89C52 

It is heart of our paper. The 89C52 contains a non volatile 8k flash program memory i.e. in both parallel 

programmable & serial in-system & in application programmable. In systemprogramming (ISP) allows the user to 

download new code while controller sits in the application.  Application (IAP) means that the controller fetches a 

new program code and reprograms itself while in the system. This allows for remote programming over a modem 

link. A default serial loader (boot loader) programs in ROM allows serial in system programming of flash memory 

via the UART without need for a loader in code. For in-application programming user program erase & reprograms 

the flash memory by use of standard routines contained in ROM.The AT89C52 is a low-power, high-performance 

CMOS 8-bit microcontroller with 8Kbytes of in-system programmable Flash memory. 

 

Microcontroller AT89C52 

Features: 

Compatible with MCS-51® Products, 8K Bytes of In-System Programmable (ISP) Flash Memory, Endurance: 1000 

Write/Erase Cycles, 4.0V to 5.5V Operating Range, Fully Static Operation: 0 Hz to 33 MHz, Three-level Program 

Memory Lock 256 x 8-bit Internal RAM 32 Programmable I/O Lines, Three 16-bit Timer/Counter, Eight Interrupt 

Source, Full Duplex UART Serial Channel, Low-power Idle and Power-down Modes, Interrupt Recovery from 

Power-down mode, Dual Data Pointer, Power-off Flag. 

 

MAX 232 

The MAX220–MAX249 family of line drivers/receivers is intended for all EIA/TIA-232E and V.28/V.24 

communications interfaces, particularly applications where ±12V is not available. These parts are especially 

useful in battery-powered systems, since their low-power shutdown mode reduces power dissipation to less 

than 5μW. The MAX225, MAX233, MAX235, and MAX245/MAX246/MAX247 use no external 

components and are recommended for applications where printed circuit board space is critical. 
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Serial Communication 

The fact that serial communication uses a single data line instead of 8-bit line of parallel communication not only 

makes it cheaper but also enables two computers located in two different cities to communicate over the telephone. 

In serial communication data is send one bit at a time. 

For serial data communication to work, the byte data must be converted to serial bits using a parallel-in serial-out 

shift register, and then it can be transmitted over a single data line. This also means that at the receiving end there 

must be a serial-in-parallel-out shift register to receive the serial data and pack them into a byte. Of course, if data is 

to be transmitted on the telephone line, it must be converted from 0s to 1s to audio tones, which are sinusoidal-

shaped signals. This conversion is performed by a peripheral device called a modem, which stands for 

"modulator/demodulator". 

When the distance is short, the digital signal can be transferred as it is on a simple wire and requires no modulation. 

However, for long-distance data transfers using communication lines such as a telephone, serial data communication 

requires a modem to modulate (convert from 0s and 1s to audio tones) and demodulate (converting from audio tones 

to 0s and 1s). 

 

LCD Module 

In recent years the LCD is finding widespread use replacing LEDs (Seven Segment LEDs or other multistage 

LEDs). The ability to display numbers, characters and graphics. This is in contrast to LEDs, which are limited 

to numbers and a few characters. 
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IV.ADVANTAGES 

 Reduction in theft  

 Very Efficient & precise 

 Very reliable and user friendly to operate 

 

V. APPLICATIONS 

 Well suited for village areas where theft is more 

 It can be used for reducing the human work  

 It is used for sensing various kinds of theft 

VI.POSSIBLE FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS: 

 In addition to the power theft information, the same transmitter can be used for transmitting the data 

indicating the used energy (number of units). If this is done, then there will be no requirement of data 

collection (i.e. a lot of man power can be saved). 

 Two way communication can be designed, so that a signal (from sub-station) can be transmitted which 

disconnects the main line from meter if the user did not pay the bill in time or if the user is trying for power 

theft. 

VII CONCLUSION 

This paper reduces the electricity theft. Use of GSM in our system provide the numerous advantages of wireless 

network systems. The metering IC ensure the accurate and reliable measurement of power consumed. Hence we are 

trying to add some more extra features in our paper which makes this system more reliable and user friendly.With 

the implementation of this kind of systems in the real time, the need for regular vigilance can be avoided and power 

can be supplied at the economical rates, thereby improving the economy of the country 

RESULT 

This system would be eliminating the requirement of human power and thus providing efficiency and accuracy. This 

paper will give accurate details of energy theft. It will help to manage sensing the parameters  and also record details 

for electricity theft. 

This paper will also assure the safety and help in decrease in theft level &would not result in any harm to the 

environment and surroundings.  
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ABSTRACT 

In this Paper, a prototype of the small metro capable of showing the station on the LCD display with various other 

facilities is designed. This metro is run on the DC gear motor. Metro train is auto stop on 3 different stations and 

reverses automatically with Voice Announcement facility. The DC motor is attached with the gear inside to reduce 

the speed of the vehicle. In this paper we try to give the same prototype for this type of trains.We are using 

microcontroller 8051 as CPU. The motion of the train is controlled by the DC Motor, for displaying message in the 

train we are using Intelligent LCD Display of two lines. The train is designed for three stations, named as Aligarh, 

Ghaziabad & New Delhi. FID card is mounted at each station .When RFID reader mounted on train detects RFID 

card, train will be get stopped. The Stoppage time is of 3 Sec. There is a LCD display for showing various messages 

in the train for passengers. Before stopping at station the train blows the buzzer. It also includes an emergency brake 

system due to which the train stops as soon as the brakes are applied and resumes journey when the emergency 

situation. 

Keywords : RFID, Microcontroller 8051,Intelligent LCD Display 

I SYSTEM APPROACH 

Ideally, a literature survey should be done in a systematic manner. A well-defined search method would yield a 

number of articles as result. The abstracts from these articles would be read, and the resulting articles (after 

discarding irrelevant material) would form the core of the survey. Such an approach would be reminiscent of the 

systematic review process. The systematic review was developed for the life sciences, but has recently been 

adapted to other branches of science such as computer science. It is concluded that a systematic approach based on 

index terms of articles would not suffice, and that therefore another method has to be used. The initial ad hoc 

search for articles that yielded the five articles forming the basis for the study of index terms had obviously 

produced valid results. That search was performed by entering random words thought to be in titles of relevant 

articles. 
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II. BASIC BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SYSTEM 
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Figure-1Line Diagram 

 

Figure-2 Basic Block Diagram of System 
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III. DESCRIPTION OF EACH OF BLOCK 

Power Supply (Battery) 

An electrical battery is a combination of one or more electrochemical cells, used to convert stored chemical energy 

into electrical energy. The battery has become a common power source for many household and industrial 

applications.  

Batteries may be used once and discarded, or recharged for years as in standby power applications. Miniature cells 

are used to power devices such as hearing aids and wristwatches; larger batteries provide standby power for 

telephone exchanges or computer data centers. 

 

Bit Microcontroller with 8K byte flash (89s52) 

The AT89C52 is a low-power, high-performance CMOS 8-bit microcomputer with 8Kbytes of Flash programmable 

and erasable read only memory (PEROM). The deviceis manufactured using Atmel‟s high density nonvolatile 

memory technology and iscompatible with the industry standard 80C51 and 80C52 instruction set and pinout.The 

on-chip Flash allows the program memory to be reprogrammed in-system or by aconventional nonvolatile memory 

programmer. By combining a versatile 8-bit CPUwith Flash on a monolithic chip, the Atmel AT89C52 is a powerful 

microcomputerwhich provides a highly flexible and cost effective solution to many embedded controlapplications. 

 

Features 

• Compatible with MCS-51™ Products 

• 8K Bytes of In-System Reprogrammable Flash Memory 

• Fully Static Operation: 0 Hz to 24 MHz 

• Three-Level Program Memory Lock 

• 256 x 8-Bit Internal RAM 

• 32 Programmable I/O Lines 

• Three 16-Bit Timer/Counters 

• Eight Interrupt Sources 

• Programmable Serial Channel 

• Low Power Idle and Power Down Modes 

 

Piezoelectric Buzzers(without circuit) 

The PS series are high-performance buzzers that employ piezoelectric elements and are designed for easy 

incorporation into various circuits.They feature extremely low power consumption in comparison to electromagnetic 

units.Because these buzzers are designed for external excitation, thesame part can serve as both a musical tone 

oscillator and a buzzer.They can be used with automated inserters. Moisture-resistant models are also available. The 

lead wire type(PS1550L40N) with both-sided adhesive tape installed easily is prepared. 
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11 Minutes Audio Record & Play 

Offers true solid state storage capability and requires no software or microcontroller support. It provides high quality 

recording and playback with 11 minutes audio at 8 Khz Sampling rate with 16 bit resolution. Using on board 

jumpers, total duration can be divided in individual triggers of 1,2,4& 8 segments which can be triggered by onboard 

switches or external low trigger like microcontroller pins. 

Features: 

1. 11 minutes of recording duration selectable in total 1,2,4,8 segments 

2. Single chip, high quality voice recording and playback solution 

3. User friendly, easy to use operation 

4. Non - Volatile - flash memory technology, no battery backup required 

5. Audio output to drive a speaker or audio out for public address system 

6. Can record voice with the help of on-board microphone or via any audio input like PC 

DC Motor 

The direct current (DC) motor is one of the first machines devised to convert electrical power into mechanical 

power.  Permanent magnet (PM) direct current converts electrical energy into mechanical energy through the 

interaction of two magnetic fields.  One field is produced by a permanent magnet assembly; the other field is 

produced by an electrical current flowing in the motor windings.  These two fields result in a torque which tends to 

rotate the rotor. As the rotor turns, the current in the windings is commutated to produce a continuous torque output. 

That output is given to ADC which will farther generate the signal The stationary electromagnetic field of the motor 

can also be wire-wound like the armature (called a wound-field motor) or can be made up of permanent magnets 

(called a permanent magnet motor). In either style (wound-field or permanent magnet) the commutator acts as half 

of a mechanical switch and rotates with the armature as it turns. The commutator is composed of conductive 

segments (called bars), usually made of copper, which represent the termination of individual coils of wire 

distributed around the armature. The second half of the mechanical switch is completed by the brushes. These 

brushes typically remain stationary with the motor's housing but ride (or brush) on the rotating commutator. As 

electrical energy is passed through the brushes and consequently through the armature a tensional force is generated 

as a reaction between the motor's field and the armature causing the motor's armature to turn. As the armature turns, 

the brushes switch to adjacent bars on the commutator. This switching action transfers the electrical energy to an 

adjacent winding on the armature which in turn perpetuates the tensional motion of the armature. 

 

Crystal Oscillator 

An electronic circuit that is used to generate an electrical signal of precise frequency by utilizing the vibrating 

crystal‟s mechanical resonance made of piezoelectric material. There are different types of piezoelectric resonators, 
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but typically, quartz crystal is used in these types of oscillators. Hence, the oscillator electronic circuits are named as 

crystal oscillators. 

 

LCD Display: 

The electronics industry has used liquid crystal display (LCD) technology for years, in many products 

ranging from calculators to laptop screens. Now, LCD monitors or flat-panel displays, are quickly 

replacing traditional cathode ray tube (CRT) computer monitors. LCDs use less space than traditional 

monitors. 

What is LCD?  

LCD creates images on a flat surface by shining light through a combination of liquid crystals 

and polarized glass. The technology differs from CRT because a CRT uses a beam of electrons 

projected through a large glass tube to create images.  

 IR Proximity Sensor: 

Proximity Sensor are used to detect objects and obstacles in front of sensor. Sensor keeps transmitting modulated 

infrared light and when any object comes near, it is detected by the sensor by monitoring the reflected light from the 

object. It can be used in robots for obstacle avoidance, for automatic doors, for parking aid devices or for security 

alarm systems, or contact less tachometer by measuring RPM of rotation objects like fan blades. Digital low output 

on detecting objects in front. 

RFID Card Reader: 

RFID is short for Radio Frequency Identification. Generally a RFID system consists of 2 parts.  A Reader, and one 

or more Transponders, also known as Tags. RFID systems evolved from barcode labels as a means to automatically 

identify and track products and people. In every RFID system the transponder Tags contain information. This 

information can be as little as a single binary bit , or be a large array of bits representing such things as an identity 

code, personal medical information, or literally any type of information that can be stored in digital binary format.  

IV. ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS 

Advantages 

 Automatic stop at station 

 Safety parameters considered using proximity sensor& emergency push buttons. 

 Person can stop train in between if he missed it. 

 With the help of Voice announcement one can get information about arrival of train. 

 Automated system requiring less manpower. 

 It uses a voice chip which records and plays the desired voice. 

 Reusability of the recorded message. 

 RFID Tags and readers are contact less and do not have range limitations unlike RF receivers and transmitters. 
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 Databases need not be maintained. 

 Applications  

 It can be used for reducing the human work  

 This System sense train Automatically and  trun on the voice clip 

              System will also get identified with the help of the rfid 

 

V  CONCLUSION 

This project increases our ability to work as a group and it helps us in future life. But we face several problems 

because of unavailability of quality goods, technical support and inexperienceThe project we have undertaken has 

helped us gain a better perspective on variousaspects related to our course of study as well as practical knowledge of 

electronic equipments and communication. We became familiar with software analysis, designing,implementation, 

testing and maintenance concerned with our project 

 

RESULT 

This electric train would be eliminating the requirement of human power and thus providing efficiency and 

accuracy. This project will provided with voice announcement, automatic stop as well as start timing & 

emergency push button. It will help to manage the train to move forward after sensing the parameters and 

also records and plays the desired voice. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper represents a new lead acid battery charging system. This system has the possibility in different 

applications (communications systems, electric vehicles, and low-Earth-orbit spacecraft) in order to minimize 

charging time using bidirectional dc-dc convert. Evolution of main parameters (battery voltage, current, switching 

stress and temperature) was recorded. Then, data obtained were processed and analyzed to determine the effects of 

fast-charging on Lead acid batteries. The simulation results are used to show main characteristics of charging 

process as a function of charging rate used. In this way, simulation results were taken to the application range of 

fast-charging in medium/high capacity Lead acid batteries can be reached. The design is verified by MATLAB 

simulation. 

 

Index Terms—Bidirectional Dc-Dc Converters, Energy Storage Systems, Lead Acid Battery, Switching 

Stress 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the generation system based on 12V battery has a limit to afford to increase electric components 

of eco-friendly. The alternative of the problem is development of new generation system based on a lead 

acid battery which is considered by many automotive companies, However, the lead acid system is not 

easy to apply to the fast charging because most of the batteries are designed to use with normal converter 

so more switching loss is occurred. For this reason, the bidirectional converter has been researched for 

compatibility of the new 12V electric components. Small size is expected to minimize the change of 

existing design of internal electric components. Also, the power converting loss 0design the bidirectional 

converter [1]. 

General cases of resonant converters, soft-switching range are limited by load conditions and, switching 

frequency as control component is variable. Thus state-space averaging method is not easy directly 

adaptive to resonant converters, not like PWM converter. It can be critical problems in vehicles when the 

converters are adapted [2][3] . 
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A resonant converter is suitable to solve problems which are switching loss of conventional PWM 

converter and the variable switching frequency of the resonant converter. The soft switching interleaved 

buck and boost converter has a combined configuration with a resonant induct or to non-isolated  

bidirectional interleaved converter for small size and high efficiency. The resonant induct or is used to 

make zero current switching (ZCS) tum-on and zero voltage switching (ZVS) turnoff conditions for all 

switches. Also, fixed switching frequency is used for control to minimize EMT problems. Because it is 

controlled by variable duty without variable switching frequency, analysis of the converter is easier than a 

conventional resonant converter. And, high efficiency can be accomplished in even in light load condition 

due to the wide soft-switching range, Application of input and output voltage source is suitable to the 

converter because of variable resonant current on switching conditions by duty ratio [4] [5].  

The most common rechargeable battery that is commonly used on a daily basis is lead acid batteries 

because of their robust capacity to provide power and higher nominal voltages per cell compared to other 

secondary batteries. Lead-acid batteries have a low energy-to-weight ratio as well as the low energy-to-

volume ratio which enable them to supply high surge currents while allowing the cells to maintain a large 

power-to-weight ratio. Because of these features, lead-acid batteries are used most exclusively for motor 

vehicles to provide high current for automobile [6]-[7]. Lead acid batteries are divided into two different 

types: starting lead-acid batteries and deep cycle batteries. The starting battery is designed to deliver quick 

bursts of energy (such as starting engines) and therefore has a greater plate count. The plates are thinner 

and have somewhat different material composition [8]. The deep cycle battery has less instant energy, but 

greater long-term energy delivery. 

  

In this paper, bidirectional buck-boost converter is designed for 12V battery. To accomplish soft-switching 

on overall range of load, design and operation mode of the converter were mathematically analyzed 

depending on switching conditions, Also, the optimal design method of resonant inductance is proposed 

which are considering system capacity, input and output conditions.  

The designed converter is compared with the conventional converter in loss analysis. The proposed design 

is verified using MATLAB/simulation. 

 

II LEAD ACID BATTERY CHARACTERISTICS 

The lead-acid battery has been a successful marketable product is widely used as electrical energy storage in the 

locomotive field and other applications. Its advantages are its low cost, developed technology, relatively high 

power capability, and good cycle. These advantages are smart for its application in HEVs with high power is the 

first consideration. The materials complicated (lead, lead oxide, sulfuric acid) are moderately low in cost when 

associated to their more advanced equals. Lead-acid batteries also have several disadvantages. The energy density 

of lead-acid batteries is low, mostly because of the high molecular weight of lead. The temperature characteristics 
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are poor. Below 10°C, its specific power, and specific energy are greatly reduced. This feature severely limits the 

application of lead-acid batteries for the traction of vehicles operating in cold climates.  

The presence of highly corrosive sulfuric acid is a potential safety hazard for vehicle occupants. Hydrogen released 

by the self-discharge reactions is another potential danger since this gas is extremely flammable smooth in tiny 

concentrations. Hydrogen discharge is also a problem for hermetically sealed batteries. Indeed, in order to provide 

a good level of protection against acid spills, it is necessary to seal the battery, thus trapping the parasitic gasses in 

the casing. As a result, pressure may build up in the battery, causing swelling and mechanical constraints on the 

casing and sealing. The lead in the electrodes is an environmental problem because of its toxicity. The emission of 

lead consecutive to the use of lead-acid batteries may occur during the fabrication of the batteries, in the case of a 

vehicle collision (spill of electrolyte through cracks), or during their disposal at the end of battery life. 

 Different lead-acid batteries with better performance are being developed for EVs and HEVs. Improvements of the 

sealed lead-acid batteries in specific energy over 40 Wh/kg, with the possibility of the rapid charge, have been 

attained. One of these advanced sealed lead-acid batteries is said to be Electrosource’s Horizon battery. It adopts 

the lead wire woven horizontal plate and hence offers the competitive advantages of high specific energy (43 

Wh/kg),high specific power (285 W/kg),  long sequence life (over 600 cycles for on-road EV application), rapid 

recharge capability (50% capacity in 8 min and 100% in less than 30 min), low cost, mechanical roughness (robust 

structure of horizontal plate), maintenance-free conditions (sealed battery technology), and eco-friendly 

friendliness. Other advanced lead-acid battery technologies include bipolar designs and micro- tubular grid 

designs. Advanced lead-acid batteries have been developed to remedy these disadvantages. The specific energy has 

been improved through the reduction of inactive materials such as the casing material, current collector material 

separators, etc. The lifetime has been increased by over 50% — at the expense of cost, however.. 

 

 

Fig.1.Comparision of different battery types with W/kg 
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III PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

3.1 Battery 

A theoretical study of the load is necessary to design the on‐board charger. In addition, voltage and capacity have 

an influence on the kind of DC/DC converter which is used in the PFC. It’s also needs to know how the battery has 

to be charged and, for the simulation, how batteries can be represented. 

 

3.2 Characteristics 

The battery voltage varies according to the kind of the plug‐in hybrid vehicle. For a car, this voltage could for 

example be between 300V and 400V. The peak power is in the region of 50kW, and the energy density could be 

between 5 and 20kWh. For information, an electric car of ordinary size needs about 2kWh to cover 10km. The 

batteries can have about 1000 cycles of charge. These figures are rough values, and depending on the battery 

technology, the usage of the battery (small car, truck…) and other parameters. 

Nowadays, the batteries that are most used in the hybrid vehicles are the NiMH (nickel‐metal hydride) technology. 

An advantage of this technology is that NiMH batteries are not very sensitive to the memory effect, moreover they 

have a good energy to weight ratio and are safe. The drawbacks are that overload has a negative effect, and that it is 

difficult to detect the end loading. However, in a near future, this technology will be surpassed by the Lithium‐ion 

technology. This technology has advantages like not to be effect by memory effect, very good energy to weight and 

energy to size ratios. The drawbacks are these batteries are less safe than NiMH, they are a higher cost, and a lower 

load and discharge current.  

 

3.3 Charge 

The charge of a NiMH battery can be divided into two parts. The first part, the battery is discharged; it needs a 

constant current to be charged. During this phase, the battery voltage is increasing. This phase stops when the battery 

reaches its rated voltage. The second phase consists in charge the battery with a constant voltage. The voltage doesn’t 

increase but on the other hand the energy density is increasing. This phase stops when the battery is fully loaded; it 

doesn’t take any current more. The best method to detect the end load is the ΔV method. In effect, when a NiMH 

battery is full, if the charger continues to supply it, the polarity voltage is reversing (5). If we can detect this 

inversion, we can know when the battery is full. A charger can be safer by the use of a resettable fuse which opens 

if the current or temperature is too high. 
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3.4 Non-isolated dc-dc converters 

 

Figure.2 Circuit diagram of non isolated dc-dc converter 

 

This converter can be obtained by cascading the buck converter with the boost converter. This topology operates in 

all quadrants (4 quadrant converter). It means that it is capable of step-down and step-up operations in both 

directions. Figure .2 Cascading buck-boost BDC is the most flexible topology. But it has several drawbacks: 

increasing the number of power switches and, as a consequence, a more complex control system and control 

algorithms and higher turn-on losses caused by reverse recovery problem of transistors body diodes. 

 

3.5 Isolated dc-dc converters 

 In terms of the full-bridge topology, the operation is quite straightforward. As the figure. 3  shows, there are 

four active switches which make an ac signal that is carried to the transformer T, the signal is transformed on the 

secondary side and then rectified by the four diodes into a dc signal again 

 

Figure .3 Circuit diagram of non isolated dc-dc converter 
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IV SIMULATION WORK 

The simulation realized was the full bridge converter. The power part was also made with IGBTs, snubbers were 

designed. The control part realized is the phase shift control method. This one is realized by a unipolar voltage 

switching control. This converter controls the value of the current in the battery in order to load this one with a 

constant current. 

In this converter, the interesting signals are the signals in the transistors, in the transformer, and in the output filter 

and the battery. These signals can be viewed below. 

The snubber reduces stresses during the turn off phases and turn on phases, for the current and the voltage. The 

snubber reduces switching losses and improves quality of the signals in the on‐board charger. 

 

 

Figure.4  MOSFET voltage without snubber 

The Figure.6 shows the current in the mosfet 1, with or without snubber. A pure capacitor can’t be the only 

component of this snubber because simulink models the transistor as a current source. The addition of a resistor 

is needed. The Figure.5 shows the voltage in the mosfet 1 in both cases, with or without snubber role of the snubber 

on the transistor current. 

 

Figure 5. MOSFET current without snubber 
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The Figure.6 shows the current in the inductor filter and the Figure.7 the current in the capacitor filter. 

 

  

The Figure .6 The current in the inductor filter  Figure .7 the current in the capacitor filter. 

 

The transformer primary current is shown on the Figure.9. The transformer ratio being equal to one, and the 

transformer being almost perfect in the simulation, the secondary current has the same waveforms as the primary 

current. This explains that the secondary voltage of the transformer has the same waveform as the primary voltage 

(Figure 8). 

   

Figure.8.The transformer primary voltage     Figure .9 The transformer primary current 
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The current level close to zero should be equal to zero; the difference is due to the transformer inductor. The voltage 

waveform has the square form which was attending. The variation of the time length of the zero level allows 

controlling the primary transformer mean voltage. 

The current in the filter capacitor is too small. This capacitor current should be the ripple current of the 

inductor. If the inductor current ripple doesn’t go in the capacitor that means that this current will flow in the battery. 

This battery current can be viewed on the Figure .10. 

 

  

Figure .10 Voltage in the battery       Figure .11 Current in the battery 

This figure 11. confirms that the inductor ripple current is flowing in the battery. An EMI filter cab be added to 

reduce this ripple current but the battery can accept it. The steady state of the battery current is reached after 5 

milliseconds. 

The switching frequency is calculated as when the frequency is f=1/t as per the pulse scope the pulse total time is 

0.00005,then generate the 20 kHz in the closed loop. 

TABLE 1 

SIMULATION PARAMETER 

Parameter Value 

Input voltage 45[V] 

 

Output voltage 90[V] 

 

Resonance inductance 400[µH] 

 

Resonance capacitance 1[ρF] 
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Main inductor 1000[mH] 

 

Switching frequency 100[Khz] 

 

 

Table 1. Simulation parameter of isolated dc-dc converter of the on board charger for lead acid battery. 

 

 

 

Figure .12. Output voltage waveform for 45 V Input. 

 

Figure.12. shows the output voltage 90 V Non isolated dc-dc converter output voltage. 

 

V CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a concept for lead acid battery charging system is simulated. The converter is based on a split DC input 

voltage and utilizes a boundary operation mode to achieve soft switching as well as interleaving for reduction of the 

output current ripple. Besides the operating principle and the control of the isolated DC-DC converter is explained. 

For the designed system, the efficiency above 98.5% can be achieved over a wide operating range and the relative 

current ripple amplitude at the output is below 2%. Simulations shows that when compared to a standard buck boost 

converter, the losses and charging time can be reduced by more than 40% if optimized MOSFETs are used for the 

proposed concept. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper proposes two novel and practical designs of angle diversity receivers to achieve multiple-input-

multiple output (MIMO) capacity for indoor visible light communications (VLC). Both designs are easy to 

construct and suitable for small mobile devices. By using light emitting diodes for both illumination and data 

transmission, our receiver designs consist of multiple photo detectors (PDs), which are oriented with different 

inclination angles to achieve high-rank MIMO channels and can be closely packed without the requirement of 

spatial separation. Due to the orientations of the PDs, the proposed receiver designs are named pyramid 

receiver (PR) and hemispheric receiver (HR). In a PR, the normal vectors of PDs are chosen the same as the 

normal vectors of the triangle faces of a pyramid with equilateral N-gon base. On the other hand, the idea 

behind HR is to evenly distribute the PDs on a hemisphere. Through analytical investigation, simulations and 

experiments, the channel capacity and bit-error-rate (BER) performance under various settings are presented to 

show that our receiver designs are practical and promising for enabling VLC-MIMO. In comparison to induced 

link-blocked receiver, our designs do not require any hardware adjustment at the receiver from location to 

location so that they can support user mobility. Besides, their channel capacities and BER performance are 

quite close to that of link-blocked receiver. Meanwhile, they substantially outperform spatially-separated 

receiver. This study reveals that using angle diversity to build VLC-MIMO system is very promising.. 

Keywords: ARM, PIC, LIFI and Keil Software. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Existing and Proposed System 

 

Existing system Proposed System 

 In the golden days, the blind people need 

some other helps for navigation in indoor 

environment. 

 But every often we asking the help to another 

is impossible. 

 

Drawbacks 

 They need other help. 

 There is no automatic system. 

 Third person also make any misuse.  

 Here we introduce a new technology in blind 

navigation system for blind people. 

 LIFI technology is used to wide transmission 

of data without occurring of noise. 

Advantages 

 The system automatically guide in indoor 

without any manual work. 

 It secures blind person and reduces 

complexity of the person. 

 

II BLOCK DIAGRAM   

Indoor TX section 
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Blind person RX section 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III WORKING PRINCIPLE 

 
The proposed system can be used in situations where a house, hospitals that wherever the blind person are living 

in the place. The proposed system consists of indoor transmitter section and blind person receiver section. The 

transmitter section is kept in the indoor and receiver section given to blind person. Whenever the LIFI receiver 

receives the data from transmitter section, then it gives voice output using voice playback IC either that is hall or 

bed room. The entire control is managing by ARM and PIC microcontroller.  

 
IV SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM 

 

Indoor TX section 

 

Figure 6.1: Interfacing at the INDOOR TX section 
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Blind person RX section 

 

Figure 6.2: Interfacing at the Blind person RX section 
 

V HARDWARE REQUIREMENT 

 
 PIC microcontroller with power supply 

 ARM LPC2148 microcontroller with power supply 

 APR9600 voice play back IC 

 Lifi transmitter and receiver 

 LCD 

 

VI SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT 

 
 Keil IDE 

 Embedded C 
 

VII RESULTS 

OUTPUT SCREEN SHOTS 

 

Figure7a: Transmitter section with two transmitter for Hall and Bed room 
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Figure 7b: Blind person section when enter in Hall area 

 

Figure7c: Blind Section when enters in Bed room area 

VIII ADVANTAGES 

 Transmit data by sockets of existing light fixtures 

 The system automatically guide in indoor without any manual work. 

 It secures blind person and reduces complexity of the person. 

 Consume far less energy 

 Visible light is very safe for human. And, the data can be transmitted by the visible light 

communication even through a high voltage of home/office lighting. 

 Security  

 Alleviate a number of problems associated with radio frequency(RF) communication systems 

 The lightings are set everywhere. Then, the data wireless transmission system can be easily established 

through the visible light communication device attached to the lightning. 
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IX APPLICATION 

 Smart Lighting 

 Mobile Connectivity 

 Hazardous Environments 

 Vehicle & Transportation 

 Defence & Security 

 Hospitals & Healthcare 

 Wifi Spectrum Relief 

 Aviation 

 Underwater Communications 

 Location Based Services 

X CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a new non-imaging receiver structure utilizing both-side mirror in order to enhance 

the system performance by interfering the reception of the light in one specific link as well as by enhancing the 

reception of light in another specific link. Our proposed MDR can further provide lower correlation of channel 

matrix while enhancing the channel gain itself. We analyzed and verified our proposed for a two-dimensional 

MIMO-VLC system. This paper proposes two novel and practical designs of angle diversity receivers to achieve 

multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) capacity for indoor visible light communications (VLC). Both designs 

are easy to be constructed and suitable for small mobile devices.  

The proposed system can be used in situations where a house, hospitals that wherever the blind person are living 

in the place. The proposed system consists of indoor transmitter section and blind person receiver section. The 

transmitter section is kept in the indoor and receiver section given to blind person. Whenever the LIFI receiver 

receives the data from transmitter section, then it gives voice output using voice playback IC either that is hall or 

bed room. The entire control is managing by ARM and PIC microcontrollers.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Technology is taking different phases in order to provide safe and flexible movement for the people. In a highly 

developed technology, People strive to live independently. For this, a low cost ultrasonic strap ups are designed 

for blind people to achieve personal independence. So that, they can travel to their destination easily and safely. 

A newly constructed strap ups is structured in such way that it could detect the obstacles in the moving path 

using ultra sonic sensors. It consists of sensors to scan the various directions, an Arduino Uno R3 kit, HC-SR04 

Ultrasonic Module, vibrating motor, driver circuit and LCD display. The vibrating motor and driver circuit is 

made active when obstacle is to be detected. In addition to that the strap ups are worn by blind person that acts 

as a supporting wall. Embedded C Programmingis functioned successfully for this system. Computer simulation 

is done to essence the performance of system using technical software and easy working Arduino kit. 

 

Keywords: Arduino Uno R3,HC-SR04 Ultrasonic Module, Strap Ups, Obstacles, Blind People. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
There are so many people present around us with varying disabilities.These include deaf, handicapped, dump, 

blind etc. They depends the normal people for their daily activities. If this people can do their activities by 

themselves, it gives more confidence to them to interact with the society. Then they do not have any feel of their 

disabilities. This paper focuses on the problems of blind people.Due to the development of modern technologies, 

many different types of devices are available to assist the blind. They are commonly known as Electronic Travel 

Aid.  Many of these travelling aids use either ultrasound or laser beam.  One of such devices is the laser cane 

that is similar to a long cane with built-in laser ranging facilities.  

But most of the commonly used electronic travelling aids use ultrasound for functioning. These devices use the 

reflectance property of the high frequency ultrasound. The problem with using Ultrasonic Sensors on blind stick 

is the limited direction that it can sense as well as well as it can sense at only one specified height. 

In our proposed system a wearable ultrasonic sensor which can be worn on both the legs at knee height so he 

can sense if obstacle is only on left side or right side or both sides.Moreover we will also be using one wearable 

ultrasonic sensor on the hands which the blind person can move and detect at different Places. 
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Normally buzzers are provided as indication but the problem is it creates a lot of noise and can be irritating. So 

instead we will be using simple vibrating motors besides the ultrasonic sensor and thus indicate if there is 

obstacle there or not. 

 

II. SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

The system in this paper proposes consist ofconsists of Arduino Uno R3 microcontroller, Ultrasonic sensor, 

Mini vibrating DC motor, Driver circuitry,LCD.The block diagram of proposed system is as follows. 

 

 

Fig 1: Basic Block diagram of the Advanced Electricity Consumption Monitoring System. 

 

2.1 Arduino Uno R3Microcontroller  

Arduino is an open source electronics platform based on easy to use hardware and software.The Arduino Uno is 

a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328. It has 14 digital input/output pins, 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz 

ceramic resonator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It contains everything 

needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a computer with a USB cable or power it with an 

AC-to-DC adapter or battery to get started. 

 

 

Fig.2 Arduino Uno R3 Microcontroller 

 

2.2 Ultrasonic Ranging Module HC - SR04 

Ultrasonic transmitter emitted an ultrasonic wave in one direction, and startedtiming when it launched. 

Ultrasonic spread in the air, and would returnimmediately when it encountered obstacles on the way. At last, the 
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ultrasonicreceiver would stop timing when it received the reflected wave. As Ultrasonicspread velocity is 340m 

/ s in the air, based on the timer record t, we cancalculate the distance (s) between the obstacle and transmitter, 

namely: s =340t / 2, which is so- called time difference distance measurement principleThe principle of 

ultrasonic distance measurement used the already-known airspreading velocity, measuring the time from launch 

to reflection when itencountered obstacle, and then calculate the distance between the transmitterand the 

obstacle according to the time and the velocity. Thus, the principle ofultrasonic distance measurement is the 

same with radar.Distance Measurement formula is expressed as: L = C X TIn the formula, L is the measured 

distance, and C is the ultrasonic spreadingvelocity in air, also, T represents time (T is half the time value from 

transmittingto receiving). 

 

 

Fig.3HC-SR04 Ultrasonic Module 

Set low the Trigger  and Echo port when the module initializes , firstly, transmitat least 10us high level pulse to 

the Trigger  pin (module automatically sends eight40K square wave), and then wait to capture the rising edge 

output by echo port,at the same time, open the timer to start timing. Next, once again capture thefalling edge 

output by echo port, at the same time, read the time of the counter,which is the ultrasonic running time in the air. 

According to the formula:testdistance = (high level time * ultrasonic spreading velocity in air) / 2, you 

cancalculate the distance to the obstacle. 

 

2.3 Coin Vibration Motor 

Precision Micro drives currently produces coin vibration motors, also known as shaft less or pancake vibrator 

motors, generally in Ø8mm - Ø12mm diameters for our Pico Vibe range. Pancake motors are compact and 

convenient to use. They integrate into many designs because they have no external moving parts, and can be 

affixed in place with a strong permanent self-adhesive mounting system.Enclosures can easily be moulded to 

accept the coin form of our shaft less vibration motors. Within the coin motor range, we offer both leaded 

and spring & pad mountable versions. Like all of our vibration motors, we are happy to quote for variations to 

the base design such as a modification to the lead length and also connectors. 

 

Fig.3Vibration Motor 

Due to their small size and enclosed vibration mechanism, coin vibrating motors are a popular choice for many 

different applications.  
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2.4 LCD 

A 16x2 LCD display is very basic module and is very commonly used in various devices and circuits. LCDs are 

economical; easily programmable; have no limitation of displaying special & even custom characters (unlike in 

seven segments), animations and so on.A 16x2 LCD means it can display 16 characters per line and there are 2 

such lines. In this LCD each character is displayed in 5x7 pixel matrix. This LCD has two registers, namely, 

Command and Data.LCDs consume much less power than LED and gas-display displays because they work on 

the principle of blocking light rather than emitting it. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The three Ultrasonic sensors, two on strap ups and one on hand, will sense the obstacles upto 4m.  If any 

obstacle is detected, the sensor will give the signal to the Arduino.  Arduino will give the signal to the Vibrating 

Motor which is similar to the motor used in mobile phone. But Arduino cannot be directly connected to the 

motor; hence a Driver circuitry is placed in between Arduino and motor. So, the Arduino will activate the Driver 

and then the Driver will activate the motor. As soon as the Ultrasonic sensor sense an obstacle the motor will 

start vibrating and the Blind person will get an indication of the obstacle. 

 

Fig 4: PCB showing Arduino Uno and interfaced components. 

 

Fig 5: Circuit diagram of the Advanced Electricity Consumption Monitoring System. 

 

http://www.engineersgarage.com/microcontroller/8051projects/create-custom-characters-LCD-AT89C51
http://www.engineersgarage.com/microcontroller/8051projects/display-custom-animations-LCD-AT89C51
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The ETA (Electronic Travelling Aid) system when faces an obstacle, within 1 meter distance it willsense the 

obstacle through ultrasonic sensor and produce vibration based signal as “path guiding obstacle detected” and 

display the same in LCD.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6: Sample Results on Display. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

The design and architecture of a new concept of Smart Electronic Travel Aid Strap ups for blind people. The 

advantage of the system lies in the fact that it can prove to be a very low cost solution to millions of blind 

persons Worldwide. The proposed combination of various working units makes a real-time system that monitors 

position of the user and provides dual feedback making navigation more safe and secure. 
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ABSTRACT 

Due to continuous depletion of the natural resources by an increased consumption of the energy, alternatives of 

fossil fuels must be searched out. Bio-energy is the only alternative and cheap source of energy which can be 

made easily available. Water hyacinth (Eichhorniacrassipes), one of the important invasive aquatic species, 

commonly covers the surface of rivers and lakes and causes a series of environmental problems due to its rapid 

growth and high reproducibility in both clear water and wastewater. Thus, it is also considered as a noxious 

weed as it grows very fast and depletes nutrients and oxygen rapidly from water bodies, adversely affecting 

flora and fauna. There have been instances of complete blockage of waterways by water hyacinth thus, making 

fishing and recreation very difficult. Under favourable conditions, water hyacinth can achieve a growth rate of 

17.5 metric tonnes per hectare per day. Loss of water, through evapo-transpiration, also occurs due to the 

presence of water hyacinth in water bodies, such as lakes and dams. It also provides a favourable habitat for 

mosquitoes and diseases. Since the plant has abundant nitrogen content, it can be used a substrate for biogas 

production. Studies have been carried out which establish that methane can be produced from water hyacinth. 

However, aquatic weeds have a tendency to float due to air gaps, makes a scum layer at the top of slurry which 

hinders the biogas production for efficient bio-methanation of water hyacinth integrated with bubble gun 

technology.  

Keywords: Bio-energy, Evapo-transpiration, Water Hyacinth, Fossil Fuels etc. 

I INTRODUCTION 

Biogas Potential of Water Hyacinth: Fresh water hyacinth was collected from nearby ponds/lakes and 

chopped to 2–4 cm size. 

 

PICTURE 1:WATER HYACINTH 
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Physicochemical properties of water hyacinth were measured using standard protocols (Table 1). 

PARAMETERS VALUES 

Total Solids (%) (wb) 9.62 

Volatile Solids (%) (db) 79.41 

Ash (%) (db) 20.38 

Cellulose (%) 22.11 

Hemi-cellulose (%) 16.61 

Lignin (%) 9.60 

C(%) 36.00 

N(%) 1.811 

P(%) 0.85 

K(%) 2.10 

CV(Cal/gm) 3,772.69 

Table1:Physico-chemical properties of water hyacinth 

        

Picture2: Daily Fed Water Hyacinth Reactor    Figure1: Bio-methanation Plant Layout

Initially, a semi-continuous biogas digester having the volume of 200 L was developed with inclusion of 

agitation system where agitation process is carried out with biogas in a closed loop. Foot pump was used to 

create the pressure and bubbles were formed in a GI pipe which was kept vertical at the centre of the digester 

(Picture 2). The chopped and crushed water hyacinth is fed at 4 percent total solid content in the daily fed 

reactor through the inlet and stirring with the recirculation of biogas through pipe is carried out with a foot pump 

three times a day with 10 minutes duration each time. Hydraulic retention time was 25 days. Biogas production 

was found to be 20–22 L d
-1

,i.e.,262.5 L kg
-1

 TS water hyacinth.Water Hyacinth Bio-Methanation 

Demonstration PlantBased on the laboratory data, a high rate scale-up bio-methanation demonstration plant with 

a feeding capacity of 1–1.20 tonne water hyacinth and water per day was developed. All necessary components 

required for bio-methanation of water hyacinth, that is, waste crusher, hydrolysis (3m
3
capacity) and methane 

digesters (15 m
3 

capacity), bubble gun for stirring and mixing the digester contents, geysers to maintain thermo-

philic conditions in both the digesters by hot water circulation, storage biogas balloon, water ring compressor 

pump for homogeneous mixing of the digester contents by re-circulating the biogas through the bubble gun were 

installed and commissioned. The plant layout comprising all components of bio-methanation plant has been 

shown in Figure 1. Fresh water hyacinth was chopped to 2–4 cm size and slurry was prepared with addition of 

water. Acclimatization of the culture with crushed water hyacinth has been initiated by feeding 100 kg of 
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material and 900 L water. Once the process was stabilized, feeding was increased up to 500 kg water hyacinth 

and 500 L water. The prepared slurry was pumped into the hydrolysis tank and compressed air passed from the 

bottom for mixing the contents of the hydrolysis digester. Mixing was done for 30 minutes three times a day. 

The hydrolysed material was fed into the methane digester. The mixing bubble gun (Picture 3) which was 

installed inside the methane digester re-circulated the compressed biogas (pressure 0.5 bar) for 15 minutes three 

times a day. Recirculation of biogas was designed to burst a bubble from the bubble gun every 60 seconds. Both 

the hydrolysis and methane digesters were operated at thermo-philic conditions by circulating hot water at 50
o
C. 

The pictorial view of a demonstration plant is shown in Picture 4.The average biogas production was observed 

as 245 L kg
-1

 TS or about 20 L per kg of fresh material with 62 percent methane content. The feeding was 

maintained at 1 to 1.2 T, thus, keeping the retention time from 12–15 days in the methanedigester. The biogas 

produced was stored in a 25 m
3
 capacity biogas storage balloon, compressed by a vacuum pump and used for 

recirculation through the methane digester. Energy consumption was measured during the operation for the 

demonstration plant and it was about 21 kWh which can further be reduced to 11 kWh after optimizing the 

prime movers and skipping the hydrolysis digester. It was observed that total revenue accrued from the project 

at the presently installed cost of  Rs.3,000,000 was Rs.34,710. Since the cost of project can further be reduced 

by using only methane digester and escaping the hydrolysis digester and also optimizing the other equipment, 

the cost of biogas plant can be reduced to Rs.1,500,000and revenue generation will be Rs.79,712. If a financial 

assistance of 30 percent is provided on its project cost, the payback period may be reduced further. The results 

revealed that the project is economically feasible and includes a desirable energy gain. The current approach to 

control water hyacinth does not represent a good social investment because of two major disadvantages: first, 

the biomass of water hyacinth is not used but is disposed of as waste; and second, the emissions from the thrown 

water hyacinth enter the atmosphere, thus, adding to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Therefore, the proposed 

project is a good alternative to the current approach because the methane emission can be avoided and water 

hyacinth can be used as a substrate for high rate bio-methanation system by mixing bubble gun technology at 

thermo-philic temperatures for eradication of water hyacinth and other aquatic weeds. Municipalities and other 

government agencies involved in the disposal of water hyacinth may be benefitted. This bio-methanation system 

may be used for different wastes, such as vegetable wastes, industrial effluents, etc., where slight modifications 

may be required as per the substrate.  

 

PICTURE 3: Mixing Bubble Gun with Draft Tube  
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PICTURE 4:Pictorial View of a Demonstration Plant
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ABSTRACT  

 

This study aims at exploring the causes behind the Greece debt crisis and explains how the crisis made an 

impact on world economy and on Indian economy. Greece is in deep trouble after defaulting on its debt to the 

international monetary fund (IMF), Greece is facing severe economic crisis and the economy is shrinking. 

Greece and other countries like Spain, Italy, Ireland and Portugal are not comfortable with the valuation of 

Euro, as they are facing slow down. The one of the best way is to sell more goods and it is mandatory to devalue 

the currency. But Euro is the common currency which is used by all the countries of the Euro zone. The Debt 

with time became so massive that it was nearly impossible for these countries to repay. The focus of the paper is 

an attempt to study the impact of Greece Crisis on Indian Economy and World Economy. 

 

Keywords:  Euro, World Economy, Devalue, Currency, Economic Crisis. 

 

I INTRODUCTION 

 

Greece is in deep trouble after defaulting on its debt to the IMF. Greece is facing severe economic crisis as it has 

the debt of 175% GDP. Between 2008 and 2013 real GDP fell by 23% and the unemployment rate reached 

27.5% in 2013. The EU and the IMF provide Euro 240 billion in emergency funds in return for more Austerity 

measures. That only gave Greece enough money to pay interest on its existing debt and keep banks capitalized. 

The measures further slowed the Greek Economy. Since, Many Greeks blame the Austerity measures for the 

country’s situation. Greece and other countries like Portugal ( Euro 78 billion), Ireland ( Euro 85 billion), Italy ( 

Euro 10 billion), and Spain ( Euro 41 billion) are not comfortable with the valuation of currency as they are 

facing slow down and feel that there is need to regenerate their economy. The best way to do is to sell more 

goods and it is absolutely necessary to devalue the currency. But unfortunately the Greeks cannot do so because 

they share their currency with 18 other nations of the Euro Regions. 

 

II OBJECTIVES 

The main objectives of the study are: 

 Identify the main causes of the Greece Crisis. 

 To know whether Greece Crisis affect Indian Economy or not. 

 To study the impact of Greece Crisis on various economies of world. 
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III RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This study has an exploratory-cum-descriptive research design. The study is based on secondary data, collected 

from various sources like newspaper, media and various Research journals. 

 

IV REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

Manolis Galenianos(2015) concluded that Greece is facing an extremely severe Economic Crisis. According to 

him, the main cause of the Euro zone crisis is the Public Sector Profligacy. The most important task facing the 

Euro zone periphery is the recovery of competitiveness and the rebalancing of the current account. 

Chrysa, Leventi(2011) explored that Greece is widely expected to have a significant social impact in terms of 

greater inequality and increased poverty. The result of the Austerity measures and the wider recession in Greece, 

relative poverty has increased from 20.1 percent in 2009 to 20.9 percent in 2010. This leads to unemployment. 

Kovid Kumar Gupta (2015) has highlighted the reasons behind the Greece Crisis and he further explains how 

the Crisis made an impact on World Economy. He further explored the solutions and suggestions for countries 

to follow the Austerity measures. 

Paul Belkin, Derek E. Mix (2010) explained the Domestic and International causes. Domestically, high 

government spending, structural rigidities, tax evasion and corruption have all contributed to Greece’s 

accumulation of debt over the past decade. Internationally, the adoption of the Euro and lax enforcement of EU 

Rules aimed at limiting the accumulation of debt are also believed to have contributed to Greece’s Current 

Crisis. 

Daniel Harari(2015) highlighted an impact on Euro zone and UK. He further concludes that there is direct 

impact on the UK economy of Greece leaving the Euro zone would probably the small, The UK, however would 

likely be affected  indirectly via the Financial markets and via the wider Euro zone Economy.   

 

V OVERVIEW OF GREECE ECONOMY 

 

Greece achieved Independence from the Ottoman Empire in 1829. The Evolution of the Greek Economy during 

the second half of the 19
th 

century and first half of the 20
th

 century, it gradually added neighboring islands and 

territories. 1974, Democratic Elections created a parliamentary republic and abolished the Monarchy. In 1981, 

Greece joined the EU (Economic Corporation) Now the EU (European Union) and became the 12
th

 member of 

the European Economic and Monetary Union. In 2001, Greece adopted the Euro as its Currency, replacing the 

Greek Drachma at an exchange rate of 340.75 Drachma per Euro (Paul belkin, derek E.Mix). 

The Euro is the tangible proof of the European integration, the common currency in 19 out of 28 EU countries. 

These countries are collectively known as Euro zone. The Euro was launched on 1
st
 January 1999 by Alexandre 

Lamfalussy for accounting purposes. 

European Central Bank (ECB) is in charge of monetary issues in EU. Its main goal is to maintain Price Stability. 

Its Head office is located in Germany. 
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VI DIAGNOSIS OF A CRISIS 

 

In 2009, Greece kicked off the crisis. It announced its budget deficit would be 12.9 percent of Gross Domestic 

Product.  That’s more than the four times the EU’s 3 percent Ratings. That scared the investors. Greece could 

not repay its Euro 320 billion debt which is the largest Sovereign debt in history. In 2010, Greece announced an 

Austerity measures that would lower the deficit to 3 percent of GDP in two years. But the situation of the 

Greece remains the same (Anand . M and Gupta,GL) 

The EU and the IMF provided Euro 240 billion in emergency funds for more Austerity package. That only gave 

Greece enough money to pay interest on its existing debt and keeps Bank Capitalized. Greece could not repay its 

debt and this led to  

 Rise in unemployment 

 Decrease in foreign investment 

 Political uncertainty 

 

VII.MAIN CAUSE OF A CRISIS 

 

Greece problem arises because of following Reasons: 

 Low taxes 

 Higher salaries 

 Large spending on interest payment ( loosing 30 billion Euros per year). 

 Hiring of more Government Jobs 

 Greek Government expenditure approximately 104 billion Euro which is equal to 49 percent of GDP. 

 Secretly Borrowing from private and foreign investors to hide deficits 

 High pensions 

 Welfare schemes 

 

VIII EUROPE’S REACTION TO THE CRISIS 

 

To Help Greece for the repayment of the Debt, Germany would pay Greece’s bills but with condition that 

Greece had to agree certain Austerity Measures like 

 Cut spending 

 Raise taxes 

 Borrow less in the future 

 

This is the condition imposed by Germany and other Countries. So that such incidence never happens again. 

Greece has received two major Bailouts and both involve severe Austerity measures. On 1 May 2010, First 

Economic Adjustment Programme was announced and at 21 July 2011, Euro leaders agreed to extend Greek 
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loan repayment periods from 7 years to minimum of 15 years and to cut interest rates to 3.5 percent in Second 

Economic Adjustment Programme. 

 

IX THIRD BAILOUT PROGRAMME NEGOTIATION 

At a 12 July 2015 meeting of Euro zone leaders, a provisional agreement was struck on a third bailout 

programme for Greece which could total up to Euro 86 billion loans over three years. 

 

(i)TERMS OF THE AGREEMENT 

The deal that was reached was an agreement in principle for a third bailout programme of loans totalling around 

Euro 82- Euro 86 billion to Greece in return for a series of reform packages. Formal Negotiations on the terms 

of the full legal Memorandum of understanding between Greece and the European stability mechanism(ESM), 

the Euro zone bailout fund, would now be able to proceed should a number of conditions first be met. 

These conditions involved the Greek parliament legislation for a series of measures, including VAT increases 

and some pension reforms. Greece is expected to implement a reform agenda including: 

 Improve Financial Stability by strengthening the Banking Sector. 

 Tackle Tax evasion and fraud and improve Tax administration. 

 Reform of the pension system, removing exemptions and ending early retirement. 

 Fight corruption by improving efficiency of the public sector and judiciary. 

 De-regulate labour and product markets, with the aim  of  increasing competition, 

competitiveness and investment in the Economy. 

The agreement requires Greece to introduce a supplementary Budget in October 2015 that will 

either cut spending or raise revenues in order to hit the agreed Budget Target. 

 

(ii)FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

In return for implementing this agenda, on 14 august 2015 Eurozone Finance Ministers agreed to launch a 3
rd

 

bailout programme for Greece. They will receive loans of upto Euro 86 billion over a three year period. This 

will be distributed in a series of Tranches. 

The First Tranche will be of Euro 26 billion- Euro 10 billion to recapitalize Greek Banks and Euro 16 billion in 

several installments, the first of which-Euro 13 billion will be made by 20 August 2015, when Greece must 

repay about Euro 3.2 billion to the European central Bank (ECB). Greece had agreed to a MOU drafted by 

institutional Negotiations with some additional Austerity measures. A second loan Tranche of upto Euro 15 

billion will be available for bank recapitalization after the first creditor’s review of the programme’s progress.  

The IMF are not initially involved in this programme. Some Euro zone countries, including Germany, are so 

keen on the IMF’s participation in this third bailout. If it did so it would provide some of Euro 86 billion in 

loans earmarked for Greece (probably between 10 percent and 30 percent of this), lowering the amount the 

Eurozone would have to contribute. The IMF has said it will only participate if Greece receives some form of 

debt relief(Kovid kumar gupta) 
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X .IMPACT ON WORLD ECONOMY 

Greece crisis have negatively impacted the world economy. A Greek default would means billions in losses for 

European Banks and Government. There can be several mechanisms which explained as follows: 

First one is Stocks and Shares. Falling shares can cause cash flow problems which affects the trading 

companies. 

Another is Currencies. People might want to get rid of their Euro and buy other currencies, so these other 

currencies become Stronger. This affects the companies and the Economy at large scale( Wolf, Martin, 

Merkozy). 

 

XI .IMPACT ON INDIAN ECONOMY 

 

The Greece debt crisis is not likely to have any direct impact on the Indian Economy. There could be some 

indirect effects on trade flows depending on how European Economies perform in the future. Greek imports 

from India include cotton, synthetic fibers, vehicles, iron and steel and fruits (Kulkarni, Satish). While Greek 

exports to India include fibers, fertilizers, leather goods etc. only 0.05% of India exports go to Greece. So, India 

is not directly affected by the crisis. But India has to worry if the crisis spreads across Europe. If the Euro zone 

is hit by the crisis then probably India has to bear the consequences. 

Also, Indian Banks have virtually no direct exposure to Greece. So Indian Banks have no worry from Greece 

Crisis. So, there is no danger for India from the Greece Crisis.  

 

XII PRESENT CONDITION OF GREEK ECONOMY 

 

European authorities have authorized handling 7.5 billion Euros, in bailout aid to Greece, which will allow the 

country to keep paying its bills in the coming months. Greece’s creditors committed to debt relief, although not 

until 2018 at earliest, provided the country continues to carry out painful changes. 

“Proto Thema” newspaper cited the opinion poll carried out by marc polling firm and reported that about 79.7 

percent of Greeks believe that the Fourth bailout is nearing. However, Government spokesman Dimitris 

Tzanakopoulos said in an interview with Nation newspaper that “we will not accept additional measures…The 

only scenario we are working on is the completion of the second review (of the Bailout)”.  

 

XIII WHAT IF GREECE LEFT THE EUROZONE? 

 

Many experts worried that Greece’s problems would spill over to the rest of the world. If Greece defaulted on its 

debt and exited the Euro zone, it might create global financial shocks. However, some people believe that if 

Greece were to leave the currency union that will be known as “GREXIT”. 
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XIV CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

The Greece crisis is temporarily sorted out. As Greece accepted 3
rd

 Bailout to avoid its banking collapse. The 

solution and suggestions which economists found practical to bring Greece out of the crisis was the 

recommendations to countries to follow the Austerity policy. This would prevent the countries from indulging in 

more spending. The government will have to agree to strict borrowing rules and this will result in a strong 

integrated Government. This will also lead to greater confidence. 

The crisis in Greece should act as a reminder to a country like India that it should rethink on its policies of 

Growth. 
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ABSTRACT  

 
The effect of masonry infill panel on the response of RC frames subjected to seismic action is widely recognized and 

has been subject of numerous experimental investigations, while several attempts to model it analytically have been 

reported.Masonry infills in reinforced concrete buildings cause several undesirable effects under seismic loading: 

short-column effect, soft-storey effect, torsion, and out-of-plane collapse. Many researchers have changed various 

different parameters and analyzed the same. This paper presents a short summary of these investigations and helps 

in understanding the behavior of Infill Walls. 

 

I INTRODUCTION 
 

A large number of buildings are constructed with masonry infills for architectural needs or aesthetic reasons. 

However, because of complexity of the problem and absence of a realistic, yet simple analytical model, the 

combination of masonry infill panels is often neglected in the non-linear analysis of building structures. Such an 

assumption may lead to substantial inaccuracy in predicting the lateral stiffness, strength and ductility of the 

structure. 

The behavior of masonry infilled frames has been extensively studied in the last four decades in attempts to develop 

a rational approach for design of such frames. In general design practices in India, the strength and stiffness of infill 

walls are ignored because of the idea of conservative design. In practical, infill walls provide considerable strength 

and rigidity to the structure and their absence may cause failure of many multi-storeyed buildings. 

Infills do not contribute towards resisting gravity loads but contribute significantly in resisting lateral loads. 

However, in practice, infill stiffness is commonly ignored in frame analysis, resulting in an under estimation of 

stiffness and natural frequency. Infills have energy dissipation characteristics that contribute to improved seismic 

resistance. 

Behavior of infill walls have been analyzedand studied by many researchers manipulating with various parameter 

and verticals of structural analysis and civil engineering by changing in percentage of openings in infills, with and 

without infills, open first storey, change in infill material, analysis with different software accompanied by different 

methods of analysis, etc. 
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II METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
 

2.1 Equivalent Static Analysis 

The equivalent static lateral force method is a simplified technique which substitutes the effect of dynamic loading 

of an expected earthquake by a static force distributed laterally on a structure. Generally, the total seismic force is 

evaluated in two horizontal directions which is parallel to main axes of the building. This method assumes that the 

building responds in its fundamental lateral mode, this assumption is conserved true when the building is low rise 

and must be symmetric to avoid torsional movement under ground motion. The effects caused by seismic forces 

must be resisted by the structure in either direction, but not in both the directions simultaneously. 

 

2.2 Response Spectrum Method 

In order to perform the seismic analysis and design of a structure to be built at a particular location, the actual time 

history record is required. However, it is not possible to have such records at each and every location. Further, the 

seismic analysis of structures cannot be carried out simply based on the peak value of the ground acceleration as the 

response of the structure depend upon the frequency content of ground motion and its own dynamic properties. To 

overcome the above difficulties, earthquake response spectrum is the most popular tool in the seismic analysis of 

structures. There are computational advantages in using the response spectrum method of seismic analysis for 

prediction of displacements and member forces in structural systems. The method involves the calculation of only 

the maximum values of the displacements and member forces in each mode of vibration using smooth design spectra 

that are the average of several earthquake motions. 

 

2.3 Time History Analysis 

In order to examine the exact non-linear behavior of building structures, nonlinear time history analysis has to be 

carried out. In this method, the structure is subjected to real ground motion records. This makes this Analysis of 

Masonry Infill in a Multi-Storied Building analysis method quite different from all of the other approximate analysis 

methods as the inertial forces are directly determined from these ground motions and the responses of the building 
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either in deformations or in forces are calculated as a function of time, considering the dynamic properties of the 

building structure. 

 

2.4 Pushover Analysis 

Pushover analysis is a static, nonlinear procedure in which the magnitude of the lateral forces is incrementally 

increased, maintaining the predefined distribution pattern along the height of the building. With the increase in 

magnitude of the loads, weak links and failure modes are found. Pushover analysis can determine the behavior of a 

building, including the ultimate load and maximum inelastic deflection. Local nonlinear effects are modeled and the 

structure is pushed until a collapsed mechanism is developed. At each step, the base shear and roof displacement can 

be plotted to generate the pushover curve. 

 

 

III UNDESIRABLE EFFECTS UNDER SEISMIC LOADING 

 
3.1 Short-Column Effect 

 

Columns those are short-heighted or with shorter effective heights to that of the other regular (taller) columns within 

the same storey are called Short Columns. Formation of Short Columns could be due to presence of intermediate 

beams or due to other reasons as shown in Figs-11, 12 & 13 below. These are the typical cases that introduce Short 

Columns in buildings. In general, there would be presence of Short Columns wherever effective column heights 

vary within the same storey due to various structural configurations or boundary conditions. 

Short columns are relatively stiff in comparison to other regular columns due to their lower effective heights hence 

have increased Seismic Demand. These columns attract higher value of earthquake induced forces than their 

counterparts; thereby making it highly vulnerable in earthquakes. This effect is termed as "Short Column Effect" in 

frame structures. 
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3.2 Soft-Storey Effect 

A soft storey, also known as a weak story, is defined as a story in a building that has substantially less resistance, or 

stiffness, than the stories above or below it. In essence, a soft story has inadequate shear resistance or inadequate 

ductility (energy absorption capacity) to resist the earthquake-induced building stresses. Although not always the 

case, the usual location of the soft story is at the ground floor of the building. This is because many buildings are 

designed to have an open first-floor area that is easily accessible to the public. Thus the first floor may contain large 

open areas between columns, without adequate shear resistance. The earthquake-induced building movement also 

causes the first floor to be subjected to the greatest stress, which compounds the problem of a soft story on the 

ground floor. 

Soft storey buildings are characterized by having a storey which has a lot of open space. Parking garages, for 

example, are often soft stories, as are large retail spaces or floors with a lot of windows. While the unobstructed 

space of the soft story might be aesthetically or commercially desirable, it also means that there are fewer 

opportunities to install shear walls, specialized walls which are designed to distribute lateral forces so that a building 

can cope with the swaying characteristic of an earthquake 

 

 

 
 

IV LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

4.1 Seismic Evaluation of RC Frame with Brick Masonry Infill Walls.  

M.Tech Scholar Nitesh Singh, Asst. Prof. V.K.Verma 

Infill panels are only used in RC frame structure as partition walls and as external walls. These are considered as 

non-structural elements and can provide with considerable stiffness to the building improving the performance 

under-ground motions. In this paper two methods are used to analyze the behavior of Infill walls i.e. Equivalent 

Lateral Force method and Response Spectrum Method. Two models are considered one without infill and another 

with infill. The one with infill has been modeled as an equivalent diagonal strut element using Hendry formula. Both 

the models are analyzed with Pushover analysis. The software used is STAAD Pro and the results obtained are 

compared in terms of strength and stiffness with bare frame. 
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4.2 Influence of Masonry Infill Walls on Seismic Performance of RC Framed Structures- A Comparison of 

AAC and Conventional Brick Infill. 

        M.Tech Student Ms. KajalGoel 

This paper deals with the analysis of RC frame with different infill material one is AAC (Autoclaved Aerated 

Concrete) and the other is Conventional concrete block. This paper has used the STAAD Pro software for analysis. 

The methodology used in this paper is Equivalent Static Force Analysis. Comparison of these two materials with 

different parameters such as Base Shear, End Displacement and Deflection of frames are depicted in this paper. 

 

4.3 Beneficial Influence of Masonry Infill Walls on Seismic Performance of RC Frame Building 

C V R Murty and Sudhir K Jain. 

Masonry Infills contribute significant lateral stiffness, strength, overall ductility and energy dissipation capacity. 

With suitable arrangements to provide reinforcement in masonry that is well anchored in frame column, it is 

possible i=to also improve the out-of-plane response of such infills. Infills interfere with the lateral deformation of 

RC frame; separation of frame and infill takes place along one diagonal and compression strut forms along another. 

Therefore, infills add lateral stiffness to the building. 

 

4.4  Effect of Infill Stiffness onSeismic Performance of Multi-Storey RC Framed Buildings in India. 

Robin DAVIS, Praseetha KRISHNAN, Devdas MENON, Meher PRASAD 

 
Most of the Multi-Storey buildings in India comprises of Reinforced Concrete frames with brick masonry as infills. 

The use of unreinforced masonry infill walls may not contribute towards resisting gravity loads but may 

significantly enhance stiffness and strength of the frame under earthquake or wind resulting in an under estimation 

of stiffness and natural frequency. It has been observed from the experiments that infills have energy dissipation 

characteristics that contribute to improved seismic resistance. In this paper two typical buildings located in moderate 

seismic zones of India are considered. The difference between two buildings are one exists with plan irregularity 

vertical irregularity (soft-storey) and the other exists with symmetricity. The infills were modelled using equivalent 

strut approach. Static analysis (for gravity and lateral loads), response spectrum analysis and non-linear pushover 

analysis (assigning the hinge properties to beams and column sections) were performed. It is observed that the 

seismic demand at the soft storey level is significantly large when infill stiffness is considered, with larger base 

shear and larger displacements. This effect, however, is not found to be significant in the symmetric building 

(without soft storey). Seismic performance was compared in the pushover analysis for the two cases. The results are 

described in detail in this paper. 
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4.5 Earthquake Analysis of Highrise Buildings with and without Infill Walls. 

Wakchaure M.R., Ped S.P  

 

The effect of masonry infill panel on the response of RC frames subjected to seismic action is widely recognized and 

has been subject of numerous experimental investigations, while several attempts to model it analytically have been 

reported. In analysis of buildings, infill walls are modeled as equivalent strut approach there are various formulae 

derived by research scholars and scientist for width of strut and modelling. Infill behaves like compression strut 

between column and beam and compression forces are transferred from one node to another. In this study the effect 

of masonry walls on high rise building is studied. Linear dynamic analysis on high rise building with different 

arrangement is carried out. For the analysis G+9 R.C.C. framed building is modelled. Earthquake time history is 

applied to the models. The width of strut is calculated by using equivalent strut method. Various cases of analysis 

are taken. All analysis is carried out by software ETABS. Base shear, storey displacement, story drift is calculated 

and compared for all models. The results show that infill walls reduce displacements, time period and increases base 

shear. So it is essential to consider the effect of masonry infill for the seismic evaluation of moment resisting 

reinforced concrete frame. 

 

 

V CONCLUSION 

 
1. The Indian Standard code provisions do not provide any guidelines for the analysis and design of RC frames 

with infill panels. 

2. Due to the presence of infill walls the displacement capacities of the structure enhances and the structural 

force distribution modifies significantly. 

3. As the density of the infill material reduces the base shear also is on a smaller scale as compared with the 

infill material of higher density. For example, the base shear was significantly smaller for AAC blocks than 

with conventional clay bricks which results in reduction in member forces which in turn results in reduction 

of area of steel. With this we can reduce the cost in construction. 

4. The bare frame has higher time period than that of infilled frame as given by equivalent static method 

concluding that presence of infill panels increases stiffness of the structure. 

5. The storey drift decreases in infilled frame when compared with bare frame verifying the importance of 

stiffness in absorbing shocks. 

6. Infills interfere with lateral deformation of RC frame; separation of frame and infill takes place along one 

diagonal and a compression strut forms along another. Therefore, infills add lateral stiffness to the building. 

7. Load transfer mechanism changes from frame action to truss action. The columns now experience increased 

axial forces but reduced bending moments and shear forces. 
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8. In bare frame, inelastic effects in RC frame members and joints cause energy dissipation while in an infilled 

frame, inelastic effects in infills also contribute to it. Therefore, energy dissipation in infill is higher than in 

bare frame. 

9. The increase in opening percentage leads to decrease on lateral stiffness of infilled frame. 

10. The results from equivalent static analysis, the displacement values are higher than Response Spectrum and 

Time history analysis. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Abstract--Incredible growth of internet technology has made the digital content available on hand and it is easily 

accessible to unauthorized users to replicate, manipulate, and distribute using the same technology. This wide use of 

digital content needs emphasis on safeguarding this multiple media content. So, in this paper prominence is given to 

categories of watermarking and its applications than on watermarking structure, mechanisms, threats on 

watermarked data and its evaluation process. For high security of digital content on World Wide Web it needs 

details on types of watermarking then applying it appropriately at the required scenario. The intention of digital 

watermarking is to integrate concealed information in multiple media to defend the exclusive rights of an 

individual’s creation. 

 

Keywords: Ghost Image, Intellectual Property Rights, PSNR, Payload, Watermarking 

 

I  Introduction 

In Today’s world of internet being used for all types of communication in the form of multiple media, we are very 

much in need of protecting our sensitive information being transmitted on the insecure channel. This information 

can be our legal rights on the data or multiple media we are transferring and/ or making available on World Wide 

Web. 

Since internet is fastest medium being used for transferring data to any part of the world. It has given rise to theft of 

Intellectual Property (IP) rights on digital content which can be in text, audio, video, images. So watermarking 

process is a way for securing data from these thefts of IP rights.  

Here in watermarking owners personal information is merged with his/her digital content at the time of sending the 

data. At receiving end this owner personal information is being used to identify the authentication of data. These 

watermarking process is used in multiple media like text documents, Images, audios and vedios.The refered research 

papers say there are many research scholars working on this watermarking process to improvise the results gained 
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from earlier research.[12] 

This paper is sectioned as  2. Historical view of digital watermarking. 3. Categories of digital watermarking. 4.  

Threats for Digital watermarking. 5. Evaluation of the watermarking process 6. Applications of Digital 

Watermarking. 7.  Conclusion 

 

II HISTORICAL VIEW OF DIGITAL WATERMARKING 

 
Watermarking mechanism finds its evolution from 13

th
 century they were used to identify the manufacturer of the 

paper. Watermarks are used even till today as manufacturer marks. It is also used for maintaining Authentication, 

Integrity and Confidentiality between the sender and receiver of the watermarked data and to prevent imitations of 

paper currency. The main aim of watermarking is to launch information authenticity which can be ensured at the 

receiver based on the embedded secret information ie watermarking. Information hiding takes the advantage of 

human vision system.  

Steganography can be seen as classical version of hiding the secret information and digital watermarking found its 

existence due to enormous growth of internet technology.  Steganography aims for imperceptibility to human vision 

system by concealing information and hiding its location from the unauthorized access. Except for the sender and 

receiver knows the existence of information, this is being used in olden days and it is treated as invisible 

watermarking. The term "Digital Watermark" was coined by Andrew Tirkel and Charles Osborne in December 

1992. The first successful embedding and extraction of a spread spectrum watermark was demonstrated in 1993 by 

Andrew Tirkel, Charles Osborne and Gerard Rankin. [10]. Digital watermarking is another dimension to 

cryptography, considering robustness as its top priority. In cryptography an unauthorized person normally knows 

that information is being communicated, algorithm being used and only the key size needs to be found by the 

unauthorized person. 

Digital watermarking is a secretly embedding technique of digital content with secret information that can be 

extracted by the recipient. The image in which the secret data to be embedded, is called the cover image or host. The 

watermarking process has to be flexible against attacks and tampering keeping the content of a watermark readable 

in order to be recognizable when extracted by the recipient.  

Robustness, fidelity and payload are the essential factors of a watermarking system; considering capacity of   the 

embedded information, data becomes less robust based on increase in the capacity. As a result there is a loss and 

gain  between these factors and these must be considered while implementing  the watermarking mechanism. [3] 

Today we use watermark in our daily official documents usage of MS-Word document for instance to mark the 

documents as confidential on the background layer of the paper which is visible and readable to our eyes. It is called 

as visible watermarking.  In general there is need for us to use watermarks for securing sensitive information on 

insecure e-communication channels. 
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III CATEGORIES OF DIGITAL WATERMARKING 

 
When it comes to watermarking of digital content which is available on the internet in the form of text, audio, video, 

images and any form of digitized documents are seen as digital image watermarking of this digitized images. Digital 

image watermarking method can be viewed in seven categories and it is represented in a tree structure form as 

shown in the Fig. 1 below  

 

Fig. 1: Tree structure representation of categories of watermarking 

There is common need to be reached when Watermarking method is implemented. Based on the needs watermarking 

method can be categorized into seven as shown in the fig 1.  
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3.1 Perceptibility 

Visible and invisible watermarking based on perceptibility criteria. Visible watermarking is about visibility of 

marked image as owners right for protecting his/her authority on the marked image. For example in currency notes, 

Bond papers logos on TV channels etc.,Invisible watermarking is about embedding an image which is cannot be 

perceived by human vision system but needs specialized software to extract the watermarked image from the cover 

image to identify the owner of the cover image. For example text documents, images or even audio content.  

Dual watermarking combination of visible and invisible watermarks, invisible watermark used as back up for visible 

watermark. 

 

3.2 Extraction 

Blind, semi-blind and non-blind watermarking based on the way extraction of watermarking is done. Blind 

watermarking is also called as public watermarking, it requires neither the cover image nor the embedded 

watermark, but extracts n bits of the watermark data from the watermarked image. for example : Piracy control is the 

specific application of blind watermarking which has to send different watermark to each user and  distinguish and 

understand these different watermarks. 

 

Semi-blind watermarking is also called as semi private watermarking; intention is to find whether that the 

watermark can be detected. Semi private watermarking does not require cover image. For example used in 

applications of systems of copy control ie.as in DVD where copying is not allowed), copy right protection 

(ownership) and fingerprinting where purpose is to recognize the original recipient of the pirated copies.  

 

Non Blind watermarking is also called as private watermarking, it requires original data (Cover image) for 

detection, first way is to extract the watermark from the possibly distorted data and use the original  data as a clue to 

find where the watermark could be  in distorted data. Second way needs copy of the embedded watermark for 

extraction and give in Yes or No to recognize watermark data exists  and this is believed to be more robust because 

it exchanges very little information and access to secret information. Non blind watermarking is not research topic in 

today’s world of internet. 

 

3.3 Platform 

 Hardware and software based watermarking considering the system platform used for watermarking. 

Hardware watermarking can be implemented but it lacks in watermarking algorithm implementation where as 

software implementation of watermarking algorithms operations are performed as computational process on 

microprocessor that extensively consumes more power and algorithm code should be stored in memory which 

occupies more area. and it may not perform sufficiently fast. It may be faster to implement an algorithm in software, 

it is due to availability of software tools for various watermarking operations, but limitation to time complexity and 

space complexity of the implementation. The reasons for moving towards hardware implementation is algorithms 
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operations are implemented in custom designed circuitry leading to advantages like increase in speed of 

performance and decrease in power consumption. Hence hardware watermarking scheme is more economical.[4]  

 

3.4 Image Compression 

Lossy compression watermarking and lossless compression watermarking based on image compression methods 

used. The reason for compression is easy to handle in storage and communication. According to Image 

Compression, compression can be categorized to two main groups lossy and lossless.  

 

The lossy compression also called as irreversible compression is applicable only to non-sensitive data such as video 

watermarking because it does not lead to any major changes to the original data if some part of data is lost. 

Transform coding techniques like Wavelet and Cosine transforms are found to be appropriate for lossy compression 

watermarking. Lossless compression also called as reversible compression which does not cause a loss of data. On 

reversing the compressed data to its original data both are same; it is most frequently used in medical image analysis 

and in sensitive data watermarking. [5] 

 

3.5 Robustness 

Fragile, semi fragile and robust watermarking is based on Robustness criteria.  

A digital watermark is known as fragile when it is not detectable after the smallest amount of modifications., 

Commonly used for maintaining integrity of the information ie tamper detection. 

Semi fragile watermarking resists gentle transformations but not able to detect after rough transformations. 

Robust watermarking is with respect to resisting designated class of transformations commonly used in copy 

protection application. 

 

3.6 Quality 

Eventually there is irreversible and reversible watermarking based on quality of the watermarking image.  

Reversible watermarking is a mechanism that enables images to be authenticated and then restored back to the 

original data as before the watermarking of the original data. Irreversible watermarking ie unalterable once slight 

modifications are done to original data in order to conceal informative message and it is irreversible question of 

reliability arises on the watermarked data, and this is not always acceptable. So most of the watermarking we use 

and prefer to be reversible. [23] 

Arsalan,malik,and khan[5] has proposed a intelligent reversible watermarking  approach GA-RevWM for medical 

images.here intelligent is applied to improve the imperceptibility for a fixed payload. The experiment results show 

significant improvement in terms of imperceptibility for a desired level of payload against the existing approaches. 
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3.7 Embedding 

There is spatial  frequency and transform frequency   watermarking methods based on embedding domain. 

These are two approaches used for merging of watermarks in host image. In spatial domain approach changing pixel 

values of host image and used in document authentication and tamper detection. Frequently used spatial domain 

techniques are LSB, Spread spectrum. 

In Frequency domain approach hiding the watermark image in coefficients which spread the watermark image thru 

the frequency spectrum, frequently used frequency domain approaches are DCT, DWT which are widely used in 

watermark embedding process. 

When designing a watermarking process considering the characteristics of image is essential i.e. robustness, 

payload, Imperceptibility. 

 

3.8 Common Watermarking Structure 

Let us go thru the common watermarking structure that is as shown in the Fig. 2 below: 

 

 

Fig. 2: Common watermarking structure 

The above Fig 2. Gives a common structure of watermarking process. Square and Rectangle gives a logical end to 

the process, elliptical shape and rounded vertical rectangle gives process takes place and arrow marks show the flow 

of watermarking process.  
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3.9 Working of Watermarking mechanism Discrete Cosine Transform and Discrete Wavelet 

Transform  

Working of Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT):  Digital image watermarking using DCT is most popular transform 

domain. DCT behaves as tool to decorrealte the input signal in a data independent manner. [13] 

In order to embed the watermark DCT allows cover image to be decomposed into different frequency bands like 

high, middle and low bands. So it is easier to choose the suitable band in which we are going to embed watermark. 

Usually watermark is embedded in middle band and it does not spread out to low frequency band. It does not 

overexpose them to remove through image compression and noise attacks where high frequency components are 

chosen. [6].There are diverse methods of DCT based watermarking technique one of the technique chooses middle 

band frequency region to provide additional imperceptibility to lossy compression techniques and avoiding major 

modifications to the cover image. [13][10] 

 

Let us consider a cover image with size SxS then DCT is performed for each block of the selected band for a given 

piece of an image (ie block of size SxS) function f (i, j) over two integer variables i and j , the DCT transforms it 

into a new function F(u,v) with integer u and v running over the same range as i and  j. DCT defined and expressed 

as : 

……… (1) 

………... (2) 

 

 

As said earlier it is popularly used for [11] Digital  Image Watermarking implementation for the reasons like a) till 

date most common image compression technique are JPEG based on DCT b) results on incorporation of 

characteristics of Human Vision System are already available for DCT, these results influence their use in designing 

imperceptible data hiding schemes. 

 

Working of Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT): Is another method of decomposition that has gained a immense 

transaction of recognition in current years is the wavelet transform. There are two types of wavelet transforms: the 

Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform. CWT applied to large class of functions. 

DWT applied on discrete samples of the input signal.[13] 

DWT technique can be seen similar to human vision system behavior. DWT uses this behavior to embed the 
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watermark data in less sensitive area to Human Vision System (HVS). [8] 

DWT is a best example technique under transform domain watermarking technique here [8] it modifies the 

quantized coefficients of cover image.DWT acts as tool for decomposing images into four components namely LL1, 

HL1, LH1 and HH1 as shown in Fig. 3 below: 

 

 

Fig 3: Two Level DWT Decomposition 

We call these four components as sub bands also named as 

LL1 (low, low) approximate 

LH 1(low, high) vertical 

HL 1(high, low) horizontal 

HH 1(high, high) diagonal 

From the review of research papers it  is known fact that maximum energy is found LL sub band(low frequency)so 

any changes to coefficients of these LL sub band will lead to image loss[6]. So we should not embed watermark in  

LL subband.It is better to embed watermark data in high frequency band. 

Merits of DWT: DCT decompose image into blocks where as DWT does not decompose into blocks for processing. 

Perceptually DWT images are less evident [12] when compared to DCT. 

DWT will affect the image specifically.DWT allows to watermark on the region which is less sensitive to HVS. 

 

3.10 From our perspective spatial and frequency domain differences can be viewed as: 

Spatial watermarking applies watermark to a specific color band so that watermark only visible when the colors are 

separated. Frequency watermarking applies a watermark to a specific frequency so that watermark only visible when 

that frequency is separated out. 
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IV THREATS FOR DIGITAL WATERMARKING 

 
To measure performance of digital watermarking system three factors are considered robustness, invisibility and 

capacity. Robustness must restrict itself to any kind of attacks like rescaling, compression, cropping, rotation, noise 

is some of the attacks (but not all of the types are surveyed in this paper) Invisibility watermarked image should look 

indistinguishable from the original image even on highest quality equipment. Capacity based on the survey of many 

research papers capacity of watermarking scheme varies from small fraction of host image size to multiple times the 

size of host image. [8] 

Chunlin Song, Sud Sudirman, and Madjid Merabti [8] proposed a region adaptive approach for watermarking 

technique to further improve upon invisibility and robustness but limitation of this technique is due to limited 

number of suitable regions for storing watermark, storing capacity can be low due to limited number of suitable 

regions. 

In watermarking technology attack is any processing that may deteriorate the detection of watermark or 

communication of information concealed by the watermark.  

Aim of watermark attacks is watermarking mechanisms is successful or not is mainly dependent on its robustness 

property being able to with stand different attacks. These watermark attack intention is to remove or display any 

watermark in the cover image hence it is  necessary to analyze how these watermarking attacks work on 

watermarked image so that it helps us to design best watermarking mechanism. 

 

4.1 Categories of attacks 

In one of the reviewed paper has classified watermarks attacks into 4 different categories namely Removal, 

geometric, cryptography, protocol attacks. Initially, It can also be classified broadly as Intentional and Unintentional 

attacks. Unintentional attack n watermarked image, watermark data is likely to undergo one or the other kind of 

image processing operations before it reaches the receiver. Processing can be lossy compression, signal 

enhancement etc.Intentional attack: other types of processing are done intentionally to disturb the watermark 

reception. 

4.1.1 Removal attack  

Is straight forward approach which destroys the existence of cover image completely without identifying watermark 

or trying to know the technique used for watermarking. 

4.1.2 Geometric attack  

Geometric attack can be treated as distortion attack, because the detection of watermark is impossible in the 

watermarked image. But can be recovered with the help of more intelligent watermark detection mechanism. Like 

zooming, rotation, cropping between recovered image and cover image. 

4.1.3 Cryptography attack  

Cryptography is going to break the security of watermarking technique and finds a way to remove the watermark 

information from watermarked image or insert deceptive watermarks. Brute-force search is an example here to 
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search for the watermark information. Practically use of These attacks are limited due to their high computational 

complexity. 

4.1.4 Protocol attack 

It is an attack on the entire concept of the watermarking application by disabling the authority of watermarked 

image. This makes an attempt to mislead the detection of watermark by embedding several additional false 

watermark data to disable the ownership of the watermarks. 

 

V  EVALUATION OF WATERMARKING PROCESS 
Evaluation is very much essential and important part of any watermarking techniques. Here we estimate the quality 

parameters of the Digital Image watermarking process like PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) and NC (Normalized 

Correlation) 

PSNR measure quality from HVS perspective where it determines efficiency of watermarking with respect to 

noise,Where it degrades the quality of image. 

From HVS perspective quality of watermarked image and attacked image are measured using  

PSNR = 10 log (P
2
/MSE)  

Where p= max value in host image. If PSNR value is high it shows that watermarked image is perceptible ie not 

visible to Human Vision System. 

Mean Square Error (MSE) measures the average of the squares of the errors between Cover image and watermarked 

image. Mean Square Error is expressed as:  

 

…………………(3) 

M, N is pixel values in host image 

Wi, j =  is pixel values in watermarked  image 

Hi, j = is pixel values in host image 

 

NC is computed using original watermark Wi and extracted watermark W’i to justify the existence of watermark and  

it is expressed as : 

 ……………(4) 

Nw being number of blocks  
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VI APPLICATIONS OF WATERMARKING 

 
Digital watermarks are practically valuable in many areas like 

6.1 Copyright protection 

In case of photographers, photographers have always needed to take steps to protect their work. these watermark 

options give photographers several ways to prevent and prosecute illicit uses of their images. 

6.2 Fingerprinting 

It’s a process of associating [12] unique information about each distributed copy of digital content which allows 

owners of digital content to establish  and scrutinize reproduced data that are illicitly accessed. Fingerprint (is image 

information) is embedded in every copy of original data using watermarking process because it is invisible and 

inseparable from the content. 

6.3 Medical 

Watermarking can be used to hide the patient information and extract back by owner using certain keys. 

Its about medical information security thru watermarking. Mandatory characteristics of security we know 

Confidentiality, Availability and Reliability. In medical information system these characteristics can be reached thru 

security services like Integrity, Availability, Authentication and non repudiation. Using technique of visible 

watermarking patient names are printed on X-rays, MRI scans etc. 

6. 4 Transaction Tracking 

 Visible watermarking is regularly used in this application but invisible watermarks can also be used for better 

solution. Watermarks record the receiver’s information in each authorized sale or allocation of the work. If work is 

misrepresented (disclosed to press or unlawfully circulated) there is way for title-holder to find out who is the 

collaborator. 

6.5 Broadcast monitoring 

Media contents like music,songs,advertisement and other custom audio and video or online channels all the  time 

knowing where,when,how and why they are broadcasted. 

For instance to monitor the TV, radio broadcasting watermarks are used to prevent airtime booking. It can be 

monitored active and passive.Passive monitoring uses computers with a database of known contents.Active 

monitoring identification of information can be directly decoded.[16] 

6.6 Information management system 

With information management processes, it is difficult to protect the created pdf files from alteration or misuse once 

it is sent and distributed to others. There are different levels of security for important documents like passport, 

monetary objects, the content within a pdf is also treated with same importance major concern for pdf is security 

against alteration and misuse. In order to provide security to pdf along with security like copying, printing to retain 

the distinction within hard copies once  documents are printed and in case of pdf content is sensitive or not, in all 

these possibilities adding watermark to pdf acts as a good control of categorization of pdf  document. Stamping 

watermarks on created pdf by pdf creator is done along with pdf creator services. 
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Watermarks can be textual or image placed foreground or background content of the pdf pages. 

6.7 Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) Protection 

Under IPR we find Trade Secret, Patents and Copyright constraints for the illicit users of documents. Major task 

here is demonstration of the ownership in legal disputes, fingerprinting and copy control. It is mainly the 

responsibility of Government to protect even if we design advanced model for IPR protection.[10] 

6.8 Invisible marking on documents 

Purpose of using digital watermarks on white papers in the form of blot is to authenticate the creator and content or 

to engage the document. For example official documents like contracts used by ,lawyers embed the name of the 

lawyer, in future, when argument arises digital watermark is read and creator of the document is authenticated. This 

concept of marking on document is a patented technology and is known as Cryptoglyph.[10] 

 6.9 ID Card Security 

Information in a ID is embedded into the photo on that ID Card, on extraction and comparing with the information 

written on ID card, it can be verified. Here information in ID card is the watermark embedded and extracted. If the 

ID card is stolen and photo is replaced by another photo of the same person which does not contains any kind of 

watermark, this leading to failure in extracting the watermark will cancel the IDCard 

In case of passports today to avoid duplications of passports in various places Indian passports are using additional 

ghost image which makes passport more secure and tamper proof. A ghost image is similar to watermark image of 

Mahatma Gandhi in Indian currency notes along with ghost photograph, the personal details of the passport holder 

will be embedded in the passport to make it difficult to duplicate or tamper with it. [15] 

VII  CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper we presented prominent impression on categories of digital watermarking and its application areas. 

Secondly, presented common watermarking system with diagrammatic representation gives basic idea about 

watermarking process, watermarking techniques not much detailed other than just giving direction about using the 

popular one. Possible threats for watermark basically discussed from intentional and unintentional perspective and 

its impact measured in evaluation process of watermarking using PSNR for measuring quality of image with respect 

to human vision system on original image and watermarked image and NC evaluates the original and extracted 

watermark.  A theoretical discussion on categories of digital watermarking and its application are essential for high 

security of watermarking the digital content from the designing perspective of optimized watermarking mechanisms. 

Applications are described with respect to real time scenarios in ID card security, information management system, 

and invisible marking on paper. Area which needs further research is watermarking techniques and its optimization 

approaches. research papers [11][12] makes us to think of using the popular watermarking techniques any one of the 

nature inspired algorithms to optimize the result towards improvising the robustness against attacks. 
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ABSTRACT 

Government has launched various poverty and unemployment alleviation programs. Integrated rural development 

programs, training of Rural Youth for self-employment, Jawahar Rozgar Yogna, Prime Minister Rozgar Yogna are a 

few schemes launched by the government to reduce unemployment in India. The number of new government jobs is 

decreasing every year. Business houses are now a days looking for youth having skills. Developing Skills is the only 

alternative to counter poverty and unemployment.  

Honourable Prime Minister has launched Skill Development Mission, so as to make India hub of skilled manpower. 

The mission is not only limited to skill but also entrepreneurship. Hence both and entrepreneurship is promoted 

through this campaign.  

Keywords: Skill Development Mission, Unemployment Poverty, Entrepreneurship Apprenticeship, 

Training, Opportunities. 

I INTRODUCTION 

Punjab skill development mission seeks to create constant opportunities for the youth of Punjab so they are able to 

acquire skills to choice and support them with means of  creating sustainable livelihoods. State of Punjab has 

launched new courses under skill development program to train more than 15000 desirous youths to enhance their 

employability
1
. 

Demand driven short training courses based on Modular Employable. 

Skills (MES) is identified and decided in consultation with industry. Central government facilitates and promotes 

training while industry, private sector and state governments provide training to the persons. Punjab needs to have a 

massive skill development program and create employment opportunities through this mission. 
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The Government of Punjab gives top priority to skill development to its people. This is done only with one most 

important reason, to make them employable. The unemployed youth of Punjab are helped by making them choose 

right skills, so that they can have better livelihoods. This is done by keeping in view their academic background and 

aptitudes. The mission of Punjab state is to coordinate all the efforts of different departments in providing skills 

based training
2
. 

Punjab Skill Development Mission, Government of Punjab has illustrated its working with sighting the following 

State Road Map for Skill Development Model
3
. 
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State Roadmap for Skill Development Comprehensive and Sustainable Model 

Source PSDM 

Skill and knowledge helps in the growth of a person and makes him self-reliant. It also helps people in getting job-

oriented jobs. It also helps people in exploring their talents to their full. Skill Training Centre help in finding job 

opportunities. The Training Centres set up by the Government impart various types of training in different courses 

as per qualification, skill of people. Various camps and workshops are organized. Edusat sessions, presentations 

become part of the course curriculum. 

II OBJECTIVES 

1.  To study the challenges and problems faced by Skill Development Mission in Punjab. 

2. To study all possible solutions to make Skill Development mission in Punjab a success. 

III METHODOLOGY 

In order to study Challenges and problems faced by Skill Development Mission in Punjab, data was generated 

through various journals, books, websites, reports related to State of Punjab. 

 As per 4
th

 Annual Employment and unemployment survey by Labour Bureau
4
 population aged 15 and 

above 6.8% has received vocational training. 

 Majority of people have acquired hereditary skills and do not go for a formal training
5
. 

 Women in rural areas do not indulge in skills which are technical in nature. 

 Employers complain that youth do not have the skills which are suited to their organizations. 

 Job creation is not on the same pace as the number of youths coming out of these training centres. 

 Lack of awareness on the part of youth to choose the right type of course. 

 Skill development is associated with blue collar jobs which are thought to be below dignity for some. 

 The perceived “Stigma” associated with skill development has also resulted in low enrolments in 

vocational courses
6
. 

 Bank educational loans are very high, hence future investments become uncertain. 

 Quality and good trainers are also a matter of concern. 

 Number of IIT’s and Vocational Centres are less. 

 To identify voids in the existing system and to rectify the same. 

 To refine the course curriculum and pedagogy in the training centres. 

 To upgrade the courses in the training centres which have a high demand in the job market. 

 To increase funds and infrastructure in the training centres. 
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 To change the mind set and perceptions of the youth from bookish knowledge to vocational courses
7
. 

 Quality trainers should be hired to train youth. 

 Training policies of the government need to the updated from time to time. 

 Practical training, Hand-on-training is required for trainers. Good stipend during training programs should 

be provided. 

 Skills should be developed to work overseas. 

 

IV CONCLUSION 

Skill Development Mission in Punjab is a successful Government venture which has definitely helped youth to get 

employment. It is a strong help taken by the Government of India towards making the State prosperous. 

There is a great need of such ventures which will help in uplifting the standard of living and attaining financial 

independence among youth. 
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